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TOWARD A THEORY OF INFORMATION CHOICES 
IN ORGANISATIONS: 

AN INTEGRATIVE APPROACH 

This thesis develops an integrative mode1 of the factors tbat may influence the 
choices of quantitative financiai and quantitative non-hancial performance indicators 
managers use for monitoring purposes in organisations. Financiai information expressed 
in the monetary metnc has traditiody been seen as the principal ingredient of the 
managers' information menu for performance monitoring purposes. In coatrast, M e s  
and anecdotes in the business and investoc comrnunities suggest that managers ais0 rely 
heavîly on a bandfui of criticai performance iedicators expressed m non-monetary metrics, 
such as the rate of raw materials ovenise or the number of products rettmed by 
customers, for monitoring purposes. Iri an attempt to understand the factors iduencing 
managers' information choices, this thesis draws nom the management, judgement and 
decision-making, management accounting, and organisational literahires to ident@ 
potential factors that could help in explaining the managers' mix of financial and non- 
financial information. 

The thesis beguis with theory-building involving the development of a preliminary 
mode1 and research propositions. A field study was then conducted in six fimis of 
different sizes and fiom different industries in the manufacfuring and semice sectors. 
hiring the field work, data were gatheted through direct observations, archival data, and 
a questionnaire and interview of 42 managers working in the production-operation, 
marketing-sales, and h u m  resources areas. Usiag an individual level of analysis, the data 
revealed patterns of infionnation use and aüowed for the identification of seven potentiaf 
factors or detenninants of the managers' choice of performance uidicators. 

The field results suggest that managers h m  ail levels of decision making who 
work in throughput (output) functions, mch as pduction-operation and humaa resources 
(marketing-sales) hvolving different levels of perceived extemal envitonmental 
uncertainty, tend to use a mïx of iaformation that includes a greater proportion of non- 
financial (financiai) information than financial (non-financial) information. Along with the 
managers' level of experience and perceptions of their work as routine or nonroutine, the 
nature of the performance indicators they perceive their superiors use to reward theu 
performance, including the managers' focus on a iimited number of critical cause-effect 
relationships between non-financial and finsuicial performance indicators, all tend to 
iduence the proportion of non-financial ami f?nanciaI information they use for monitoring 
purposes. As a result, the theoretical mode1 and the ten analyticai genedisations 
developed in this thesis cal1 for fiiture mode1 testing. 
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INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

The traditional role or mission of accounting in organisations has been to provide 

managers with numerical information expressed mainiy in ternis of financial or monetary 

values for monitoring and decision-makiLlg purposes B d a  and Smith, 1995; Cooper and 

Kaplan, 199 11. ' Most of the management accounting iiterature has focused on the rote of 

aggregated financial information in organisations. However recently, interest has emerged 

in the use of non-tinancia.1 information in performance meamernent [Atkinson et ai., 1996; 

MacArthur, 1996; Coates et al., 1995; Ittner et ai., 1995; Fomell et al., 1996; Manzoni, 

1994; Bruns and McKinuon, 1993; Fisher, 1992; Armitage and Atkinson, 1990; Simons, 

1 990; Nanni et ai. 1990; Cooper and Kaplan, 199 1; Johnson and Kaplan, l987l. 

Financiai anaiysts and institutional investon communities are expressing a growing 

interest in the use of non-hanciai information [Birchard, 19941. Fomell et al. [1996] 

investigated the effects of the public release of non-financiai indices of customer 

satisfaction on the firm's stock market retums. Their results suggest that the disclosure of 

' Quantitative financial information reprrsents a piece of information expressai in the monetaq metric, m l t i n g  
h m  the rneasurement of pst, present and firme economic events, or bas a financial character, Altematively, 
quantitative non-financial information represents any other quantitative masures expressed in a rnetric other than 
rnonetary. 



non-fimucial customer satisfaction measurps provides new and forward-1ooking 

Uiformation to the stock market that is not completely reflected by traditional accounting 

pedonnance measures such as profit This growing interest for public disdosure and use 

of non-financial indicatm by the investors community also suggests that this information 

may be avaiiable and used in the organisation for monitoring purposes. 

Even though much of the quantitative financial information represents an 

aggregated measure of the resuits of managing the processes that create the financial 

results, managers may prefer direct measures of process performance rather than the 

smmary results conveyed by the fiDancial numbers [Lebas, 1995, Johnson and Kaplan, 

19871. The use of direct and specific measures that are tied to the organisation's 

processes dows managers to promptly react to unsatisfictory outcomes by taking 

hunediate steps to intemene in the processes to achieve the desired k c i a i  results. 

Using an analogy, Lebas [1995] considers the organisation's financiai results as the fhit 

on the tree representing the culmiaation of all the activities or processes required to 

produce the fnut. 

Lebas also suggests that managers should focus on the measwes of the activities 

producing the f i t  in order to assure that the tree wül bear such a desired f i t  However, 

before proposing such an important shift in the manager's focus fiom financial to non- 

financial infonnatioa, more hdepth studies should be conducted to investigate the 

ckcumstances or phenornena and individuai characteristics that may influence managers to 

use financial andh non-fiamcial information for monitoring purposes. 



This study is an attempt to provide a better understanding of those factors that 

may influence the manager's information choices. Adopting a contingency approach, this 

study proposes an integrative model that captures the potentiai effécts of contexnial, 

organisational, and individual variables on the mix of quantitative financial and wtitative 

non-financial Usormation managers use in tnanufhcturing and service organisations. 

A review of the management accounting iiterature shows îhat oniy a few field 

studies, some nirveys, and archivai studies have attempted to investigate the nature of the 

quantitative information managers use [Atkinson et al., 1996; MacArthur, 1996; 

Abemethy and L W ,  1995; Coates et al., 1995; Ittner et al., 1995; Lebas, 1995; Manzoni, 

1994; M s ,  1994 Gui and Chia, 1994; Bruns and McKinnon, 1993; Fisher, 1992; 

Annitage and Atkinson, 1990; Nanni et al., 1990; Simons, 1990, 1987; Kaplau, 19841. 

Although these stuclies shed some light on the information managers use, they do not 

include individuai characteristics of managers as explanatory variables nor do they develop 

an integrative model to explain the factors that iduence the composition of the mix of 

quantitative information managers use in organisations. 

Recent field-work reports suggest that, when managers are asked about usefbl 

data, they mention quantitative non-hc ia l  data that relates to "daily control of 

operations and physicai output (....) However, when asked to name thek most usefbl 

report, they cite a monthly income or expenses report" [Bnuis and McKinnon, 1993, 

p. 10 11. The absence of a model in the management accounting literature that integrates 

the determinaats of the mix of quaatitative information managers use d e s  it difficult to 

understand this inconsistency in the managers' responses. The mode1 proposed in this 



thesis attempts to liil thÏs research gap and to amwer Fisher's [1992] c d  for the 

development of integrative modeis that could provide a better mderstanding of  the use of 

financial and non-fimucial information in organisations. 

The mix of qyantitative information a manager uses is assumed to reflect his 

information preferences and the ùiformation he is mandateci by his superior or required by 

his tünctionai position to use for monitoring purposes.2 Identifying the conditions under 

which quantitative financiai and quantitative non-financial information is used may help m 

the design of informaton systems that better correspond to the manager's revealed 

preferences for quantitative inforniation. For example, production managers may rely 

h e d y  on a restricted number of quantitative non-financial measures gathered through ad 

hoc infotmation systems, Krluding ad hoc costing systems, because they are not provided 

with the information they require to monitor and make decisions on the organisation's 

processes [Clancy and Collins, 1 9791. 

In addition, management information systems, which have been criticised for 

providing managers with too much information obtained too late (not on a daily or weekly 

basis), ofien too aggregated or of an inelevant nature, should be refocussed toward the 

managers' "tnIe9' information need, that is "How the organisation really operates" [Gosse, 

1993; Simons, 1990; Johnson and Kaplan, 19871. Roviding managers with relevant and 

direct non-linanciai information- on the pafomance of organisational processes on a 

timely basis makes them able to intenene in the pmess to achieve the desired financial 

results MacArthur, 1996; Bruns and McKianon, 1993; Nanni et al., 19901. 

[n this thesis the masculine fom is used thrwghout to signi@ both ferninine and masculine with no disairninatory 
intent. 



Consequently, a better understanding of the factors that determine the nature of 

quantitative information used ni organisations may help managers to make bener 

investment decisions m management information systems such as budgeting, operations 

systems, and compensation systems. 

This thesis also pmvides a bridge between pnor research in management 

accounting that focuses on fiamciai budgeting issues and the evidence that managers seem 

to attribute a great deal of importance to the factors that drive the results in financiai 

budgets. Non-financial information, for exampIe, the number of unis produced, the 

number and percentage of deviations h the preventative maintenance programme, or 

quantity of energy required may represent a significant proportion of the mix - of 

information managers use Manzoni, 1994; Bruns and McKinnon, 1993; Fisher, 1992; 

Armitage and Atkiason, 1990; Nanni et al., 19901. Operational and plant managers rnay 

put more weight on understanding and monitoring the underlying dnvers in financial 

budgets than on the budgets themselves. Consequently, financial budgeting research may 

provide only a v q  rough and possibly misleadhg portrait of the quantitative information 

managers use in organisations. In short, managers may use much more than the fiaancial 

information in budgets for monitoring purposes. Therefore, investigating the detennuiants 

of the mïx of quantitative information managers use could improve the relevance of 

budgeting issues by adding an Unportant segment of quantitative non-fiaancial information 

that is absent h m  the budgeting literature. 

The definition of the terms "financial" and '"non-financial" infomation used in 

pnor snidies is often ambiguous or totally absent [Abernethy and Lillis, 1995; B m  and 



McKinnon, 1993; Nanni et al., 19901. Although Manzoni [1994] uses rehed measures of 

financial and non-financial performance measures, the classification instniments used m 

those studies rely d y  on the managers' common understanding of what is financial 

information and anything else expressed m other rnetrics than dollars is considered to be 

non-financial infomtion. An additionai contriion o f  this thesis will be to provide a 

clear dennition of quantitative non-financial ioformation and the instruments required to 

classi@ and capture the richness of the mix of quantitative hancial and quantitative non- 

financial information managers use in organisations. 

The development of a general mode1 of the detenninants of the mix of quantitative 

information managers use in organisations may also help students understand the 

complexity of the quantitative information environment m organisations. This new trend 

that fosters the development of  h e w o r k s  to understand organisational phenornena, to 

which Kaplan [1994] and Otley [1994] refer, could be seen as a response to the c d  to 

bring some of the richness of  organisations into the classroom and to teach students oot 

ody techniques, but aiso to provide them wîth theories and models that foster students' 

thinking so that "îhey can take a fksh perspective on the very thùigs they know well" 

Minaberg, 1989, p.911. The modei proposed in this thesis could help students to better 

understand the relationships among the determinanis of the mix of quantitative information 

managers use in organisations. 



1.2 THE METHOD 

This study is "analyticai'' resemb that dmws infkrences and makes extensions 

frorn prior research to develop a sties of 12 preiiminary theoretical propositions [Yin, 

1994; Atkinson, 19901. As part of this del-building mode, this study relies on 

observations gathered through exploratory field studies inciuding direct observations, 

archival data gathering such as nmis' intemai reports, press clippings, and the 

administration of  a questionnaire and an ÏnteMew to a total of 42 managers working in the 

production-operation, marketing-sales, and human resources areas in six organisations 

fiom diverse sectors of activities, al1 located in the Province of ~uébec.' The results of 

the qualitative analyses supplemented by quantitative analyses of the data collecteci 

through a questionnaire and an i n t e ~ e w  support the mode1 revision effort of this thesis 

and the development of  a set of theoretical generalisations (also calleci "anaiytical 

generalisations"). In short, theoretical generalisations represent the extensions of  

repetitive patterns of evidence, that provide support for a set of theoretical propositions, 

into a theory attempting to explain a'phenomenon [Yin, 19941. Since the primary focus of  

this thesis is model building and not large-scale mode1 testing, no statistical generalisations 

are made in this resemh. 

Throughout this thesis, the referenca made to the field study evidence implia a combination of the infornation 
collected from either sources such as direct observations, archival data, questionnaires, or interviews. 



1.3 OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS 

The remahder of this thesis is organiseci as foUows. Chapter 2 inc1udes a revïew 

of the reievant management, cognition, judgement and decision-making, and management 

accounting literahires on the variables tbat are beiieved to inQuence the mÏx of quantitative 

information managers use in organisations. Based on the literature review, a set of 

theoretical propositions and their rationaies are developed and organisai into an 

integrative model that is used to direct the field study inquisr. Chapter 3 drvmbes the 

exploratory research method and the instniments used to capture each of the variables 

included in the preliminary mode[. Chapter 4 provides gualitative field study evidence 

supplemented by quantitative analyses to revise the theoretical mode1 and propositions 

developed in Chapter 2. Based on the field study resuits, Chapter 5 presents the revision 

of the theoretical model and the development of the theoretical generalisations. Chapter 5 

also highlights the conmauton this research makes to the understanding of the factors that 

influence the managers' mix of information and provides directions for fùture research. 



LITERATURE REWEW AND TREORY BUILDING 

2.1 INTRODUCTION: A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE INTEGRATIVE 
MODEL 

A review of the relevant iiteratures in management accounting, judgement and 

decision-making, and management has revealed important Vanables that may influence the 

mix of information managers use in organisations. In Figure 1, the variables identified 

from this literature review are organiseci in a mode1 based on a contingency approach that 

includes "contextual", "stnichiral or organisationai", and "individual" variables to 

investigate their possible effects on the manager's choice of his mix of quantitative 

information." 

The "contextual" and "smctural or organisational* groupings are drawn for the management literature terminology 
and used in this srudy to differentiate the variables inchdeci in these caregories f i a  the individual characteristic 
variables per se, even though the former are mainly assessed thmugh perceptual measUres. 
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Research in management and management accounting suggests that the manager's 

perceived level of extemal environmental uncertainty, a contextual variable, influences the 

nature of the information used in organisations Man&, 1995; Gu1 and Chia, 1994; 

Chenhall and Moms, 1986; Gordon and Narayanari, 19841. Structural variables such as 

the reward systems and the organisation's strategy, the nature of the task-technology 

managers accomptish, the level of organisational centralisation, and the types of decisiom 

managers make are considered in the management, judgemmt and decision-making, 

management accounting literatures to affect the managers' use of information [Jttner et al., 

1995; Coates et al., 1995; Simons, 1990; Miles and Snow, 1978; B o ~ e r ,  1990; Perrow, 



1967; Machtosh, 198 1; Schwenk, 1995; Anthony, 19651. The cognition, judgement and 

decision-making¶ management, and management accounting literatures dong with 

measurement theory suggest that individuals' characteristics such as  their ability or degree 

of expdence in perceiving causal relationships between performance indicators could 

infiuence the managers' use of iaformation watlin, 1989; Calori et al. 1994; Fi01 and 

HufY, 1992; Lebas, 1995; Bruns and McKinnon, 19931. 

The manager's decision process, which is unobservable, is not the direct focus of 

this thesis. Since it is impossible to directly observe the managers' decision process in the 

context of field study work, the analysis focuses on the resuits of the decision process (or 

the revealed information choices), namely the quantitative information mix that managers 

actuaily use? The variables that fom the htegrative model proposed in this thesis are 

believed to influence the composition of the mix of quantitative information used, which 

represents the observable outcome of the manager's revealed information preferences for 

monitoring purposes. 

The remahder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 2.2 provides the 

definitions of financiai and non-financial idormation used in this dissertation, It dso 

highlights the important characteristics of financial and non-financial information of 

interest in this study. Section 2.3 includes a fiterature review and the researcb 

propositions that relate to each of the contexnial, organisationai, and individual variables 

included in the theoretical model. This càapter closes with a summacy in Section 2.4. 

Since the managers' decision process is not directly observable and as this study attempts to develop a ùieory of 
infornation cboices in organisations, it would be hazardous to investigate in a -ng other than in a controlIed 
environment (e-g- a labotatory experiment) the individuais' decision proces For these reasons, the analysis 
focuses on the tesults of the managers' decision process, that is, the Nx of information they use. 



2.2 TEiE DEPENDENT VARIABLE: THE MIX OF QUANTITATIVE 
FINANCXAL AND QUANTITATIVE 
NON-FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

2.2.1 Definitions 

Tàe management accounting iiterature is characteriseci by the absence of a clear 

distinction between the terms financiai and non-financiai information FlacArthut, 1996; 

Gu1 and Cbia, 1994; Manzoni, 1994; Bruns and McKinnon, 1993; Chenhall and Moms, 

1 9 86; Clancy and Collins, 1979; Gordon and Miller, 19761. Although arnbiguous without 

the use of a clear definition, the distinction between hancial and non-hancial information 

is often lefi to the conmon understanding that individuais have of those t e r ~ n s . ~  Men 

people refer to financial uifomiation, they n o d y  mean quantitative hancial information 

due to the importance of financial or monetary issues in the individuais' 

Financial information is generally associated with the infiormation contained in the 

hancial statements. According to the American Accounting Association [ 19751, financial 

information is a quantitative measure, expressed in the monetary meûic, resulting h m  the 

measurement of p s t ,  present and fuwe economic events, or bas a financiai character. 

Accordhg to this definition, 1) a piece of information expressed as a monetary unit, 

2) ratios resulting fiom mathematicai manipulations of information expressed in monetary 

units, and 3) a piece of infiormation resulthg h m  a ratio that includes a piece of 

information expressed in a monetary unit and a non-monetary Mit cm be classined as 

Anexdotal field evidence suggests that managers who are asked to identify non-financial information ofim 
confound qualitative information, Le. info-on that is not expressed in terrns of numericaI metric, with non- 
financial numerical expressions. 

' According to the Collins English dictiouary, thud edition, quantitative information tefers to the aspect or propercy 
of an entity h a h g  a magnitude that can be rneasured, weighed and counted according to a metrical system and 
expressed in temu of a unir of meastre. Fmm the Latin "quanticas" which means amount, 



financial idonnation. Therefoce, îhere are three types of quantitative financial 

information: 

1) Mon- M c ,  2) Ratio = Mooeiaiy Metric Monerary Metric 
3)Mo= Nm-MonetaryMeaic 

Based on this definition, the amount of sales, profit, stock price, cash-flows generated by 

opemtions, vanance analysis, retum on investment (ROI), retum on equity (ROE), cost 

per unit produced and other information expressed in the monetary metnc coming h m  

the fimincial statements or firom financial accouating systems can be classified as 

quantitative financial information. The rate of interest is a piece of iafonnation with a 

financial character and is therefore considered to be quantitative financial information. 

The cost per unit represents an economic or valuation phenornenon, therefore it is 

financial! 

The accounting literature defines quantitative nontifinancial information by default, 

Le. the mesures not meeting the requirements of financial information wanzoni, 1994; 

Bruns and McKinnon, 19931. The coroiiary for the dekition of n o n - h c i d  information 

inchdes any quantitative mesure, 1)  express& in a metric other than a monetary unit, or 

2) that resuits fkom mathematical manipulations or ratios of pieces of information 

expressed in metrics other than monetary units. The expressions that are captured by this 

definition can be represented respectively as follows: 

Non - Monetary Meeic 
1 ) Non - Monetary Metric, 2) Ratio = 

Non - Monetary Metnc 

"e classification of the market share indicator may cause pmblems. Considering that market share may be of 
financial character and may be obtained h m  a mathematid transformation, Le. organisation total sales divided 
by total market des ,  it is therefore often classified as quantitative financiai information. 



According to this definition, indicators such as time of delivery in hours or days, yields 

(e-g. the number of tons of newsprint produced by shift to the number of tons of 

woodchips used), the level of waste produced by a process, the defect rate of a production 

process, the nmber of employees, the number of cornpetitors and employee absenteeh 

are examples of quantitative non-financial infonnatio~~~ These two definitions and thek 

respective groups of expressions are believed to provide clear classification tools that can 

help to avoid any fuhw misunderstanding about the meanhg of either category of 

quantitative information. In addition, these classincation tools could be helpful in 

providing a consistent categorisation of information for fuhue research in the accounting 

and related management disciplines. 

2.2.2 Important characteristlcs of banciai and non-tinancial information 

For the last ten years, a new current of research has emerged in management 

accounting motivated by managers' disappointment with the use of traditional and 

aggregated financial performance measures provided by the accounting fiinction. Fueiling 

the debate on the use of alternative or complementary measures to fiamcial pdomiaace 

indicators, Johnson and Kaplan [1987] mise the issue that managers focus too much on 

financial rneasures that are too late, too aggregated, and too distorted rather than on 

quantitative non-financial measures. Along with other researchers, Johnson and Kaplan 

suggest that non-hanciai indicators could be more informative and useful in helping 

The yield rneasure, whicb consthtes an important measme of productivity, refm to the ratio of output per unit of 
resource expended, Le. inputs, and expressed in the same physical terms or commodity. nie output unit can take 
diverse fonns such as footage, machine or man hous, tonnage, tirne length, etc. me 1975 American Accounting 
Association Report of the Cornmittee on Non-financial Measures of Effectiveness] 



manages to understand the organisation's operational context and to manage the nmi's 

processes WacArthur, 1996; Bruns and McKinnon, 1993; Fisher, 1992; Armitage and 

Atkinson, 1 9901. 

Johnson and Kaplan 11987 aiso suggest that the current financial performance 

indicators used in organisations are the remah of the organisationai development of the 

early mentieth cenhiry. Promoted by the advent of decentralised muiti-divisional 

organisational foms in the 1920s and by the iaabiiity of organisations to nui paraiiel 

quantitative information systems for management purposes, f?nanciai indicators became 

the main performance measwes used m organisations. As a result of this decentraiisatim 

movement, most of the financial performance meaSuTes and costing methods still in use 

today for monitorhg, decision-making, and compensation purposes, such as retum on 

equity (ROE) and retum on investment (ROI) were developed in the era of "managing by 

the n~mbers".'~ 

Still alive in today's organisations, managing by the numbers, which has relied 

almost exclusively on quantitative hancial information, codd explain the continueci heavy 

use of quantitative financial information [Lebas, 19951. O h  trained in staff fiuictions 

such as finance, human resources, and le@ services, rather than h e  hctions, such as 

marketin8/sales or production, top executives and Chief Executive Officers are less 

farniliar with the organisation's processes and oAen must focus on monthly profit-oriented 

'O Johnson and Kaplan 119871 and Minaberg [I989] refer to the "syndrome of managins by the numbers" as the 
manager's perceived ability to make any type of d&sions based excIusively on financial information without any 
knowledgc of the underlying chmcteristics of the organisation's operations and still be successfti. 



measures and other quantitative financial Monnation rather than quantitative non-financiai 

measwes Worburn and Birley, 1988; Johnson and Kaplan, 198fl." 

Current studies suggest that non-fimucial infmtion may represent an altemative 

to financial iaformation in solving probtems relevant to operational managers and help the 

organisation to achieve its finaricial objectives MacArthur, 1996; Manzoni, 1994; Bruns 

and M c h o n ,  1993; Fisher, 1992; Cooper and Kaplan, 199 1; Armitage and Atkinson, 

19901. Operational managers often perceive that non-Enanciai information is directly 

linked to the organisation's operational pmcesses they control and is expresseci m more 

familiar metrics aügned with those pmcesses thau does financial information. For 

example, the millwrights' supervisor monitors any change in the volume of sawdust (raw 

material waste) produced in the sawmiii by shift as a direct measure of his department's 

performance. Managers also perceive that non-financial information provides them with 

relevant information on the current States of the operation processes [Fisher, 19921. 

Furthemore, processing non-financial information, which is not influenceci by the 

characteristics of the fiaancial accomting cycle, allows managers to obtain almost on a 

real-time basis the information they require to intewene rapidly in the operation processes 

they control WacArthur, 1996; Lebas, 19941. 

For example, produchg clothes implies buying rolis of fabric that may contain 

some weaving defects. To improve the financial resuits, operational managers wouid like 

to identify, at an early stage of the proàuction process, the fabnc defects before m e r  

transfomiing raw materkls into finished products. To improve the financial resuits, 

" Another reason is that financial numbers are what is usually communicated to the organisation's principals or 
owners. 



operationai managers need to be inforneci on a reai-time basis about the number of defects 

detected at each step of the production process to undertake corrective actions instead of 

waiting untii a drop in total sales caused by a poor @ty pr~duct.'~ Monitoring the 

number and characteristics of customer complaints codd also help managers to identify, 

ex post, similar problems m the operatiom. In this context, the use of quantitative non- 

financial information obtained on a reai-the basis may help managers to react promptly by 

correcthg an excessive level of fabric defects causing the number of customer complaints 

to decrease. This early problem detection and prompt corrective action would not be 

possible with the use of aggregated financial measures because these meamtes may rdect 

the financial effêcts of the loss of customers due to poor &ty only two to six montbs 

after the occurrence of the problem. 

This example illustrates, m essence, what other researchers coosider to be an 

important drawback of quantitative fiamcial information such as cost and profit. Those 

indicators are the ''financial consequemes of what took place ... they are history" 

[MacArthur, 1996; Lebas, 1994, p. 39, 1995; Cooper and Kaplan, 199 1; Johnson and 

Kaplan, 19871. According to this view, quantitative fiilancial infomtion represents the 

economic resuits or the effects of diffîerent transformation processes of inputs into 

outputs. Providiag instantaneous feedback (information timeliness), quantitative non- 

financial measures are able to capture the specific nature of inputs, transformation process 

and outputs without introducing biases caused by fiulty costing processes resuitiag h m  

the monetary quantification (measuement errors) and support managers' monitoring and 

" Nanni et al. [1990] use the "thmostat" analogy to expIain the characteristic of some indicators to make a 
diagnostic of a specific problem and to direct the corrective action. 



decision-making activities bebas, 1994, 1995; Cooper and Kaplan, 199 11. Therefore, the 

use of quantitative non-.Financial infoxmation reduces potentiai measurement bises caused 

by faulty costing processes and allows managers to direct their attention toward the 

critical activities or processes involved in managing the organisation [Annitage and 

Adanson, 19901. This suggests that non-financial information could be used as a 

substitute for financial information to reduce the potda1 of measurement errors and to 

provide instantaneous feedback to managers on the organisation's processes. 

Even though the use of non-financial infonnatio~~ is perceived to reduce biases 

caused by fadty costing procedures, measurement properties are also important to take 

into account in mal<Uig decisions about the use of perfomiance indicators. Ijin [1975] 

considers that a "hard" quantitative performance maisure represents a verifiable and 

objective indicator that conveys an uneqgivocal or unambiguous meaning or message 

about a specific concept or phenornenon that is measured. A specific and hard 

quantitative performance measure that is '%onstructed in such a way that it is difncult for 

individuais to disagree " about its meanhg implies the measuement of v d a b l e  facts and 

the use of a restricted number of measurement d e s  to limit the possibility of trmsforrning 

facts into unjustifiable figures [Ijiri, 1975, p.361. 

It is important to emphasise that the use of non-financiai performance measures 

does not exclude the use of financial indicators. On the contrary, financial meamres 

present those characteristics of objectivity and vedability that are considered important 

to reduce the risk of disagreement among managers about the meaning of financial 

performance indicators. Although non-financial performance indicators such as the tevel 



of production defects, index of customer satisfàction, or the number of visits to new 

customea may appear to be more idormative to managers who are Eimüiar with the 

organisation's opetations, their m d g s  and the measurement d e s  used to obtain those 

rneasures may lead to @erent perceptions of hardness of the non-financial measures 

among less-experienced managers or information users. Altematively, financial 

information cm be more easily aggregated while still king meanhgfùl to users as 

compared to non-financial indicators. For example, the total production cost per unit (or 

service) may convey an unarnbiguous meaning about the overall organisation's resources, 

expressed in the rnonetary metric, used to produce a unit of output. Alternatively, an 

aggregate or composite masure of customer satisfaction which could include diverse 

indices such as on-time product delivery, the number of products returned by customers, 

and the number of repeated orden received fiom customers could be difficult to interpret. 

In such situations, non-financial idionnation could be used as a complement to more 

aggregated fmncial information. For these reasons, the managers' use of financial and 

non-finaocid performance measures in their rnix of information may just be a way for 

managers to control for their differences in perception of the hardness of the financial and 

non-financial performance indicators and the level of information aggregation, they rely on 

for monitoring purposes 

ChmaII, managers seem to perceive différences in the characteristics of financial 

and non-financial information which may influence the proportion of financial and wn- 

financial performance measures they use in thek mix of quantitative information for 

monitoring purposes [Fisher, 1992; N a ~ i  et al., 1990; Armitage and Atkinson, 19901. A 

discussion of those characteristics is important because it allows for a better understanding 



of the role that financial and non-financial performance indicators play in the mix of 

quantitative information managers use in organisations. 

Understanding these important characteristics of fimucial and non-financiai 

performance indicators helps to identify the factors or circum~tances that could influence 

the m k  of quantitative information managers use for monitoring purposes. The next 

section includes a review of the management, cognition, judgement and decision-makiDg, 

and management accounting literatures with a focus on the important factors or 

detemiinants of the mix of information managers use. Along with the literature review, 

the rationale for the research propositions is aiso provideci for each variable included m the 

mode1 proposed in this thesis. 



2.3 THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 

23.1 The contextual variable: managers' perceived erternai envhnmental 
uncertainty 

The concept of environmental uncertainty has Long been identifid as an important 

contextual variable in organisationai fe~earch.'~ The management and management 

accounting literatwes suggest that as environmental uncertainty increases, managers seek 

and process more information through organisationai devices such as control and 

monitoring systems and develop Mirent structures to cope with the perceived 

envimnmental unceaainty [Match and Simon, 1958; Bnins and S a e r ,  1961; Lawrence 

and Lorsh, 1967; Duncan, 1972; Galbraith, 1973; Gordon and Miller, 1976; Waterhowe 

and Tiessen, 1978; Miles and Snow, 1978; MiUer and Friesen, 1982; Gordon and 

Narayanan, 1984; Chenhall and Morris, 1986; MiIliken, 1987; D& et al. 1988; Gui and 

Chia, 1 994; Mia and Chd1,1994; Buchko, 1994, Mangdiso, 19953. 

Even though this concept has been intensively probed, only a few empincal studies 

have attempted indirectly to ident* the naaire of quantitative information managers use 

to cope with an increasing level of perceived uncertainty [Gordon and Narayanan, 1984; 

Chenhall and Moms, 1986; Gu1 and ma, 1994; Ma and ChenMi, 19941. Using a 

composite measure which also includes the nature of quantitative financial and quantitative 

non-financial information, those studies focus on the concept of "usefiilness" of 

information or management information systems. Considering the lack of research on the 

relationship between perceived environmentai uncextahty and the manager's mix of 

- -  - 

l 3  Environmental uncew'nty is the inability of an individual to predicr accurately the nawe of the environment of an 
organisation due to a lack of information or to discriminate benveen relevant and irrelevant data WilIiken. 19871 



information, this thesis relies on those studies to draw inferences h m  this approximate 

measure of idionnation usefûhess to devdop the research propositions in this section. 

MiUiken [ 1987, p. 1 361 defines e x t d  environmental uncertainty as: 

"mi indbidualk perceived inability to predict an 
organikation S extemai environment accurately because of 
a lack of information or un inability to d&crr'minate 
between relevant and irrelevant data" 

MiUikea's definition of extemal en.nmental uacertainty includes three types of 

environmental uncertainty that are "effect", ïesponse", and "state or perceived" 

~ncertainty.'~ "Effect uncertainty" is the inability to predict the nature of the effect of a 

fùture state of the environment on the organisation. For example, the inability to predict 

the impact of the arriva1 of a new competitor on an organisation's total sales (Jack of 

understanding of cause-effect relationships) illustrates the nature of effect uncertainty. 

"Response uncextaïnty" is the lack of  howledge o f  response options a d o r  an inability to 

predict the Likely consequences of a response choice. For example, the uncertaiaty that 

arises either in the process of choosing or fonnulaliiig the organisation's responses to the 

arrival of a new competitor to its market. F d y ,  "state or perceived extemal 

environmentai uncertainty" occurs when hdividuals perceive the extemal environment, 

which consists of physical and social factors within the boundary of the organisation, as 

unpredictable.'* Based on this definition, the inabiiity to predict the finire behaviour of a 

l4 According to Milliken 11987, p. 13TJ only "state uncertainty" should be labelied as "perceived environmental 
uncertainty" because ".,.it is the only one of the thne types of uncertainty that relates directly to unpredictability of 
the state of  the world". 

'' According to Milliken [1987, p. 1351, the Duncan [1972] hstruments that have been traditionally used to measure 
the environmental uncertainty constructs refer to uncIear information about the cornplexity and dynamism of the 
environment Moreover, the instruments make refetence to the firm's performance and decisions of its executives, 
dimensions that could be related to other constructs such as effect and rwponse environmental uncertainty- 



key competitor, whether the government wiii deregdate one's industry, or the individual's 

incomplete understanding of the relationship between elements of the environment, ail 

represent examples of environmental state mceaainty. This study focuses exclusively on 

the "state or perceived extemal envirotmental uncertainty" since the only s~dies  that 

investigated indirectly the nature of information managers used relied on a concept similar 

to MiIliken's description. 

Perceived extemal environmental uncertahty has been captured through the use of 

percepnial measures of environmentai uacertainty in various studies [Gordon and Miller, 

1976; Miles and Snow, 1978; Gordon and Narayanan, 1984; Chenhall and Morris, 1986; 

Gui and Chia, 1994; Mia and Chenhall, 19941. Perceived extemal environmental 

uncertainty, which arises when managers are unable to predict kture changes m 

components of the environment or possess an incomplete understanding of the 

relationships among the components of the environment, is believed to iduence the 

amount and the nature of quantitative information Udividuals gather and process to cope 

with environmental uncertainty [Gul and Chia, 1994; Gordon and Narayanan; 19841. 

Miles and Snow [1978] suggest that groups e x t e d  to the organisation, also 

known as stakeholders, inauence the manager's perception of extemal environmental 

uncertainty. The nahue and characteristics of the organisation's supplies, cornpetitors, 

customers, financiaVcapitd markets, govments, and labour unions dong with 

environmental dyriamism, hostility, and complexity are beiieved to infiumce the maoager's 

ability to make predictions about the organisation's environment and, consequentiy, the ix 

of quantitative financial and non-nciaacia.1 information a manager uses for monito~g and 

decision making purposes. These characteristics are summansed in Table 1 .  



Level of perceived 
extemal 
environmental 
unc ertainty 

HIGH 
UNCERTAINTY 

LOW 
LMCERTAINTY 

TABLE 1 

PERCETVED EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENTAL UNCERTAINTY 

Ab;iiw to 
predict 
change in the 
environment 

Low 

Characteristics 
of the market 

Dynamic, 
hostile 

Stable, 
fnendly 

Undemancihg 
of the 
reiationships 
among the 
environment's 
components 

Low 

Complexity 
of the market 

Proportion of 
financial 
information in 
the mix of 
information 
managers use * 

Srnail 
proportion 

Large proportion 

* For summary purposes, the proportion of hancial information included in the mk of information is 
used to discnminate the effect of the independent variable on the criterion, Le, the mix of information 
managers use, The use of relative terms such as "Iarge" and ''small" must be interpreted in Iight of the 
current evidence that the proportion of hancial iaformation included in the mix of information represents 
less than 40% panni et ai., 19901. 

Gordon and Miller [1976] suggest that in a stable and fiendly envimunent (e.g. 

personal hygiene products with high average product We-cycle such as sbampoo, razor 

blades) customer tastes are stable and there is no anticipation of new govemment 

regulations. Cornpetitors, suppliers, hancial markets, and labour unions tend to behave in 

a predictable fashion. Moreover, cornpetitors do not engage in threatening actions nor is 

there a shortage of scarce cesources due to srnkes, govemment reguiations, or financial 

problems. In such a situation, managers perceive the environment to be predictable and 

therefore assign it a low level of uncertainty. As a result of a low perceived environmental 



uncertainty, managers tend to use more periodic, aggregated, and ex post quantitative 

finaocid information to masure giobal performaace such as cash flow, profit and cost 

information [Gordon and Narayanan, 19841- Nanni et al. [1990] also suggest that 

managers who work in organisations fa* a more stable market rely more on financiai 

performance measures than organisations m a less stable market. The stability of the 

environment and the absence of perwived threats may reduce the need to gather 

quantitative non-financial and ex ante quantitative information such as customer 

satisfaction indices and the number of new products introduced by competitors to assess 

the possibility of potentid threats comhg h m  the extemal environment. Therefore, 

quantitative financial information that is traditionally produced in the organisation is most 

likely to safis@ the quantitative information needs of managea. 

A l t d v e l y ,  in the context of a dynamic and hostile environment, where 

demographic shifts may indicate changes in customer tastes, and where changes in the 

competitors' actions, labour unions, govemmental reguiations and financial markets are 

more rapid and possibly threatening, managers perceive more environmental uncertainty 

[Gordon and Miller, 19761. Quantitative financial information alone no longer satisfis the 

manager's need for qyantitative information to anticipate such rapid and possibly 

threatening changes that catlllot be quickly captured m t e m  of a monetary metric [Gd 

and Chia, 19941. For example, the introduction of new products by competitors, changes 

in customer tastes or revealed prefemces for products, and the introduction of ww 

governmental regdations ihat may be threatening for the organisation c m  orûy be 

captured by non-financial indicators. Consequently, quantitative non-financial infornation 

could be more helpfid for managers to rapidly and directly monitor the nature of change 



that occurs in customer tastes or preferences for products and in the other elements of 

their externai environment as it becomes more uncertain panni et al., 1990; Gordon and 

Narayanan, 1 9841. 

The complexity of the environment is also very important because of its effect on 

the manager's understanding of the relationsbips existing among the components of the 

extemal environment -en, 19871. Gordon and Mïller [1976] suggest that as the 

organisation's extemal environment becomes more heterogeneous (for example, an 

organisation that cornpetes in veiy Merent markets, with very diffment products that 

require ciiffirent types of production processes or technologies), its environment is 

perceived as more cornplex. In order to cope with the perceived environmentai 

uncenainty created by the complexity of the organisation's externat environment, 

managers gather and process more quantitative information and ais0 develop a 

decentralised organisational structure to operate the sub-segments of the environment 

[GUI and Chia, 1994; Chenhall and Moms, 1986; Gordon and Narayanan_ 1984; Gordon 

and Miller, 1 976].16 

Gu1 aiid Chia [1994], Chenhail and Moms [1986], and Gordon and Narayanan 

[1984] suggest that managers who perceive higher levels of extemal environmental 

uncertainty would tend to use a broader scope of infionnation incluthg more non-financial 

information. The Gu1 and Chia 119941 results suggest that managers who perceive a 

higher level of  environmental uncertahty would also tend to perceive their organisation as 

more decentralised, 

'' The limitations of managers' ability to gather and p e s s  a p t  number of pieces of information, i.e. their 
bounded rationality, is another reason to decentralise the operations into sub-segments, The adoption of a 
decwitralised organisational maure also satisfies control and decision making purposes. 



The organisation's environment may also be classified as hornogenous in tenns of 

the market segment exploited by the organisation, the customer charactenstics, and the 

organisation's d number of products which requïre the same types of production 

processes or technology. In this case, managers perceive a Iow environmental complexity 

and consider the level of perceived environmentaL uncertahty to be low. Gui and Chia 

[1994] also suggest that these managers will tend to perceive their organisation as 

centralised. In such a situation, managers will tend to use more quantitative financial 

idormation such as profit and cost infoanation to assess the performance of the different 

departments. This Line of reasoaing leads to the following propositions: 

Proposition 1:Managers who perceive high extemal envùonmental uncertainty 
tend to use a p a t e r  proportion of non-finiuicial information in 
their mix of quantitative information than the proportion of 
non-financial managers use in low extemal emkoomental 
uncertainty* 

Proposition 2:Managers who perceive high (low) extemal environmental 
uncertainty tend to work in a decentralised (centralised) 
organisation. 

Only a few snidies have attempted indirectiy to investigate the relationshîp 

between the level of organisational centraiisation or decentralisation and the nature of 

quantitative information used, (fjnancial or non-financial information) with measurement 

tools such as information or information systems usefihess [Gordon and Narayanan, 

1984; Cheahall and Moms, 1986; Gu1 and Chia, 19941. Although these studies suggest a 

relationship between decensalisation (centralisation) and the use of quantitative non- 

financial (financial) information at the executive level, more research is required to 



investigate this association with more complete instruments and for ail levels of decision 

making- 

Chenhall and Moms [1986] suggest that the b e l  of centralisation or 

decentdisation is associateci with the nature of the information managers use for 

monitoring purposes. Gu1 and Chia [1994] and Gordon and Narayanan [1984] suggest 

that managers adopt centralised organisational structures when the competitive threat 

coming fkom their environment is perceived to be low. Considering that the organisation's 

processes will be less Eely to change due to the absence of competitive threats and that 

the environment is perceived as more stable, managers can rely more on financial 

information such as profit or operation cost for monitoring the operation. 

Aliematively, managers seem to adopt decentraliseci structure when they perceive 

a greater lwel of threats coming fiom theu environment which requires more fleaiility m 

the organisation's processes to be successful [Gd and Chia, 1994; Chenhall and Moms, 

19861. In such a situation, non-financial information that helps to better assess changes 

that occur in the environmental characteristics mch as competitive tbreats would appear to 

be favoured by managers [Gd and Chia, 1994; Gordon and Narayanan, 19841. This line 

of reasoning suggests the following proposition: 

Proposition 3:Managers who perceive their organisation as centralised tend to use 
a greater proportion of financial idormation in their m k  of 
information than the proportion of hancial information managers 
who perceive theu organisation as decentralsed use. 



In summary, the level of environmentai stability and complexity, captured 

respectively by the enviromentai dynamism and hostiiity, and heterogeneity are believed 

to influence the manager's perceived environmental uncerîaïnty which detemiines the 

nature of the mbc of qyntitative information used. Along the same hes, the levd of 

centralisation or decentralisation of the organisationai structure is more likely to be 

associated with the manager's perception of external environmental uncertainty and with 

the mix of information managers use for monitoring purposes. 



23.2 Organisational variable: the types of decisions 

The accounting literature has identifieci two main managerial responsïbilities: 

stewards hip and decision-making [Gjesdal, 1 98 11. *S tewardship nsponsi'bility includes 

being accountable for the sbareholders' investment in the organisation. Managers are also 

responsible for making decisions relatuig to many variables such as technology, physical 

facilities, product lines, etc., to achieve the organisation's objectives, which usually implies 

maximising the owners' wealth. These design decïsioas, which must reflect the 

requirements of the organisation's different stakeholders including suppliers, customers, 

employees, and levels of govemment, enjoin managers to gather and process various types 

of quantitative information. 

The management and management accounting literatures have ofien used 

management h imhica l  levels as a proxy for the types of decisions managers make m 

organisations [Abemethy and Lillis, 1995; Manzoni, 1994; Bnins and McKinnon, 1993; 

Fisher, 1992; Annitage and Atkinson, 1990; Nanni et al., 1990; Anthony, 19651. Based 

on the well-accepteci taxonomy of Anthony [1965], management hierarcbïcal levels such 

as top, senior managers or executives; middle, plant or divisionai managers; and factory- 

floor or production managers, can be classined respectively into strategic, tacticai and 

operational decisions. This snidy dso adopts this approach for practical reasons related to 

the selection of managers in the organisations visited. 

The titerature in judgement and decision-making suggests that the nature of 

decisions varies in terrns of complexity, structure, and the time horizon of their effects 

[Schwenk, 1995; Ungson and Braunstein; 1982; Neweil and Simon, 19721. Anthony 



[1965] used these characteristics but found that only the the  horizon discriminates 

between the type of information managers at different hierarchical levels use to d e  

decisions. 

Anthony suggests that as the tirne horizon lengthens, managers use relatively more 

quantitative financiai information to make their decisions because financial information can 

be used to directly monitor the achievement of the organisation's objectives such as the 

long-run vaiue or wealth creation process for its shareholders. Organisations a h  use and 

accumulate financial information because it is tequirPd by shareholders to monitor 

managers' actions. ûver a long period of time, it could be essier and possïbly more 

econornic to accumulate and access hancial idonnation records than aii possible 

quantitative non-financial drivers of the organisation's fiaancial performance. 

Altematively, over a short-the horizon such as a &y, week, month or even a year, 

costing and profit information, if available, may provide misleading sigoals because of 

accrual and docation difîicuities [Lebas, 1994; Cooper and Kaplan, 1987; Annitage and 

Atkinson, 19901. In such a situation, quantitative non-financiai indicators may provide 

information that is fkee nom inevitable accomting problems and focus on the processes 

that create value. Aithough potentially biased due to the short time horizon, quantitative 

financial information is less likely to include a c c d  and allocation biases in a longer t h e  

horizon such as two to five years. However âee of financial bias, non-financial 

performance indicators have also theïr limitations. Less-expienced managers may &d it 

difficult to interpret non-financial indicators such as customer satisfaction or production 

efficacy. Managers may also fxnd it difficult to translate the impacts of non-financial 

indicaton in terms of financial results (see Section 2.2.1 for details). 



Alternatively, the cost allocation biases are perceived to be less prominent as the 

time horizons become longer. In short, when tune horizons are longer, cost becornes 

more variable ami therefore, &ces the biases created by the docation of nxed costs. 

Based on this assertion, finirncial information could be used to monitor the achievement of 

the organisation's long-term fiaancial objectives. 

Anthony's taxonomy is used to classi@ the manager's hierarchical position into 

decision types and helps to identiQ possible links between the mix of quantitative 

information managers use and the time horizon of the decisions they make. The 

characteristics of decisions used to classe managers are smmarïsed in Table 2. 

TABLE 2 

TYPES OF DECISIONS 

Type of decision 1 Manager's ( Decision ( Degree of 
hierarchical compiexity decision 

Strategic 

position 

eg.: development of a 
new brodrrct 

structure 

Operational 

cg,: scheduling 
the productioa 

Divisionai, 
plant, and 
fiinctional 
director 

Supervisor 

Medium 

Long-term Large 
e.g.: +> 1 year proportion 

Time horizon 

Mid-tenu 1 Medium 

Proportion of 
hancial 
ioformation 
used in the 
mix o f  ' 
information 

e.g. +> 1 week proportion --+ 
Short-rem Small 
e.g.: 1 &y to proporu'on- 

1 week 
of a uew prociuct 1 I I I I 



According to Anthony, the strategic level of decision-makùig refers to : 

"the process of decidmg on objectives of the organ&ation, 
on changes in these objectivesp on the resources ured to attain 
these objectivesp and on the policies that me to govern the 
acquisition. use and dipposition of the resowces" @- 161 

In essence, strategic decisions made by top, senior managers, or executives consia of 

general plans that state the direction in whkh the organisation is heading [Anthony et al., 

19921. Strategic decisions hvolve a high level of complexity m dealing with factors that 

may influence the decisions, and a long-range duration, fbm one to twenty years, of the 

consequences of decisions that are often irreversible h the short-run- Strategic decisions 

are considered unsmictured and ofien involve no systematic approach that assures 

managers of creative solutions. For example, strategic decisions include: establishing 

personnel, financial, marketing and research and development policies; chooshg new 

product lines; acquiring a new division; and, deciduig on capital expenditures, etc. 

[Anthony et al., 19921. 

The Nanni et al. [1990] redts  suggest that strategic managers consider 

quantitative non-£hancial infomtion more usefbi than quantitative financial information 

to assess their performance. Moreover, the authors also suggest that tactical and 

operational managers prefer to use non-financial information over financial information 

when asked to assess the level of usefdness of both types of information as descn'bed m 

Figure 2. 



This may imply that strategic, tactical, and operational managers tend to use a greater 

proportion of quantitative non-financial information in their mix of Uiformation than 

quantitative fuiancial information. Despite this, strategic managers use a greater 

proportion of financiai information in their mk of iaformation than any other level of 

decision-making [ N a ~ i  et ai., 19901. The stewardship responsïbilities of strategic 

managers might explain their reliance on financial information to assess the achievement of 

the owners' shoa and long-term financial objectives. Based on this argument, it appears 

that the proportion of quantitative nnancial information iocluded in the ùifonnation mix 

that strategic managers are moa iikely to use wül tend to be greater than that of the other 

two levels of decision-mahg panni et al., 19901. This iine of reasoning lads  to the 

following propositions: 

Proposition 4:Strategic, tacticai, and operational managers tend to use a greater 
proportion of non-financial iaformation in thek mix of quantitative 
information than finiuicial information to make decisions. 

Proposition 5:Strategic managers tend to use a greater proportion of financiai 
infornation in their mix of ~uantitative information t h  tactical 
and operatiod managers. 



Anthony [1965] defies tactical decisions as: 

"the p r m s  by which managers arnae that 
resowces are obtained and used Hectively and eflciently 
in the accomplishment of the organisation 's objectives" 
and according to the policies detemined by the strategic 
decisions &. 2 71 

in essence, tactical decisions made by middle managers, divisional, or plant or fimctional 

directors refer to the transformation of the strategic decisions into what must be done to 

achieve the organisation's objectives. This process requires participation k m  all 

managerial levels to create an integrative and appiied plan to achieve the gened goals of 

the organisation with respect to its poLicies. Although integrative, tactical decisions are 

considered less complex and more structured than strategic decisions. 

Anthony [1965] suggests that tactical decisions foUow a definite and repetitive 

pattern of middle-range duration decuions such as a month, quarter, a year or two. 

Tactical managers are perceived to be responsible for creathg goal congruence between 

self-interested operationai managers and the organisation's objectives defined by strategic 

managers [Cooper and Kaplan, 199 1; Anthony, 19651. This implies that tactical managers 

make decisions that transform the generai objectives into detded masures that are linked 

to the critical success factors ideaafied by the strategic managers. The development of a 

new product or brand within a product line, the expansion of a production plan, the 

establishment of the advertking budget and formulation of advertising prograrns, the 

issuance of a new debt, the implementation of a minority recniitment program, etc., ail are 

examples of tactical decisions [Anthony et al., 19921. 

Anthony [1965] suggests that tactical managers tend to use quantitative fiDancial 

information as the common denominator for the heterogeneous elements of inputs, 



transfomation and outputs captured by quantitative nontifinancial information. This 

implies that linancial information is more aligned with middle-range tirne horizons, and 

that it eases the reporthg of the d t s  of hetemgeneous conversion processes. Cooper 

and Kaplan [1991] make a simiiar argument and suggest that tactical managers have the 

responsibility to "reconcile between operational and f inand measures" to meet the 

quantitative infomation needs of strategic managers Ip.2051. Such a reconciliation draws 

its justification fiom the iafonnation aggregation pmcess required for upward reporting 

purposes. According to this üne of reasoning, quantitative financial information provides 

strategic and tactical managers with simple and more aggregated tools to monitor the 

organisation's financiai objectives. 

The Nami et al. [1990] results contradict Anthony's prediction and suggest that 

tactical managers find quantitative non-financial infiormation more usefui than quantitative 

financial information. Because they receive quantitative non-financial information h m  

operational managers as part of their monitoring devices, tactical managers tend to use 

more quantitative non-financial information in assessing the achievement of the 

organisation's finirncial objectives. In short, qyantitative non-financial ùidicators of 

performance are perceiveci as the drivers of the short and long-term achievement of the 

organisation's objectives. 

In filling the gap between strategic and operational management levels, tactical 

managers use performance indicators that allow them to identify the links between the 

organisation's various processes and its strategic objectives. Nanni et ai. [1990] suggest 

that the quantitative Uiformation mix of tactical managers is most Like1y to include a 



greater proportion of quantitative nontifinancial than quantitative finiincial idonnation. 

Despite this, the tactical manager's mix of quantitative information is most likely to include 

a greater proportion of quantitative fiamcial information than that of the operational 

manager [Nanni et al., 199O]. 

For Anthony [1965], the operational level of decision-making refers to the 

decisions that: 

"assure that specifc tasks are cam-ed out 
effective& and eficiently" @. 181 

In essence, the nature of the operationai decisions made by the lower level of management 

such as factory-floor managers refm to single and specific low-level tasks or transactions 

of Iow complexity. Operational decisions involve a short-the horizon such as a day or at 

the most a week. The operational decision is very stnicnired or programmed which 

allows for the use of programmed decision d e s  and the development of detailed 

procedures manuais Iperrow, 1967; Machtosh, 198 11. Operationai managers tend to rely 

on indicaton or measutes that are directly linked to the task or transaction itself to 

monitor their processes and to inforni tactical managers about the achievement of their 

respective objectives. Managïng customer credit Illies, production scheduling, the bookhg 

of television cornmerciais, cash Management, the execution of an individual research 

project, inventory control, etc., d are examples of operati01m.l decisions [Anthony et al., 

19921. 

Anthony [1965] suggests that operationai managers use more quantitative non- 

financial infornation than other levels of management use to support their decisions. 

Nanni et al. [1990], Fisher [1992], and Bruns and McKinnon [L993] provide support for 



this proposition. Using quantitative non-financial information aliows managers to develop 

productivity measures that capture the nature of the processes for which they are 

accountabIe. These quantitative non-firianciai measures provide h e l y  and direct 

feedback to operational and tacticai managers in units of masure that are most likely to be 

understood by operational managers and by their workers pruns and McKinnon, 1993; 

Fisher, 19921. Therefore, the ~uantitative information mix of operational managers is 

most iikely to include a greater proportion of quantitative non-hcial  information than 

quantitative financiai information. These Lmes of reasoning lead to the foliowing 

proposition: 

Proposition 6:Tactical managers tend to use a greater proportion of financial 
information in their m k  of quantitative information than 
operationai managers. 

ui summary, the level of decision complexity, the degree of structure, and the tirne 

horizon of a decision represent the important critena of Anthony's classification of a 

decision into strategic, tactical, and operational types and are captured by the managers' 

hierarchical level in the organisation. The most important of these criteria, the tirne 

horizon of a decision, helps in identifjing the nature of the quantitative information mix 

managers are most likely to use to suppa their decisiom. 



2.33 Organisationai variable: the nature of the task-technology 

Organisational techwlogy, for example, the production equïpment or the 

transformation process of inputs into outputs, represents one of the most widely studied 

determiDants of the or&aru*sation's structure. Technology is also believed to influence the 

nature of the information used withm the organisation [Abeniethy and L a ,  1995; Fisher, 

1994; Parthasathy and Sethi, 1992; Brownell and Merchant, 1990; Daft et al., 1988; 

MacIntosh and Daft, 1987; Withey et al., 1983; MacIntosh, 198 1; Waterhouse and 

Tiessen, 19781. Although msightfül, none of these studies focuses specincally on the 

relatiooship between the task-technology and the mix of quantitative Uifomtion managers 

use in organisations. This study attempts to fYi this gap. 

Diverse definitions of technology have been provided over the years such as the 

type of machinery or automation use& work flow, or perceived worker tasks each 

reflecting the study's focus [Abemethy and Lillis, 1995; Parthasathy and Sethi, 1992; 

Thompson, 1967; Perrow, 19671. This dissertation relies on the weli-accepted Perrow's 

definition of task-technology because it conforms to the individual level of analysis used m 

this study, that is, the factors that iafluence the mk of quantitative information a particuiar 

manager uses. 

Perrow defina technology as a series of '6actions or processes that an individual 

performs upon an object, with or without the aid of tools or mechanical devices" to 

transfomi input resources into outputs [p. 1951. Relying upon the level of analysabüity and 

the nurnber of exceptions contained in the worker's tasks, Perrow's technology taxonomy 

allows for a classification of processes or individual tasks into four different categories: 

1) routine technology, 2) engineering technology, 3) craft technology, and 4) nonroutine 



technolog-. To provide a better discrimination between the effécts of the task-technology 

on the mix of information a manager uses, this study uses only the two extremes of this 

taxonomy, the routuie and nonroutine technologies. 

Perrow's taxonomy of technology ciasdies the organisation's numerous tasks or 

processes into two dimensions according to task variety and dysability. The level of 

task variety depends upon the frwIuency of unexpected and novel events or exceptions 

that occur in convertkg inputs into outputs Perrow, 1967; MacIntosh, 19811. A task is 

considered of low variety when it involves a srnail number of exceptional cases or 

unexpected situations or problems, for example, m situations involving stimuli that are 

perceived to be damiliitc. In I n s  case, the task is perceived to be repetitive. For 

example, the work on an assembly h e  is considered repetitive. On the other hand, the 

task wilI be considered of high variety when it involves a senes of unrelated problems and 

many exceptions. 

The analysability dimension refers to a situation in which the worker's response to 

problems or exceptions requires an information search process, that is either a formal and 

logical process or a process based oniy on experience, intuition or guesswork to solve 

problems of diverse levels of specificity [Perrow, 1967; Machtosh, 198i]." A 

transformation or conversion process of inputs into outputs is classined as analysable 

when it can be divided into mechanical steps that are well understood and which allow 

workers to initiate a formal information search to access stored lmowledge and use other 

" Research in cognmon suggests that qerienced hdividuals develop mentaily a set of causal relahonships between 
concepts that bey have encountered which act a s  a heuristic to select cues of information for decision rnaking and 
problem solving matlin, 19891. Along the same lines, individuals also deveIop a causal repfesentation of the 
rask's processes which is used for rnaking work-related decisions. 



procedures such as insîxuctions, m a a d ,  standards and haad-books, to solve problems 

[Perrow, 1967; MacIntosh, 19811. For example, the tasks on an assembly line can be 

classinecl as analysable. For Daft and Lengel [1986], this situation represents a low level 

of equïvocality because of the low level of ambiguity and confiision that may mise fiom a 

restncted number of unexpected situations or problems on the assembly luie.18 Table 3 

presents a summary of these characteristics of task-techn010gy. 

TABLE 3 

PERROW'S TASK-TECHNOLOGY 

Type of task- 
technology 

ROUTINE 
TECHNOLOGY 

I eg.: Assembly 
line 

NONROüTJNE 
TECHNOLOGY 

development le'" 

Number of 
exceptions 
in a process 

Few 

Stability and 
predictability 
of a process 

Low 

Proportion of 
bancial 
information in the 
mix of information 

Small proportion 

Large proportion 

'' Dafl and Lengel [1986, p. 5 5 q  define equivdity as the ambiguity iaulting from the existence ofUmultiple and 
confi icting interpretations and absence of consensus about an organisation situation" or probIem 



Alternatively, when pmblems &se in a task that is not weil understood, when the 

related cause-effect relationsbips are unclear, and when there is no storeci howledge or 

procedures available to resolve a @c problem, this task is considered unanalysable. 

The indiedual may use his own judgement, intuition, or -ence to quicidy solve a 

problem without having specincaily thought it through. Some individuais may draw h m  

their past exmence leading them to use some quantitative meastues that have been 

successfùl in resolving a problem simüar to the one they aow are encountering. Others 

may spend a great amount of time thinking about the problem. In these cases, there is no 

assurance that the solution to the problem is certain due to the novelty of the problems 

and the limitation of the information available. For Dafl and Lengel [1986], this situation 

represents a high level of eqyivocality because of the high level of ambiguity and confusion 

that may arise in the production setting due to the novelty of unexpected problems. 

The analysability and variety dimensio& of a task also include a concept of 

unceaainty that affects the predictability of a transformation process [Perrow, 1967; 

Victor and Blackburn, 1987; Souder and Moenaert, 19921. When a task contains ody a 

few exceptions and is weii understood, it involves Little uncertainty and can be perceived 

to be predictable. As the variety of the task increases and the search process for solutions 

to a problem becomes restrîcted by the amount of information available, the amount of 

uncertainty attached to the process becomes pater and therefore, it becomes less 

predictable. Researchers consider that a predictable task can be automated and that 

contml rnechaaisms such as @ty control can be integrated into the manufacturing 

technology itself (e.g. optic sensor of quality used in a paper mill machine to scan for 



defects in the paper) Pronweii and Merchant, 19901. Shce a manufacairllig technology 

with an integrated @ty control system relies heavily on physical metrics (non-hancial 

measures) to control the conversion process, it is conceivable tbat the ability to make 

predictions about the task outcome may Muence the nature of the measures used to 

monitor a conversion process. 

The task variety and aoalysability dimensions allow for the classification of tasks 

into routine and nonroutine technology. In each case, the type of technoIogy used 

prescnbes the nature of the information managers use for monitoring and decision-making 

purposes. In a situation where the process is characteriseci by a low task variety and the 

task is analysable, the technology used is a routine technology @faclntosh, 198 1 ; Perrow, 

19671. An assembly line or a paper d process represent routine technologies. When 

workers understand a process that contains few exceptions, the process is predictable. In 

such a situation, workers can identify non-financiai productivity measures that reflect the 

process characteristics Macuitosh, 1 98 11. Fisher 11 9921 suggests that both strategic and 

operational managers c m  use detailed non-finiuicial measures to monitor important 

processes. For example, non-financial performance measures such as the number of units 

produced or the level of product quality produced by a process could be used to monitor 

the performance of an assembly h e  considend as routine technology. This suggests that 

managers who perceive their task as routine rnay tend to rely more on non-financial 

infornation than aancid idomt ion  for process monitoring purposes. 

Reflecting a diEerent perspective, Bimberg et al. [1983] suggest that managers 

may instead use more financial idormation in the situation where a process contains only a 

few exceptions and is highly analysable. This view reflects the implicit asmmption that all 



managers understaad the cos-pracess relationship, which is perceiveci to be stable and 

predictable, at least, over the short-run [Cunningham, 19921. Knowing such a cost- 

process relationship, managers could be more ükely to use financial information as a 

substitute for non-financial infounation to monïtor a specinc conversion process. The use 

of the cost-process relatiooship could also be limited by other factors such as the 

individual's preference for non-financial metrics or his lack of costing or accouating 

knowledge. Since there is no real empincal support for the existence of such an 

individuai's perceptions of cost-process relationships, this study adopts the argument that 

managers who perceive their task as more routine wilI tend to use more non-financial 

performance indicators than hancial indicators for m o n i t o ~ g  purposes. 

Aitematively, when a task or process contains many exceptions, the cause-effect 

relationships involveci Li the process are not well understood and Little inforxnation or 

documentation exists to solve pmbIems WacIntosh, 1981; Perrow, 19671. In such a 

situation, a nonroutine task-technology is required for the accomplishment of this process. 

For example, research and development actiuities and strategic planning require a 

nonroutine technology. h the presence of a nonroutine technology, the process contauis 

many exceptions and is also difncult to analyse. In such a situation, it wouid be very 

ciifficuit for managers to identify in advance the quantitative non-financial measures to 

control an unstable conversion process that may be altered by workers' actions and other 

unpredictable factors. Consequently, more general and aggregated financial measures 

rnight beaer help executives to monitor such unstable and complex processes which may 

be associated with a nonroutine technology [Kaplan, 19841. 



For example, in the Texas Eastman Chernicals Division case study, Kaplan [1984] 

suggests that simple financial information such as an income statement, can help managers 

and workers to monitor highly complex production processes. In such a situation, the 

development and use of multiple non-financial indicators is very diffidt, and the 

indicators do not provide feedback about theV combined effects on the production 

process.lg Mtematively, traditional monthiy linanciai or costing reports are considered 

out of date, and do not include the effect of the latest actions on the results. Therefore? 

production managers and workers often pay Linle attention to this type of information that 

"is received too late for analysing the financiai comequences for most operathg decisions" 

[Cooper and Kaplan, 1991, p.2 17. To solve this problem, the divisional manager of 

Texas Eastman Chemicais Division developed a simple daily income statement using the 

quantities of outputs produced and inputs coasumed to which he assigned respectively 

estimated selling prices, depending on the output's quality level and curent unit costs. 

This simple tool helped managers and workers to undentand the global impacts of their 

daily actions on a very complex production process and also fostered process 

improvement. This suggests that managers who perceive their work as nonroutine would 

tend to rely more on financial information than on non-fmanciai information for process 

monitoring purposes. 

19 Kaplan's daim is that financial information provides an aggregated view or mode1 of what is going on in the 
production process that forces the managers to consider al1 the variables. 



This Iine of reasoning leads to the foilowing proposition: 

Proposition 7:Ma~gers who perceive their task-tecbnoLogy as routine tend to 
use a greater proportion of non-financial information in their mix of 
information than managers who perceive their task-techwlogy as 
nonroutine. 

In summary, using Perrow's description of technology dlows for a better 

discrimination between the effects of task-technology (mutine vs nonroutine) on the mix 

of quantitative information managers use. As managers perceive their task as a routine 

task-technology, they tend to use a greater proportion of non-finiuiciai intiormation in their 

mix of information than financial information. Aiternatively, in a nonroutine task- 

technology, managers tend to use a greater proportion of financial information in their mix 

of information than non-hancial information. Therefore, a better understanding of the 

effects of the manager's task-technology could help to develop information systems that 

are more closely aligned with the manager's need for idionnation. 



23.4 Organisatioial variable: managers' perceptions of the reward systems 

The nature of reward systems, management compensation contracts, and their 

impact on the fimi's perfonnanca are important issues that have generatcd a great deal of 

interest in management accounting reseacch considerhg the motivational aspects of 

reward systems for individualS. Ushg an agency or a behaviourai appmach, researchers 

have studied the characteristics of reward systems used to control and motivate iadividuals 

in aligning the workers' objectives with the organisation's value maximisation objective 

[Atkinson et al. 1996; Atkinson and Waterhouse, 1996; Young et al., 1993; Pava et al. 

1993; Baiman, 1990; Baker et ai., 1988; Lawler, 1987; 19761. 

In both the agency and behavioural approaches, when the important premise is 

satisfied (Le., when the iadividual's reward is tied, as closely as possible, with specific 

perfonnance meaSuTes or the achievement of specific objectives), managers tend to focus 

their attention on the performance m e m e s  that are used to assess their performance 

[Cammann, 1976; HOPWOO~, 19721. Relying on this premise, this study relies on the 

behaviourd or perceptuai approach, that is, the managers' perception of financial andlor 

non-financial indicators used to assess theu wormance and ailocate their rewards. By 

investigating the relationship between the manager's perception of performance indicators 

used to assess their performance and the mix of iaformation strategic, tactical and 

operational managers use, this study provides more current evidence on the managers' 

performance "indicators fixationy'. 

Tying the reward systems to the performance meastuement systems means making 

employee rewards contingent on their performance. This îxnplies that managers mua be 



able to me- outputs and undentand the process that the organisation uses to 

tmsform inputs into outputs. In the presence of a weil understood transformation 

process, which ofhm characterises a routine task-technology, organisation plamers can 

design a set of rules and non-finiuiçial measures to mooitor the subordinate's performance 

[Machtosh, 198 1; Ouchi, 1979; Perrow, 19671. 

Altematively, when the transformation process is not weil understood or is 

unobservable, for example, in a nonroutine task-technology, managers may have a timited 

understanding of the processes which may result in their inabiiity to develop a set of 

specific non-financiai iadicators reflecting the characteristics of the organisation's 

processes [Perrow, 1967. In this situation, managers may rely more on financial 

measures, such as cost per unit or achievement of the departmentai financial budget, to 

assess the subordinate's performance [Ouchi, 1979; MacIntosh, 19811. 

Organisational researchers have also studied the effects of feedback provided by 

control or reward systems on the subordinate's cesponses such as performance Fisher and 

Govindarajan, 1993; Young et al., 1993; Bimberg et ai., 1983; Cammann, 1976; 

Hopwood, 19721. By makuig the rewards contingent upon good performance, the 

subordinate could be influenced to exert more effort depending on the attractiveness of the 

reward. This could also influence the individual's perception of succeeding at the task or 

encourage behaviour to achieve the dcsired outcome because the reward acts as a 

feedback mechanism for the individual's performance bawler, 1987; 19761. Considering 

the role played by reward systems in the determination of the individuais' motivation to 



exert effort, pmviding subordinates with performance feedback could also influence their 

level of effort and inform them about their level of reward Eoung et ai., 19931. 

Hopwood [1972] suggests ihat individuais who want to look good worry primady 

about performance meaSUTes. This irnplies that subordinates may focus on the 

performance measures they perceive their superiors use to reward their level of 

performance. Focusing on these measures of performance could also help subordinates 

predict the level of reward they will obtain. 

Cam- [1976] provides some support for this assertion. Controbg for 

participation in decision-making and job ciiffidty, C m ' s  results suggest that 

subordinates who beliwe that their superion rdy on contingent contml systerns for 

reward allocations tend to exert a greater level of effort ody when subordinates were 

closely rnonitored or when they had to work hard to perfonn well in a difficult job." 

Othenvise, subordinates engage in defensive or dyshctional behaviour including creating 

slack in budgets and altering the information to keep their performance measures high. 

Libby 119961, who studies the effect o f  faUwss in a budget settiag, provides 

support for the role of kdividuals' perception m the emergence of dysfùnctional 

behaviour. Using different compensation schemes in a laboratory settulg, Libby suggests 

that subjects, who perceive they are treated fairly by their superiors and are assigned an 

" A body of reseatch in management accounting suggests that the development of reward systems may be determineci 
by the organisation smtegy and corporate govemance structure [Ittner et al. 19953. This suggests chat reward 
systems can be interpreted as an endogenous variable. Howwer, the appmach used in this dissertation considers 
the nature of the indicators that managers perceive their -os  y to asses and teward subordinates' level of 
performance, Since it is possiiIe that the manager's perception of the nanue of the performance-reward indicators 
rnay differ fi-om the m e  rneasures that bis superiors use to reward bis performance, the nature of the indicators 
managers perceive their superiors use for reward purposes is coasidered an exogenous variable in this dissertation. 



achievable non-financial number of units to be produced, WU create l e s  budget slack and 

will perform better than others who do not receive fair treatments. 

Along the same lines, BUaberg et al. Cl9831 suggest that d y ~ c t i o u a i  behaviour, 

such as distorthg the information systems, will occur when indivichials are rewarded based 

on performance. The use of ' k d "  measures, Le., standardiseci and v*b1e rneaswes, 

directly tied to the organisation's process, for example, the amount of waste or the 

number of uni& produced, codd help to reduce or even avoid in certain circumstances 

suc h information distorthg behaviod Conside~g that non-financid measures, 

capturing the characteristics of the organisation's processes, or financial performance 

measures, relying on historical cost information, could be considered ' k d "  measures 

according to the (jiri [1975] critena, these measures could E t  the emergence of 

dysfunctionai behaviour and provide accurate performance rneasures for reward purposes. 

Compensation schemes that are contingent on financial measures can induce 

individuils to focus their attention differmtly. Coates et al. [1995] study the relatiombip 

between the nature of executives' incentive schemes and the types of fioancial 

performance measures executives use in Germany, the United Kingdom (WC) and the 

United States (US.). Focusing m d y  on fiiiancial measures, Coates et d. found that 

Gerrnan organisations adopt incentive schemes that focus on broad perfomance indicators 

and that are long-term oriented such as the long-tenn profit sales m a r e  for the whole 

organisation. Altematively, UK. and U.S. organisations are more short-tenn oriented and 

use a baianced mbc of narrow and broad financial performance incikators such as the 

" The possibility of Iying about performance or manipulating the performance measures still m a i n s  due to the 
limitations in audinng these rneasures and the related cos-benefit of the audit. 



return on assets of 

for the whole organisation. 

organisation's divisions and the long-term profit sales margin 

Ittner et al. [1995], who study the nature of information used in annual bonus 

contracts, aiso suggest that mamgers focus on the @ormance measures (financial or 

non-financial performance indicators) used m docating their rewards. The Ittner et al. 

results imply that fimrs adopting an extensive @ty programme tend to place more 

weight on non-financial m e m e s  such as customer satisfaction indices in the executive 

bonus contracts than fimis that do not have specific quality programmes. This evidence 

provides support for a relationship between the types of reward systems used and the 

tendency of managers to focus on the types of performance measures used for rewarding 

their performance. 

In general, research suggests that individuais do focus on the measures that are 

used to assess their performance. In certain situations, individuais may exert a greater 

level of effort or engage in behaviour that distorts information to maintain their 

"perceived" and not theu m e "  level of peifomiance at a high level. However, the use of 

hard performance measures couid reduce the emergence of such dysfunctional behaviour. 

As Hopwood [ 19721 and Waterbouse and Tiessen [ 19781 suggest, management 

accounting systerns, hcluding reward systems, may increase the visiiility of consequences 

in appraising performance of individuals or the organisation. Using a reward system 

contingent on "hard" performance meanues could iacrease the visibility of the 

consequences and influence the rnix of quantitative information aii managers use in the 

organisation. 



This Iine of reasonîng Ieads to the following proposition: 

Propositiom 8: Managers who perceive dÿu theu performance is rewarded based 
on non-financiai rneasures tend to use a pater proportion of 
non-financial information in their mut of information than managers 
who perceive that their pedomance is rewarded bas4 on financial 
measures. 

In summary, knowing the managers' perception of the type of performance 

indicators (finaocid andtor non-financial) they believe their supe~sors use to assess the 

managers' performance codd explain the managers' focus on those performance 

measures. Considering that individuais direct thei. attention to the performance measures 

they perceive to be important in assessing theù performance, this "indicaiors fixation" 

couid influence the mix of infiormation managers use for monitoring and decision making 

purposes. 



2.3.5 Organisational variable: the organisation's strategy 

Over the past twenty-five years, there fias been a growing interest in research on 

strategy and related issues such as organisational structure, the design of control systems, 

and strategic planning [Jennings and Seaman, 1994; Hart and Bandury, 1994; Veliyath and 

Shortel, 1993; Dvir et al., 1993; Zahra and Co* 1993; Dent, 1990; Simons, 1987; 1990; 

Zajac and Shortel, 1989; Segev, 1989; Govindarajan, 1988; Govindamjau and Gupta, 

1985; Hambrick, 1983; Mintzberg and Waters, 1982; Miller and Fnesen, 1982; Porter, 

1985; 1980; Miles and Snow, 1978; Mintzberg, 19781. Even though some strategy issues 

have been intensively studied, no one has speciîïdy looked at the impact of the 

organisation's strategy on the mix of quantitative information managers use. 

The Miles and Snow [1978] typology of strategy relies on a nch desm-ption of 

behaviour patterns that includes the key elements of strategy, structure, process and 

provides some insights about the type of information managers might use. This typology 

has been the most widely used and empirically tested over the last twenty years [Gosselin, 

1996; Veliyath and Shortell, 1993; Thomas et al., 1991; Zahra and Pearce II, 1990; 

ShorteU and Zajac, 1990; Segev, 1989; Zajac and Shortell, 1989; Simons 1987, 1990; 

Harnbrick 19831. This study uses the two exttemes of Miles and Snow's typology of 

organisational strategy @efender and Prospector) as in Sirnom [1987, 19901 to 

hvestigate the possible effects of strategy on the mix of information managers use for 

monitoring purposes. 



According to Miles and Snow [1978, p.31, strategy is: 

a panent of behmbur or action estublLvhed 
through a d-c process t h t  allows the organikution to 
maintain an effecrive aligmnmt with the envr'i.onment, to 
cope widt environmental changes d mcertainîy "while 
@ectively nuuraging intemal inter-dependencies " 

Reinforcing the dynamic nature of the alignment process of the organisation's strategy and 

its intemal activities with its environment, this definition also emphasises the individual's 

contribution in defining the organisation's strategy that takes form through the consistency 

of behaviour or actions undertaken by managers over tirne. In that sense, this definition of 

strategy conforms with Mintzberg's notion of '"realised'' strategy implyiug that a strategy 

takes form ''when a sequence of decisions in some area exhibits a consistency over the" 

b.93 5, 1 9781. Most importantly, the Miles and Snow [1978] definition provides insights 

about the role of organisational problems of adaptation, Le. the entrepreneurid, 

engineering, and administrative problems in determining the nature of the information used 

for monitoring the organisation's environment and its intemal activities [Simons, 19901. 

For Miles and Snow, the entrepreneurid pmblem refm to the specifkation of the 

organisational domain in ternis of specinc goods (seMces) and target markets. The 

managers' choice of a specific product-market domain and the allocation of resources to 

take advantage of the opportunities offered by the chosen domain resolves the 

entrepreneurid problem. It aIso creates a focus w i t b  the organisation and provides 

outsiders with an identification of the organisation's market orientations. 

The choice of product-market domain raises the engineering problem. Managers 

must select the appropriate technology, i.e. input-traasformation-output, to produce and 



deliver the pmduct (service) to customers [Dvir et al., 19931. Aithough the solution to 

this problem may be incomplete, the redefhition of the organisation market-segment 

domain may imply change in technology ficm a mas-production to a unit or smaii-batch 

technology Miles and Snow, 19781. 

Resolving the administrative problem means reducing the uncertainty within the 

organisation's systerns by stabilising and rationalising the process. The creation of the 

administrative systems helps to direct and monitor the organisation's processes and to 

foster technological and product innovation. The administrative structure created m 

resoiving this problem impties gathering, processing and communicating information 

within the organisation to monitor and improve in processes and to adjust its strategy. 

Resolving these three organisational problems by identifjing market, technology, 

structure, and process provides the basis for the classification of organisations according 

to their strategic orientation or pattern of behaviour. It also provides some hdication of 

the nature of quantitative information managers tend to use in solviug these three 

problems. 

Defenders and Prospectors constitute the two extrema of the strategy typology 

and therefore, present distinctive characteristics such as market-segment, technology, 

organisational structure, topmanagement group, and propeasity to innovate which may 

also influence the nahue of the information and information systems used in organisations 

[Simons, 1987; 19901. The use of the organisation's strategy as a composite measure 

capturing the individual effects of these factors on the manager's mix of information helps 

to provide a combined prediction of those effects on the mix of information used. Table 4 

presents a summary of the characteristics of the Defender and Prospector strategies. 



Stable, 
homogeneous, 
and tnendly 

Dynamic, 
heterogeneous, 
and hostde 

TABLE 4 

ORGANISA~ONAL STRATEGY 

Few 

Type of 
technoiogy 

Routine 

Dominant 
group in the 
management 
team 

Production 

M a r k e ~ g  
and R&D 

Proportion 
of financial 
information 
in the 
mix of 
information 
used 

smdi 
proportion 

Large 
proportion 

Defeaders exploit and maintain a small niche within their industry [Sirnoos, 1987; 

1990; Miles and Snow, 19781. Defenders tend to grow through market penetration and 

limited product development and consequently, they tend to exist in stable, homogenous, 

and fiiendly eavironments [Zajac and Shortel, 1989; Miller and Friesen, 19821. Making a 

large investment in a single technical core, Defenders are most imlikely to resist market 

shifts [Yasai-Ardekani and Nystrom, 1996; Miles et al., 19781. However, this approach 

allows Defenders to seal off theu unique technological core and fwus on cost-efficiency 

by restricting the number of products marketed. Based on Perrow's classification, 

Defenders tend to use a routine technology wes et ai., 19781. Such a focus on a single 



technological core and cost-efficiency aiiows Defenders to be verticaily integrated and to 

adopt a centraliseci stmcture. ReLying on the Bums and Staiker [1961] organisational 

structure typology, Defender organisations present the characteristics of a mechanistic 

organisational structure w e s  et al., 19781. Souder and Moenaert [1992] suggest such a 

relationship between environmental stability, routine technology, and mechanistic 

organisations. Dominating Defenders' top management group, production and cost- 

control specialists tend to innovate d y  in technological and process innovation type 

[Thomas et ai., 199 1 ; Norbum and Buley, 1988; Miles and Snow, 19781. 

The prediction of the nature of the quantitative information mix managers use m 

organisations adopting different strategic orientations is a diflicult task considering the 

nurnber of information determinant5 to take into accomt and the absence of specific 

evidence on the direction of the effect of strategy on the mix of information use& 

Defenders that operate in a stable, homogenous, and fnendly environment, may use more 

aggregated financiai informatioa [Shons, 1987; 19901. The use of a routine task- 

technology fosters the use of non-hancial measues that are directly iinked with stable 

processes or cost-process information, dependiog h m  which branch of the literature the 

evidence is drawn pruas and McKinwn, 1993; Fisher, 1992; Cunnuigham, 1992; 

Birnberg et al., 1983; MacIntosh, 19811. Using a single core of technology, the 

organisation's processes, which remain stable and predictable, favour the use of non- 

financial information. The fact that the dominant group in the management team usually 

cornes fiom the production side of the organisation could also reinforce the use of non- 

financial measures based on the managers' greater level of process knowledge and cause- 

effect relationships. Based on their understanding of the organisation's processes, this 



influentid group of managers could also infa the hancial impacts frorn the fluctuation 

occUmng in the organisation's processes captured by non-financiai indicators 

[Cirnningham, 1 992; B m  and McKinnon, 19931. 

Anecdotal evidence suggests that organisations in the ~ t u r a l  resource industry, 

such as paper mills, pulp d s ,  or sawmillsy mutinely develop measures that relate changes 

in financiai results to changes in operation yields [Armitage and Atkinson, 19901. For 

example, Weirton Steei, a U.S. steel products manufacturery estimates that each point 

increase in its raw matenal yield is @valent to a 4.7 million doilar decrease in its 

operating costs [Atkinson et al., 19971. By knowing the cost-process relationship, 

managers' ability to use quantitative non-financiai and financiai information 

interchangeably could influence the type of information they use for monitoring purposes 

[Cunningham, 19921. 

Wder et al. [1995] and Dearbom and Simon [1958] suggest tbat managers tend to 

express biases in their perception of probiems and infionnation demands to reflect theu 

functional area of experience. Considering the dominance of managers with an operations 

background in Defender organisations and the greater focus on internal activities or 

processes, this impües that these managers may be more Wcely to use a greater proportion 

of non-financiai information than financial infionnation [Thomas et al. 199 1; Sirnom 1987; 

1 9901. 

Alternatively, Prospectors are perceived to be more dynamic in exploiting new 

products and market-opportunities [Sirnom, 1987, 1990; MiIlex and Friesen, 1982; Miles 

and Snow, 19781. This requires a greater ability to iMovate and to monitor their extemal 



eavironment in order to locate and exploit market oppommities in developing new 

products vasai-Ardekani and Nystrorn, 1996; Zajac and Shortell, 19891. Prospectors 

also tend to use a variety of environmental scanning devices to monitor a broader range of 

environmental conditions, iiacluding the environment outside of the organisation's current 

domain [Simous, 1987; 19901. Providing a large diversity of products to différent 

markets, Prospectors re@e a flaiibIe and multi-technological core w e s  and Snow, 

19781. The nature of their technology r w e s  a low degree of routioisatioa and 

mechanisation to avoid long-term resource and technology commitments. Building on 

Perrow's taxonomy, the nature of the technology Prospectors use is more aligned with a 

flexible technology or a nonroutine task-technology. To deal with product and technology 

diversity and to allow the organisation to cope with a broader range of environmental 

conditions, Prospectors tend to adopt a decentraliseci structure with a low degree of 

formalisation wer and Fneseu, 19821. Such characteristics are representative of an 

organic structure [Burns and Staker, 19611. Souder and Moenaert Cl9921 suggest such a 

relationship between the unstable environment, nomoutule task-techn010gy and organic 

organisations. 

To control and mooitor such product and market diversity, the top management 

group is dominated by marketing and research and development experts [Thomas et al., 

199 1 ; Norbum and Birley, 1988; Miles and Snow, 19781. This concentration of managers 

coming fiom these fhctions could indicate a preference for a broader scope of 

information including non-tinsincial Uiformation, such as customer satisfaction indices, 

demographic indicators, product features, and any other related indicators which are more 

aligned with the diversity of the operations to be controiled and extemal environment to 



be monitored N a  and Chenhall, 19941. However, the cop*tive iiterature suggests that 

managas have cognitive limitations which may restrict their ability to manipulate a greater 

diversity of information that characterises the use of various non-financial indicators 

peweil and Simon, 1972; Schroder et ai., 1967; Simon, 19551. Consequently, those 

managers who deai with a great varie@ of information aod who continuously fiace 

marketing and product development issues such as market or pnchg strategy and product 

cost may tend to develop h c t i o d  area biasa and therefore, lead them to use more 

aggregated and financially orienteci information Waller et al., 1995; Rosman et al., 1994; 

Dearbom and Simon, 19581. 

The need to monitor and control the Prospectors' greater variety of operations, as 

compared to the Defenders', piays against the use of multiple non-fimucial indicators. 

Since quantitative non-financial infiormation is difficult and almost impossible to aggregate, 

its use may be limitecl but not totaliy absent as a monitoring device for some critical 

organisationai processes. Considering the level of technology flexiibility required to cope 

with the Prospectors' hi& product diversity, it is conceivable that managers may dso 

experience information overload due to heavy use of non-financial indicators. To avoid 

information overload, managers may hclude a greater proportion of aggregated financial 

measures in their mix of information than managers in Defender organisations to monitor 

the organisation's processes and to make decisions. 



These lbes of reasoning lead to the foilowing proposition: 

Propositioa 9: Managers in Defender organisations tend to use a greater 
pmportion of non-financial information in their mUr of 
information than managers in Prospector organisations. 

ui summary, the strategy adopted by an organisation can be categorised accordhg 

to the managers' responses to the entrepreneurial, engineering and administrative 

problems. The Miles and Snow's typology of strategy provides a weil-accepted tool to 

classify organisations based on the characteristics of theu market-segment(s), technology, 

structure and the dominant group in the top management team. Widely used in the 

management and management accounting literatures, the use of the two extremes of Miles 

and Snow's typology (Defender and Prospector strategy) may help to discriminate 

between the rnix of quantitative information managers use in each type of organisation. 



2.3.6 Managersy perceived causal relitioiships among performance measures 

Anecdotal evidence of managers' preferences for specinc types of quantitative 

information, sets of indicators, or performance measura induced by thev training and 

work experience is common m organisations Fisher, 1992; Bruns and McKinnon, 19931. 

Furthemore, these anecdotes describe managers' monitoring of organisation processes 

using a limiteci set of iudicators that they believe affect thek ability to meet theu financiai 

budget and the organisation's financial performance [Bruns and McKinnon, 1993; Kaplan, 

1 9841. Measurement properties and individuals' characteristics including education, 

training, and expenence provide a rich platform to investigate the factors that influence the 

manager's selection of performance indicators and coasequently the mk of quantitative 

financial and non-financial information he uses- 

Revisited in the late eighties, measureraent issues have helped to refocus the 

research in performance measurernent toward the use of non-financial organisationai 

performance indicators [Johnson and Kaplan, 1987; Cooper and Kaplan, 199 1 ; Fisher, 

19921. Traditional financial performance meames such as cost per unit or profit which 

are unavailable on a timely basis are ofien considerd by managers as too aggregated and 

too late. Non-financial measures are perceived to be alternative or supplemenial 

performance indicators that overcome the problems of financial meames [Fisher, 1992; 

Cooper and Kaplan, 199 1; Johnson and Kaplan, 19871. IjVi [L975] discusses the ability of 

a financial or non-financial indicator to act as a surrogate or mbstitute measure for a 

specific construct or phenornenon. This measurement property could help m 



understanding the manager's choice of performance indicators and, consequently, the roDc 

of quantitative information wd for monitoring purposes. 

Mea~zuement theory states that a measure or indicator has the ability to act as a 

surrogate or proxy for a construct (e-g. to capture a specinc construct or phenomenon 

such as customer satisfaction or the nnn 's  value creation process) and to communicate its 

state (e-g. high level of customer satisfaction)). For example, firuacial staternents act as a 

surrogate 'Tor some aspects of the economic states" of an organisation such as the h ' s  

market value and the daily number of customer cornplaints could proxy for the level of 

customer satisfaction [Ijiri, 1975, p. 411. In addition, the levei of precision or perfection 

of a measure to correctly cornmunicate at any given t h e  the specific state of a construct 

or phenomenon is very important for measurement accuracy which detemines the level of 

identifiability of an indicator. 

According to measurement theory, two phenornena or constructs cm be related 

through a cause-effect relationship or causal link. Building on the existence of a causal 

relationship between two constnicts or phenornena, for example custorner satisfaction and 

the fhn's value creation process, infimuces can be made and applied to the constructs' 

respective surrogates. Figure 3 illustrates this ioference. 

ri - Ijiri's statement implies chat non-financial constnicts such as ernpIoyee satisfaction ot product quality codd also 
influence the fim's value creation process. 



k m ' s  vriloe crutios 

The perceived causal relationship between customer satisfaction and the finn's value 

creation process is appiied to their respective surrogates, the number of  customer 

cornplaints and the Gnn's profit. Based on the stabiiity of the perceived causesffect link 

existing between two coostructs and the level of identifiability of each construct's 

surrogate, a manager could prefer to use ody &e mmease that drives the "effect' (e.g. the 

number of customer complaiats) instead of delaying his Somation demand to obtain the 

fimi's monthly profit for monitoring purposes. This could hply that managers who 

perceive such causeeffect relationships between non-financial and h c i a i  constnicts 

could rely h e d y  on non-fiaancial indicators, available on a daily or weekly bais, to 

monitor the achievement of the organisation's financial objectives. Consequently, the mix 



of quantitative information those managers use would include a greater proportion of non- 

financial indicators than financial indicators, 

The empiricai eMdence of such perceived causai rehtionships between financial 

and non-financial indicators m a c c o h g  is very limited Using arcbival &ta, Cds 

[1994] is one of the few studies m rmmagment accounting that has specifically 

investigated the relatioasbip between a set of non-hancial indicators and the financial 

performance of organisations involveci in intensive research and development activities. 

C h s '  predictive mode1 explains ninety percent of organisations' eamuigs before interest 

and taxes and provides some support for the existence of cause-effect links between 

financial and non-financial indiçators. 

Only a few case studies provide some evidence, ofien unsettiing, of the manager's 

perception of the cause-effect relationslip between financial and non-financial indicators. 

Bruns and McKinnon [1993] suggests that managers who perceive underlying causal Links 

between some non-financiai indicators and the financiai performance of a production plant 

or organisation tend to rely on the non-finaucial measures that drive the financial 

performance of theù department or organisation for monitoring purposes and in their 

commwication with employees. Altematively, Kaplan's Texas Eastman Chernicals 

Division case study sheds Light on the development of simple administrative tmls, d y  

&cial indicators, to monitor the division's financial performance when the production 

process becomes too complex and recpires managers to manipulate a large number of 

non-financial indicators [Cooper and Kaplan, 199 11 .* 

" The plant manager developed a daily income statement based on the main c o m p t i o n  b o t s  of resources and the 
level of output produceci by the chmica1 process. 



Fisher Cl9921 suggests that the major concem managers have with the use of non- 

financiai indicators is that they do not perceive a direct WC between financial and non- 

financiai performance measures. This suggests that some individual differences such as 

the manager's expRience or ability to perceive causai relationships between phenornena in 

diverse levels of ~rga~satio~liti complexity could influence the choice of hdicators for 

monitoring purposes. The cognition and judgement and decision-making discipluies could 

help to disentangie this conflicting evidence and provide support for the manager's 

reliance on the cause-effeçt links existing between non-financial and financial indicators as 

part of a heuristic used to support decision-making processes. These disciplines could 

help to explain some of the factors or mental processes that influence the manager's 

perception of cause-effect relatiooships and consequently, the choice of £hancial and non- 

financiai indicators for monitoring purposes. 

A well-accepted concept in cognition and judgement and decision-making 

literatures, the structure of beliefs also called the cognitive or mental model, is believed to 

influence the individual's perceptions of events and comequently, the choice of 

information and action Waller et al., 1995; Walsh, 1995, 1988; Calori et al., 1994; Fi01 

and Hue 1992; Barr et al., 1992; Matlin, 1989; O'Keefe and Nadel, 19781. A mental 

model is a set of interrelated information, concepts, and cause-effect relationships that 

provides an individual with an inteIligiile represeotation of various situations or 

envïronments as he believes the world to be [Walsh, 19951. According to this concept, an 

individual can develop a set of mental maps based on bis understanding of his environment . 
including his organisational context and tasks performed Fi01 and Huff, 19921. This 



would imply that the content of individuats' mental maps or models could vary as a 

h c t i o a  of the nature of people's work and organisational environment. 

The judgement and decision-making literature suggests that the complexity of 

managers' organisational coatexts a d  the nature of the tsisks they perfonn may influence 

the number of cues or cause-effect relationships they select to inteHigïcbly represent those 

contexts or work processes in their mentai models [Calon et al., L994; Barr et al., 1992; 

Fi01 and H a  19921. For example, using French and British organisations which differ m 

tems of operations complexity, Calon et al. [1994] found differences among the mental 

models of twenty-su chief executive officers (CEO). CEOs of organisations in which 

operations are more complex, for example, d i v d e d  and intmelated international 

operations, tend to develop more compiex mental models, that is, including a greater 

number of cues or cause-effect relatiomhips than CEOs of focused, national, and 

independent fïms. These results suggest that managers who perform complex tasks 

would tend to perceive a greater nmber of critical causal relationships (or select a greater 

number of cues) and develop more complex task-related mental models than others who 

execute simple tasks. 

CaIori et al.3 redts rnay also imply tbat the organisational context or fùnctional 

areas within which managers work could influence how they perceive the nature of the 

tasks they perfom. Waiier et al. [1995], Rosman et al. [1994], and Dearbom and Simon 

[i 9581 argue that the managers' perceptions of task-related problems and the selection of 

cues (or cause-effect relatiomhips) reflect the nature of their organisational and hctional 

contexts. .This suggests that the managers' perceptions of the task demand -y Vary as a 

function of the complexity of their work environment and, coosequently, may inauence the 



development of the managers' task-related mental models and selection of cues or causal 

relationships upon which they rdy to perfomi those tasks and to make decisiom. This 

line of reasoning leads to the following proposition: 

Proposition IO: Managers who execute complex tasks tend to develop more 
complex task-related menta1 models than managers who execute 
simple tasks. 

Among other disciplines, research in expert judgernent and decision-makuig in the 

auditing context provides evidence that education, traiaingy and experience-related 

knowledge influence the individuals' understanding of their eavironments and their ability 

to identiQ and make accurate judgements on task-related problems Libby and Frederick, 

1 990; Borner, 1990; Libby, 1985; Glaser, 19841. Libby and Frederick [1990] suggest that 

expenenced auditors identify a greater number of relevant problems and make more 

accurate judgements than las-experienced auditors. This implies that as individuals gain 

experience and are exposed to di f fmt  envùwments or situations, their mental maps Vary 

over tirne in terms of complexity (the number of relationships a map contains) and in ternis 

of accuracy or alignment of their maps to reaiity [Calon et al., 1994; Barr et al., 1992; 

Matlin, 19891. Dflerences among individuals' task-related mental maps ia terms of 

complexity and accuracy could allow some managers to perceive a different number of 

problems and to make more accurate judgements than others. Consequentlyy changes m 

complexity and accuracy of indivictuals' task-related mental models would lead them to 

perceive different causal relationships. 

As dirussed in Section 293. Pamw's taxcmomy of mk rsehwlogr which captures the managers' pmceptions of 
their task comptexity and diversity could be used to assess the individuals' perceptions of task complexity. 



Nisbett and Ross [1980] suggest that individuals become selective over t h e  in 

their choice of c~cterist ics  and the number of elements or features of a stimulus 

situation that match with thev mental models. Although experts appear to iden* a 

greater number of problems, research suggests that as experts become more selective m 

their information gathe~g process, they tend to consider a d e r  number of critical cues 

or information in their decision-making process leading to their final evaiuation, judgement 

or decision pomer, 1990; Frederick and Libby, 1986; Johnson et al., 198 1 ; Dawes, 1979; 

Einhom, 1974; Slovic, 19691. These results suggest that as indiviiduals gain experience, 

they also tend to extract or select firom their mental models a d e r  set of cues or 

number of cause-effect relationships that appear to be critical to thek understanding of 

their environment and to perfonn their tasks Fi01 and H u e  1992; Day and Lord, 19921. 

This mental selection process, through which managers may refine their task-related 

mental model, appears to be similar to the cue selection process stuàied in judgement and 

decision-making research [Borner, 1990; Einhom, 1 974; Slovic, L 9691. These critical 

cause-effect linlcs are believed to fomi "selected" or more ''refined" and organised 

managers' mental models which would include a soialler number of important causal 

relationships. According to this Line of reasoning, the task-related mental models of less- 

experienced managers would tend to be less refïned and less organised and, consequently, 

include a greater number of cues or cause-effect relationships. 

Managers' experience and their ability to select a smaller number of critical cause- 

effect relationships h m  their more complex task-related mental models could also 

influence the mix of information they use Fi01 and Huff, 19921. Schroder et al. [ 19671 

suggest that individuals differ in their ability to uitegrate and combine cues or information 



into their decisions. Nisbett and Ross Cl9821 argue that as iadividuais' ability to perceive 

accurately the fkquency of events that occur m their environment increases, people tend 

to use the causal factors disproportionately avdable to them when they rnake explanations 

of events or predictiom. This would suggest that managers could s i m p l .  or refine their 

perceptions of their envùoment or iasks by focushg on a d e r  number of causal 

relationships which they perceive to be accurate and critical for monitoring the 

organisation's min processes. Consequentiy, as the managers' selected task-related 

mental models become more reked (includuig only a smaller number of critical causal 

links relevant to the understanding of a situation), managers could tend to rely more on 

the cause-effect relatiomhips they perceive betweea events, concepts or constnicts." 

Since experienced managers tend to develop more refined task-related mental 

models, it is possible that those managers may focus on the factors (or organisation's main 

processes) that they perceive &ive the organisation's fiamcial results rather than 

monitoring directly the effects of those factors or processes. Building on the earlier 

discussion of masurement theory and the B m  and McKinnon [1993] anecdotal 

evidence, experienced managers may tend to use the non-financiai indicators that drive the 

performance of their department or organisation instead of focushg directiy on the 

perfomaoce indicators expressed in financial temis. Consequently, as managers gain 

experience and their selected task-related mental models become more refined, 

experienced managers would tend to use a greater proportion of non-fiiiancial indicators in 

their mix of information for monitoring purposes. 

" Fiol and Huff [1992, p. 27q suggest that individuals' mental models can highlight priorities or important causal 
relationships when they face too much information. This would allow managers to process information make 
decisions or judgements 



Expert judgernent and decision-making research suggests that las-experienced 

managers tend to select more causai teiationships to be important m a stimulus situation 

than expenenced managers [Borner, 1990; Libby and Frederick, 1990; Einhom, 1974; 

Slovic, 19691. It appears that less-experienced iadividuals follow a data-driven problem 

identification process due to theu inability to recognise and select ody the relevant cause- 

effect relationships h m  their les  refbed, les organise& and less accurate task-related 

mentai models Ford and Maher, 19901. ConsequentLy, the las-experienced managers' 

inability to select a smaller number of causal relationships relevant to a situation could lead 

them to focus on the d t s  (or effects) of the cause-effect relationships rather than to 

monitor directly the cause itself. According to this liw of feasoning, less-experîenced 

managers rnay tend to focus on the results of the organisation's processes expressed m 

financial terms. The use of more financial information in their mix of infomtion may also 

help less-experienced managers to =fine their task-related mental models by providing 

them with a more aggregated view of the organisation's processes performance captured 

through financial indicators such as profit. 



This line of arguments leads to the foilowing propositions: 

Proposition 11: Experienced managers tend to select a smaiier number of critical 
causai relationslips between non-financial and hancial indicators 
thaa las-experienced managers. 

Proposition 12: Managers who select a d e r  number of criticai causal 
relationships between non-financial and financial indicators tend 
to use a greater proportion of non-finiuicial indicators in their mix 
of mfollllittion than managers who select a greater number of less 
relevant causal relationships. 

In summary, eXpenence is believed to idluence the level of complexity of 

managers' selected task-related mental models. Managers with more experience will 

select a smaller number of critical cause-effect relationships between constnicts and their 

respective surrogates for monitoring purposes than wili managers with less experience. As 

the manager's tasks become more cornplex, a manager's selected task-related mental 

mode1 is believed to inmease in complexity. Consequently, according to measurement 

theory, as managers gain experience and tend to select a smaller set of important causal 

Links to d e s m i  their tasks and environment, experienced managers tend to use a greater 

proportion of non-financial than financial infomtion in their mix of information for 

monitoring purposes. 



The use of percepnial contextual, organisational, and individual variables in the 

analysis of their potential ef?fects on the mOr of quantitative information managers use 

could be considered as an innovation m management accounting research. Drawing from 

different literatures, the mode1 proposed in this thesis attempts to predict the mix of 

quantitative information managers use. 

B a d  on the contexhial and organisational variables, the main predictions of the 

effects of these variables on the mu< of information managers use are as follows. 

In generai, managers are expected to use a small proportion of financial infionnation (or a 

large proportion of quantitative non-financial idionnation) h their mix of quantitative 

infonnation either when they perceive a high Ievd of extemal environmental uncertainty, 

make tactical and operational decisions, or thek organisation's reward system is perceived 

to be contingent on non-financial performance masures, or a routine technoiogy, and a 

Defender strategy type. Alternatively, managers may tend to use a large proportion of 

quantitative financial information (or a small proportion of quantitative non-financial 

information) in their mix of quantitative information either when they perceive a low level 

of extemal environrnental uncertainty, make snategic decisions, or their organisation's 

reward system is perceived to be contingent on fimucial pefiormance measufes, or a 

nonroutine technology, and a Prospector strategy type. 

However, thete is a conflicting prediction based on the actual research evidence. 

For exarnple, organisations that adopt a Defader strategy type wodd tend to be more 

centralised and should use more quantitative non-financial idionnation [Sirnom, 1987, 



1990; Miller and Friesen, 19821. Howwer, taken individuaüy, managers who perceive 

both their organisation as centraliseci awl lower levels of perceived environmental 

uncertainty may tend to use more ~uaotitative hancial information [Gul and Chia, 19941. 

This may Ïmply that possible ornitted variables can act on either group of variables and 

create this conflicting prediction. To solve this conflicting situation, this thesis relies on 

individual variables to investigate the effect of the manager's hctional @ence on his 

perception of environmentai tmcertainty and causal relationships which could infiuence bis 

use of information. 

Management research suggests that organisations differ in terms of composition of 

their management team [Thomas et al. 199 1 ; Norburn and Bkley, 19881. Suggesting 

more than the existence of self-selection bias, individuals who form the organisation's 

ranks could influence at different degrees the organisation's information use and the 

development of information systems by their ability to manipulate information and to 

perceive their environment and causai relationships [Calori et al., 1994; Fi01 and H a  

1992; Lord and Maher, 1990; 1. Therefore, the use of individual variables brings a richer 

theory-building mode by pmviding opportunities to disentangle the contlicting evîdence 

that has been gathered to date. Moreover, the development of a mode1 or theory based on 

the existing bodies of knowledge including perceptual contextual, organisationai, and 

individual variables and its refiement through field studia contnbutes to the development 

of theoretical generaiisations that may help to direct fiiture research and large-scaie theory 

testing studies on the mix of quantitative information. In su-, this thesis could 

represent the first step made to chri@ the effects of these contextual, organisational, and 



individual variables on the of quantitative iafonnation mamgers use and couid lead to 

the development of a more iniegrative theory of information in management accounting. 





CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND 

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 

This chapter d e s m b a  the research method010gy, the sarnpling strategy, and the 

measurement instruments that this thesis uses to revise the proposed theoretical model and 

preliminary research propositions. It also provides a bnef description of the sample of 

organisations and managers that participated in this study. 

3.2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This thesis employs an exploratory field study research method to revise the 

theoretical model or conceptml fkmework developed based on the inferences drawn and 

the extensions made nom the scarce literature on the mix of puantitative information 

managers use in organisations. The evidence gathered h m  the exploratory field studies 

also serves to mise the preliminary research propositions and to develop theoretical 

generalisations ph, 1994; Atkinson, 19901.2~ The use of such a research approach 

conforms with the theory-building objective of this thesis which relies mainly on 

The "field snidy" approsch includes both the administration of a questionnaire to the managers and their 
participation in an interview. Throughout this thesis, the references made to the field study evidence implies a 
combination of the information collected fom either sources nich as direct observations, archival data, 
questionnaires. or interviews. 



qualitative and quantitative analyses to revise the preIimiiiary research propositioos wes 

and Hubermaii, 19941. Relying on a muitiple within-çase approach, a set of six fkms that 

vary in terms of organisational sûategy, size, and industry makes up the sample used for 

the theory-building, ~vising the research propositions, and making theoretical 

generalisations. 

The motivation for using this research method is that the field study approach is 

versatile Merchant et al., 19951. It allows for the investigation of a phenomenon in an 

actual and rich organisational context to either de~crrcbe or explain îhis phenomenon that is 

not very well understood, Le. the exploratory mode pin, 1994; Atkinson, 19901. More 

specificaüy, the field study approach dows for the rennement of preliminary research 

propositions or the development of new propositions emerging h m  the field work. In 

other words, the exploratory version of the field study approach provides the flexi'bility to 

identifi other important variables fhat couid influence the mix of quantitative information 

vin,  1 994; Atkinson, 19901. 

The explanatory component of the field study, also associatecl with a theory-driven 

approach, relies on a set of prelimhq research propositions developed based on prior 

literature to direct the field observations and infomiation gatheruig toward the revision of 

those research propositions w e s  and Huberman, 1994; Atkinson, 19901. This evidence 

allows for the development of formal research propositions and theoretical generalisations 

represen~g the results of the field work. The combination of expladtory and 

exploratory field work helps to develop an integrative view of the factors that have been 



intensively researched and other unanticipated elements that also influence the mix of 

quantitative information managers use in organisations. 

To gather the information requind for the revision and development of the formal 

research propositions, this thesis employs a questionnaire or swey along with semi- 

stnictured interviews. Gathering the idionnation through a questionnaire including well- 

tested measurement scales reduces the leagth of the inte~ew and provides a broad range 

of descriptive data and perceptual information that captures, in essence, the variables 

included in the theoretical model. This method, ais0 used m Manzoni [1994], is efficient 

and facilitates the field study by elicithg the greatest amount of information in a given 

p e n d  of time. 

In addition, interviews conducted accordùig to a pre-determineci plan permit the 

validation of some qestionnaire infionnation and also allow the researcher to ask 

managea open-ended questions to gather information that codd not be obtained fiom a 

questionnaire. Considering the multiple within-case approach used in this thesis, Miles 

and Hubennan [1994] suggest that the use of a questionnaire and interviews helps to 

direct in a comparable manner the information gathering m multiple settings and to 

provide reiiable observations and unskewed Mormation due to the use of pre-designed 

and stnictured research tools. Moreover, the semi-struchired interview pmcess maintains 

the research flexi'bility of the field-study in- by giving the researcher the opportunity to 

investigate other important unanticipated factors that could inauence the mix of , 

information managers use. Pre-tested ushg researchers and managers other than those 



involved in this study, the questionnaire and the interview plan provide the information 

required to mise the theoretical mode1 and research propositions developed in this thesis. 

3.3 SAMPLING STRATEGY 

3.3.1 Firm selection 

Field studies were conducted m six organisations located in the Province of 

Quebec. The samplùig strategy used to select those fimis relies on d w e  criteria: the 

organisation's strategy; its sue determineci by the annuai total des; and its industry 

membership to provide a balanced design that also creates variance by introducing 

different sizes of organisations in both the manufacturing and service sectors. Relying on 

specific and predetennined samphg criteria arrangeci into a sampling rnatrix ailowed the 

researcher to select oniy the organisations that met those criteria and, consequently, to 

avoid the use of a convenience sample of fimis which couid have compromised the 

extemal validity of this study. 

Determining the number of organisations or sites required for this thesis Mplies 

trade-offs between intemal and extemai vaiidity. Increasing the number of organisations 

heips to better understand the factors or circum~fances that influence the mix of 

information managers use and consequently, provides a better ground for m a b g  

generalisations of the field study results, which supports extemal validity. Nternatively, 

M i e  constraints often intefie with field-work by reducing the number of managers who 

participate in this research at each organisation. This threatens the intemal validity by 

decreasing the depth of the analysis at each site and limiting the ability of the researcher to 



corroborate information among interviewees and sites. In trying to maiotain a reasomble 

balance between extemai and intemal validity, this thesis rekd on the Cook and Campbe11 

[ 1 9791 " d e h i t e  sampling for heterogeneity" approach (Le., e x t e d  validity oriented) 

and used a çample of six organisatious wnich supported making theoretical generaiisations 

to specific target populations of firms or persoas. By contrasting two types of 

organisations, Defmder and Prospector, each includiag a d, a medium, and a large- 

sized organisations fiom diverse industries, this thesis used a sirnilar sample size as in prior 

studies (see Armitage and Atkinson, 1990; Fisher, 1992; Manzoni, 1994; Merchant et al., 

1995). 

Using the 3 sampling criteria, potential nmiS were identifid through press 

clippings or personal contacts. To secure the participation of six organisations in this 

snidy, 19 firms were contacted to v w  ihey met the attributes assumed in the çampüng 

suategy. Most contacts were made through the head of the finance department. To 

determine the h selection m the sample, the organisation contact was asked to classify 

his organisation as a Defender or Prospector according to the Shortell and Zajac [1990] 

self-typing instrument and to provide the annual total sales dong with other information 

required to categonse the organisation according to its sue and to ver@ the manager's 

classification of the nmi 's  strategy (See Thomas et al. [1991] for the detafis). 

The organisation contact was asked to d o w  managers fkom the strategic, tactical, 

and operational b e l  of decisions in the marketing-sales, production-operations, and 

human resources fiinctional areas to participate in the study. The organisation contact was 

also asked to send an idormation letter to those managers inviting them to participate in 



this study. Following this sarnphg strategy meant that nine managers couid be asked to 

participate in thïs snidy. However, not all organisations had a manager m a h g  decisions 

at each of the specific dension leveis and not aü organisations had a humaa resources 

department especiaily in medium and smaU-sized organisations. This reduced the potentid 

number of managers that could participate in this research. Given the model-building 

mode of this thesis, the heterogeneity of the organisations selected (Le. large, medium, and 

small-shed organisations) and the richness of their enviroriments were considered more 

important than the absolute number of managers that could participate in the study. 

Consequently, a number of managers ranging fiom five to nine were selected in each 

organisation to participate in this study leading to a total of 42 participants. 

The organisation contact was assured of the codidentiality of the data gathered 

about the organisation and fiom each of the participants. Maaagers were also told that 

they would receive a summary report including the main resuits of this study conducted in 

five other organisations in a format that would protect the confidentiaiity of the 

organisations and participants after the data andysis was completed. The president or the 

organisation contact was alço told they would receive a summary of the findhgs in his 

organisation, a summary that was designeci to preserve the confidentiality of the 

information provided by each manager. 



3.3.2 Data collection process 

Durhg a meeting held two weeks before the beginning of the field work, the 

organisation contact and managers h m  the marketing-sales, production-operations, and 

human resounies departments wüling to participate m the study received a copy of the 

questionnaire (See the Engüsh and Fmch versions in Appendùr A). Each group of 

questions hcluded in this pre-tested questionnaire were dtawn h m  weU-tested and 

reliable instnunents and were qlained to the managers. To accommodate the language 

preference of the managers involveci in this study, the instruments were translated m 

French and reviewed by two bilingual researchers to assure theïr -valence. During this 

meeting, the purpose of this research was disclosed and the managers were told that this 

study was not directed toward a specific "pet theory" and that there was no right or wrong 

answer to the questions. Managers were aiso told that their participation was very 

important for the success of this study and that any idormation they would provide would 

be kept strictly confidentid. In general, 75 minutes were required h m  managers to 

complete this questionnaire. 

Participants were also told that it would be helpful if they could answer as rnany 

questions as possible in order to support a richer data aaalysis. Each manager was also 

told that the agreement to participate in this study also implied bis participation in an 

i n t e ~ e w  that wodd las? between 30 to 75 minutes. It was mentioned to the managers 

that their participation in the i n t e ~ e w  was essential to corroborate some information 

contained in the questionnaire and to more deeply explore some of the issues addressed in 

the questionnaire. At the end of this meeting, an interview schedule was developed and 



managers were told that the q u e s t i o ~ e  would be either collected at the time of the 

interview or could be sent to the organisation contact in a sealed envelope provided by the 

researcher. Managers were also told that they couid contact the researcher to obtain any 

information they felt useful to complete the ~uestionnaire. 

The interview time and place was confirmeci with each of the managers two days 

before the pre-scheduied tirne. Press clipping and information about the organisation's 

industry was gathered before the in te~ew to develop a better understanding of the finn's 

characteristics. Before the interview, the questionnaire was collecteci and scanued to 

obrain the profile of the manager. In situations where Uiformation was missing, the 

manager was asked the rasons why he did not provide some of the information required. 

In generai, most of the questionnaires were well completd 

The interview was conducted in French to accommodate the language preference 

of the managers involved in this study accordbg to an interview plan (See the English and 

French version in Appendix B). Again, at the beginniug of the interview, each manager 

was remindeci that this research has no "pet theory" and that there was no right or wrong 

answer to the questions. Although the interview plan was developed to provide 

uniformity in conducting the interviews, the interview process remaineci semi-structured m 

allowing interesting answers to be asked or reluctance to provide information to be 

targeted and thoroughly investigated for more details. The participants were also told at 

the beginning of the inte~ew to indicate whether they fdt that they were behg led 

toward a particular position or if their answers were king restricted in any way. This 

approach helped to avoid potential threats to intewiew validity, Le. demand effect, 



evaiuation apprehension, aad the research expectancy effect Wanzoni, 19941. The 

answers and relevant comments managers provided during the iateniew were caref'uily 

noted and restated to than in order to ensure tbat the content conformed with their 

r e ~ ~ o n ç e s . ~ ~  

During the intaview, detds and illustrations were gathered to help control for the 

phenornenon of interviewees portraying themselves in a better light As part of the 

triangulation methods used to control for this behaviour, interviewees were asked to show 

examples of reports they used. Moreover, their responses were comparai with the 

information obtained fiom their superion dunDg the intenriew. There was no evidence 

suggesting that the interviewees portrayed themseives in a way that would invalidate the 

interpretations drawn fiom their responses. 

At the end of the interview, each participant was asked to complete a pre-tested 

instrument that captureci the manager's perception of causai relationships arnong concepts 

(See the English and French versions in Appendix C). AAer having explained the content 

of this instrument to the managers, they were aiiocated a maximum of five minutes to 

complete it. They were reassured that there was no right or wrong number of causal 

relationships and that this instrument had no other hidden purpose or objective than the 

one mentioned to hem (See Appendix B for the details of the ~hstructions read to each 

manager). AU managers completed this instrument m the docated time and were also 

given the opportunity to ask any other questions they codd have about the study, after 

'? Merchant et al. [199q use a similar approach during the kt-ew praess. 



which each manager was thanked for his participation. Each &y, an English summary of 

each interview was developed to support hther data analysa. 

3.4 DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE 

The application of the sampling strategy led to the selection of s i x  organisations 

from the population of firms that were located and bad their Headquarters in the Province 

of Quebec. Three of these six h, each opetating in different sectors of the economy, 

were multi-divisional organisations that were heavily involveci in selling both within 

Canada and intemationally. Two other organisations sold their products or services m 

other Provinces. Ooly one organisation operated exclusively in the Province of Quebec. 

These organisations were spread throughout the province. The annual total sales for these 

organisations ranged fiom 2 million to 200 million dollars with au average of 95 million 

and a median of 102 million dollars. The number of employees varied fiom 125 to 1 300 

with an average of 600 employees and a median 450 employees. Considering the time 

constraints, only one business unit located in the Province of Quebec comidered as 

representative of each organisation was selected to conduct this research. There was no 

reason to believe that this sample did not conform with the characteristics of the 

population of organisations that operate in the Province of Quebec which greatly depend 

on commercial exchmges with the other Canadian Provinces and couneies. 

Table 5 provides a classification of the fimis in terms of their size, imlustry 

membership, and strategy. It also includes the breakdown of the extent of participation of 

the 42 managers who participated in this study and invested a total of 102 hours of their 



tirne in this research. Based on the agreement of information confidentiality, each 

organisation is Iabeiled with a letter of the alphabet. 





Organisation A, B, and C were classifiecl by their managers as Defenders and are 

respectively large, medium, and smd-sked fimis. Organisation A and B are specialised 

respectively in the food processing and in the naturai iesources (wood products) 

industries. Organisation C is specialised in the reaeation i~dustry~ A total of 23 

managen from those Defender organisations completed the questionnaire and participated 

in the i n t e ~ e w  for a total of 55 hours investeci in this study. 

Alternatively, Organisation Dy E, and F were selected as large, medium, and small 

sized firms and clasdieci as Prospectors. Organisation D and F are specialised 

respectively in the beverages and textile (garment) industries. Organisation E operates in 

the transportation industry. A total of 19 managers m those Prospector organisations 

agreed to participate in this study and ailocated a total of 47 hom in complethg the 

questionnaire and taking part in the interview. 

The application of the sampling strategy used m this research resulted in the 

participation of at least one manager fiom each decision level in all  functional areas in each 

category of organisation strategy, i.e. Defender and Prospector. As mentioned in Section 

2.3.2, managers were classifieû iato ciiffirent levels of decisions according to the 

hierarchicai position they occupied in the organisation. For example, presidents, vice- 

presidents, assistant vice-presidents and general managers were classified as strate& 

managers. Plant, divisional, and functioaal directors were classifIed as tacticai manaeea. 

Finally, superintendents, supervisors, and factory-floor managers were classified as 

ooerational managers. The results of this classification were then compared to the 

examples of the main type of decisions managers made that was gathered during the 

interview. This classification method commonly used in the management Iiterature se- 



to conform with Anthony's taxonomy (e-g. Dafl et al., 1988; Norbum and Birley, 1988; 

Thomas et al., 1991). Panel A and B of Table 6 provide the in te~ew breakdown of 

managea by fhctional areas' decision levds, and strategies. 





Panel A shows that a total of 20, 14, and 8 managers were sampled respectively at the 

strategic, tactical, and operationai lwel of decisions in the whole sample. Managers h m  

the production-operatiom, marketing-des, and human resources areas are represented 

respectively by 19,13, and 10 managers in the study. Panel B provides the breakdown of 

the number of managers padcipating in the study by organisational strategy. In general, 

at least one manager per functioaal area and level of decision in each group of Defender 

and Prospector organisations participateci in the study. Panel B also illustrates the 

similarity in terms of number of managers sampled in Defmdea and Prospectors for each 

level of decisiors. This balanceci sample in tenns of organisations' characteristics and 

managers' hctional membership and levels of decisions allowed for unbiased theoretical 

generalisations of the field study findings to similar settings. 

3.5 QUANTITATIVE DATA COLLECTED 

The qyestîonnaire included a series of items used to capture the richness of the mix 

of information managers used and to assess their perceptions of the task-technology use4 

the level of centralisation of their organisation, the performauce measures used in the 

reward systems, the organisation's strategy, and the organisation's environmental 

uncertainty. It also provided descriptive information of the manager's education, 

expenence, terne in their curent and ptior functional positions, and age. The 

instruments required to capture those constructs were drawn fiom prior research (See 

Appendix A for the details of the instruments). A description of those instruments, the 



reliability indices, tests of normality, and descriptive statistics are included in the following 

sec tien.'* 

3.5.1 The mix of quantitative iiformation managers use 

A List including 77 pieces of quantitative idionnation was developed in order to 

capture the richness of the mk of information managers used on a daily, weekly, monthly, 

quarterly, and yearly ba~is.'~ A single index instrument was developed based on the studies 

of Amiitage and Atkhon [1990], Abernethy and Lillis [1995], and fiom my own 

expenence as an auditor and a financial controiler in a large manufacniring ~r~anisation.'~ 

This index included a broader range of hancial and non-financial indicators which could 

be available in the organisation or through managers' personal sources of information. 

This approach relies on the assumption that the mix of information managers use is uni- 

dmensiod and can Vary fiom being entirely composed of quantitative non-hancial 

information to king entirely composed of quantitative financial idonnation [Campbell, 

19941. '' Drawing ftom examples of standard hanciai statements, management reports, 

" If the test of the assumption of the normality of the dimiution of the data gathered in this mdy is saafied then 
one can teIy on smtistical techniques tbat are c ~ l ~ n o n l y  used in research such as t-test or analysis of variance, Le. 
parameuic tests, which assume such a dimiution. Considering dut this study uses a sample of42 managers, and 
that a sampte size greater than 30 o b m t i o n s  tends to follow a nonaal distribution, the non-rejection of the 
assumption of normality supports the use of such parametric tests. 

" The Iist is included in Appendix A. 

To fàcilitate the completion of Question 3 of the questionnaire, the performance masures were groupeci into 
tinctional sections such as marketing-sales (items 1 to 24)- inventories (items 25 to 27), production and human 
resources (items 28 to 44,47,49,50), anci g e n d  financial information (items 45,46,48,51-70). Except for the 
general financial information a11 other sections included both financial and non-thancial indicators. Since 
managers did identiw both financiai and non-fiaanciai indicators when completkg the questionnaire, this reduces 
the possibility that the grouping of item into fiinctional categories may have influenceci managers' responses. in 
addition, since the questionnaire included 38 financial and 39 non-financial performance indicators, this also nited 
out some possible biases related to the use of unbalancd instruments. 

3' The discussions with managers during the interviews suggested that they tend to perceive the concept of the mix of 
quantitative infomaaon as unidimensional ranging on a continuum fiom non-financial to financial. This suggests 



and industry publications, the single index W e n t  is believed to reflect the effects of 

the organisation's interna1 and extemal reporting, the managers' personal sources of 

information, and the nature of the organisation's Uifonnation systems on the nature of  the 

mix of information managers may use in the organisation, 

The use of a relative measure or single index to capture the composition of the 

manager's mix of information allows for a cross-sectional comparison of all managers. 

For example, a large sized organisation which may have a greater nmber of information 

systems could provide managers with a greater number of incikators compared to a much 

smaller organisation. Since the main purpose of this dissertation is to study the proportion 

of financial and non-financial information managers use without any attempt to 

differentiate between the number or the usefihss of indicators of the same nature, Le., 

financial or non-fiaancial, the use of a relative measure is perceived to be more 

appropriate. This index could also help to avoid cornparison problems among 

organisations as mentioned above. A smiilar measure expressed as a percentage was used 

by Whittington and Margheim [1993]. Moreover since the ody studies available to 

compare the r d t s  of this dissertation used relative measues of the rnix of information 

expressed as a percentage, (See N d  et al., 1990), the same approach was also adopted 

here instead of relying on the raw number of peiforrnance mea~ues.~' The highec the 

percentage, the more quantitative non-finsuicial information the manager uses. For each 

- - 

that the measwe of the manager's mix of quantitative information expressed as a percentage conforms to the uni- 
dimensionality of the mix concept 

P- Moreover, the raw number of prformance indicators managers used was aiso mit nomlly  disûibuted and, 
therefore. would have caused problems in the statistical anaIyses conducted in Chapter 4. 'Ihe potential statistical 
probIems with the use of raw number of performance indicators were ruled out with the use of the information mix 
expressed as a percentage. 



thne fkune, the mVc of quantitative information used by the manager was computed based 

on the following expressions: 

Nùmber ofNF us& 
Percentage (%) of NF used = 

Number ofNF used + Number of F used 

Percentage (96) of F used = 100 % - Percentage of NF used 

The manager was also asked to rank on a 5 item scale, (1: the most important, 5: 

the least important), the five performance measures he used on a daily, weekiy, monthly, 

quarterly and yearly basis that he considered the most Unportant Each of the five most 

important performance measures wül be @y weighted to determine the nature of the 

manager's performance focus. A similar approach was used in Abernethy and Lillis 

[1995]. It is suggested that an equally weighted approach is as good as unequally 

weighted items [Dawes, 19791. The attribution of qua1 weight to each item avoids the 

subjectivity relating to the managers' weight assesment. In short, the effect of managers' 

selective memory could influence them to recaii more of some performance measures 

recently used over others due to the availability heuristic pawes, 1979; Johnson et al., 

198 11. Moreover, Einhorn [1974] suggests that individuals tend to overvaiue or 

undervalue particular information cues or artniutes due to a ''halo effect". This would 

imply that managers could make a general judgement about the idonnation they use and 

then work at justifying through the weighting pmcess their general impression each of the 

most important indicators they use. This could introduce noise in the analyses conducted 

on the mix of information managers use. 

In contrast, other studies rely on unequally weighted item instruments because they 

suggest that individuais may ciiffer in the weight they give to similar information cues or 



performance indicators [Borner 1990; Johnson et al., 198 11. However, it is unclear 

whether the level of individual's eXpenence or the mdivicid's task-specific related 

knowledge create ciiffierences with regard to cue weighting @3omer, 19901. Considering 

the exploratory nature of this dissertation and the potential impacts of this unsenling 

evidence of individual differences on cue weighting, it was decided to use an equally 

weighted cue approach. This method, which @es an equal weight to each of the five 

most Unportant performance indicators, may also ptovide a more systematic way to reduce 

the effects of potential individual ornitteci variables on cue weighthg. 

However, the idionnation gathered on the five most important indicators in the 

questionnaire which could have been anaiysed with the @y weighted approach was not 

used because thk question was not consistently answered even though a simihr approach 

was used in prior studies (See Abernethy and Lillis, 1995). Further, blank space was 

provided on the Iist to allow the managers to ideutify other quantitative financiai (F) and 

quantitative non-financiai measura biat are available and used, but that were not 

included on the list. ûnly 17 managers idemtüied, on average, 4 additional meifsutes (2 

financial and 2 non-hancial indicators) that were not included in the lia3' 

In general, the mix of infionnation managers used for monitoring purposes varied 

across the time horizons. In short, production-operatiom managers used a greater 

proportion of non-financial indicators in their mix of information than marketing-sales and 

human resources managers. Their m k  of information was composed on average of 70 % 

33 Since this thesis focuses only on the mix of information expressed as a percentage (a relative measure of the mix 
of information managers use), in the few exceptions where additional indicators were provideci, they were 
classified into financial or non-financial information and included in the calcdation of the mix of information 
according to the formula described in this section. 



of non-financial information across the time horizons. The mix of information of 

marketing-sales managers was composed on average of 36 % of non-financial information 

across the time horizons. Hiniian resources managers used a mix of information that 

contained on average 61 % of non-financial information. The KolmogorovSmirnov test 

of nomality suggests that the mixes of information managers used on a M y ,  weeldy, 

monthly, quarterly, and yearly basis foiiowed a normal d i s t n i o a  

3.5.2 The perceived exterual environmental uncertPinty (PEU) 

Based on a Likert 7 item instniment, the Miles and Snow 119781 twenty-five 

questions divided into six sub-des captured the level of perceived environmental 

uncertainty strategic, tactical, and operational managers perceived in their e x t e d  

environment. The sub-scales correspond to the Suc key sectors of the extemal 

environment of organisations (suppliers, competitors, customers, financiai markets, 

government and regulatory agencies, and unions) and can be suxnmed to obtain an overall 

score for Milliken's concept of perceived extemal environmental uncertainty leading to a 

more global and weil-de&ed measure of the construct domain ratber than its individual 

sub-scale measurements puchko, 1994; Crocker and Agina, 19861. " For this reason, 

no analyses will be conducted on each of the PEU individual mb-scales. The interna1 

reliability for the mb-scales used was, on average, satisfactory according to Nunnaily 

[1978] (Cronbach alpha 2 0.70). '' The Cmnbach alpha was, on average, 0.71. 

" Buchko II9941 argues that the Miles and Snow instrument has a fbirly strcmg reliability to capture the concept of 
perceived extenial environmenmi uncertainty d e s c r i  by Milliken [1987]. 

35 The Cronbach alpha is a measure of the degree to which the items or questions on a sale constitute a good 
indicator of the underlying c o m c t  of interest A c c d g  to Crocker and Ngina, the minimum acceptabte value 



Considering that all managers were arfoiinistered the same instrument, some of the i t e m  

on the scale were not applicable to aiI  of them, or they chose not to m e r  ail the 

questions. The s u d  number of managers h m  the production-operation, marketing- 

sales, and humaa resources who participateci in this study and who provided answers to 

the questions for only some of the six sub-scales made it impossiible to compare managers' 

answers among the sub-scales. In order to solve this pmbiem and to obtaïn a continuous 

and norrnally distriiuted variable, all mauagers' scores were transformed into a 

percentage. 36 According to this conversion d e ,  the manager's score ranged fiom 25 % 

to 72.3 % with an average of 45 %, a median of 44.6 %, and a standard deviation of 

9.8%. The Kolmogorov-Smîmov test of nomiality suggests that the perceived 

environmentai uncertainty expressed as a percentage foUowed a normal d i s tn ion .  

3-53 The level of organisational centralisation (Centrai) 

Based on a scale fiom 1 to 5, the Aston fourteen item instrument, also used in 

Mangaiiso [1995], provided the manager's perceived level of centralisation of the 

organisational stnicture in this study. With a Cronbach alpha of 0.89, its reliability was 

considered satisfactory. The Kolmogorov-Smhov test of normality suggests that the 

manager's perception of organisational centralisation was normaily distribute6 In general, 

the managers' perceived level of centralisation varïed h m  21 to 63 with an average of 

42.7, a median of 44.3, and a standard deviation of 10.3. Categorised respectively m 

of this measure is 0.60. Accordmg to Nunnaily 119781, a satkfictory level is considered to be greater or equal to 
0.70. 

36 The rule used to tfafuforrn the manager's score on the Miles and Snow's instnmient is as follows the total score 
obtained on the Liken 7 item sale divided by the product o f  the number of items answered times 7. 



terms of decentraliseci aad centraliseci organisations based on a spiit at the cutting value of 

35 of the manager's score on this instrument, the highest m e n c y  (a proportion of 

managers with a simiiar perception, i.e- centralised or decentraiïseâ, greater than 50 %) of 

organisational type for each ibn providecl a clear pattern of organisational smi~ture.~' 

According to this categorisation d e  and only for descriptive purposes, the organisations 

A, B, D, and F were perceived as centralised and the organisations C and E were 

considered decentraLisecl by their managers. 

3.5.4 The nature of the task-techaology (Task) 

Six items included in the Withey et al. Cl9831 combined instrument measured on a 

Likert 7 item scale provided a classincation of the nature of the task-technology each 

manager used in the organisation. With a Cronbach Alpba of 0.80, the reliabüity of this 

instrument was considered satisfactory. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of nomaliv 

suggests that the managers' scores on the task-technology scale foilowed a normal 

distribution. Based on this scale, the manager's score rangeci fiom 8 to 33 with an 

average of 22, a median of 22, and a standard deviation of 6.1. Using the individual's 

total score on this instrument, the manager's perception of their task-technology was 

respectively classifïed between nomutine and mutine technology at the cutting value of 

- - 

" The concepnial cutting value (eut-off xore) represents the mid point of this inmimient that discriminates between 
two conceptual domains, i.e., managers who perceived their organisation as king decenoalised (lower score) h m  
the ones who perceived their organisation as centralised (higher score) [See Cmker and Algina, 19861. On the 
fourteen item insaurnent using a scaie h m  1 to 5, the value of 35 reptesents the cutting point that sepatates 
conceptually the managers' perceptions into two groups (decenmlised vs centralised) according to the following 
expression: 

Cumng point = 114 questions X 5 (i.e., maximum on the scaIe) J / 2. 



2 1 .3f According to this nile, 19 managers perceived their task-technology as a routine, 

and 23 managers as a nonroutine. 

3.5.5 The nature of the reward systems (Perform) 

A seven item Likert-type inmument was developed to capture the nianager's 

perception of the nature of the performance indicators used to mess and reward his 

performance iaspired from the Cammann [1976] questionnairennaUe A factor anaiysis revealed 

three main factors. Items 2, 3, and 4 conesponding to finiinm'al indicators and financial 

rewards d y  loaded on one of the factors that was caiied finannal performance?9 With 

an acceptable Cronbach alpha of 0.63, these three items were used io analyse the 

manager's perception of the iudicators used to asses and reward his performance. " The 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of nomality suggests tbat the managers' scores on this reduced 

scale followed a normal distriiution, The other items were ignored in the analysis due to 

their low Ievel of reliability. The manager's score on this reduced finantial performance 

scale varied nom 5 to 21 with an average of 13.3, a median of 13, and a standard 

deviation of 4.1. The mean suggests that managers perceived their performance 

" The conceptual cutting value (cut-off xore) represents the mid point of this instrument that discriminates between 
two conceptual domains, Le., managers wbo perceived their work as nonroutine (Iower score) h m  the ones who 
perceived their work as routine (higher score) [See Crocker and Algina, 198q. On the six item instrument using a 
Liken 7 item scale, the value of 21 represents the &ng point that separates conceptual1y the managers' 
perceptions into two groups (routine vs nonroutine) accordiig to the following expmsion: 

Cutting point = [6 questions X 7 (i.e., maximum on the scale) / 2. 

YI A factor anaIysis is a statistical technique that allows the identification of a set ofvariables or questions on a r a i e  
that are correlated with one another but targely independent of other subsets of variables or questions on the same 
sale pabachnick and Fidell, 19891, The set of correlated variables or questions that are independent of ottier 
subsets are combined into a "facto?. For example, task-variety and task-analysability, which fom the concept of 
Penow's task-technolog, represent two factors or sets of combined comlated questions that are largely 
independent of one another (See Withey et al. 119831 for the details). 

a According to Crocker and -4lgina [1986J, the minimum acceptable vaIue of this measure is 0.60. 



assessrnent and reward as related to a greater extent to financial indicators such as cost or 

profit than to any other type of non-thanciai measuRs or cpditative factors. 

Managers were also asked to identify the five most important performance 

rneasures they perceive their superiors use to assess and rewarâ their performance. An 

equaily weighted approach was used to iden* the manager's perceived focus on either 

financial or non-financial performance-reward iaformation* The same reasons mentioned 

in Section 3 S. 1 about the managers' mix of idormation just@r the use of equally weighted 

items. The results of the analysis conducted on the five most important performance- 

reward measures are reported in Section 4.3.5 of this dissertation.. 

3.5.6 The organisatioa's strategy (Organ) 

A mix of classification methods, i.e. the self-typiog by the managers, the use of 

objective indicators, and researcher inference was used to categorise the organisation's 

strategy according to the Zahra and Pearce 11 [1990] recommendation to increase the 

validity of the strategy classincati~n~ The Shorteil and Zajac [1990] ~e~typing 

instrument was used to classify the organisation's strategy. The strategy with the highest 

fiequency (a proportion of managers with a simüar perception, i.e. Defender or 

Prospector, greater than 50 %) ammg the managers' answers was chosrn for each of the 

organisations. 

Five objective indicators: the ratio of marketing eqmditures to total sales; the 

ratio of research and development expenditures to total sales; the ratio of net sales per 

employee; the total number of product lines; and, the number of new products were used 



to validate the organisation's strategy classification. The Thomas et al. [1991] 

classification d e  was used to categorise organisations accordhg to their strategy. That 

is, Prospectors scored higher on the ratios of marketing eqxnditures, research and 

development expenditures, total number of product lines, and the number of new 

products; and lower on the ratio of  net sales per employee tban Defenders. The researcher 

inference, which relied on the classification of the organisation's strategy accordhg to 

Miles and Snow's criteria, was &O used as a third rnethod to validate the strategy 

categorisation. In aii cases, the three classification methods produced the same 

categorisation results. See Table 5 for the fW organisation's strategy classincation. 

3.5.7 The manager's perceived causal relationships (Causai) 

An approximate measure of the manager's perception of causal reiationship 

between concepts, which was derived h m  prior research in cognitive mapping, was used 

to Uifer his perception of causal relationships between performance indicators [Cdori et 

al., 1994; Barr et al., 1992; Walsh, 19881. Descnbed in Appendix C, this instrument 

captured what is believed to correspond to the manager's perception of causal 

relationships. A measure of intensity of causality perceptions was also developed as 

follows: 

Number of links h m  the non - financial concepts 
to the fi~lil~lcid perfonnanœ of the organisation 

uitensity ofperceived causal relationships = 

Total number of links identified between cmcepts 



This instrument suggests that managers varied m t e m  of the number of causal 

relationships they perceived between concepts aud in ternis of intensity of perceived causai 

relationships. The KohogomvSminiov test of m d t y  suggests that the intensity of 

perceived causal relationships and the total number of iinks between hancial and non- 

fkanciai conceph and indicators foUowed a n o r d  distnhtion. According to thïs 

insment,  the number of causal relationships managers perceived between concepts 

ranged fiom 7 to 3 1 with an average of 13.1, a median of 12, and a standard deviation of 

5.4 causal Links. Their perception of causal imemity, expressed as a percentage, varied 

fiom O % to 76.2 % with an average of 47.1 %, a mecian of 46.9 %, and a standard 

deviation of 14.5%. The uumber of  causal reIationships they perceived between non- 

hanciai and financiai indicatoa ranged h m  O to 16 with an average of 6.1, a median of 

6.0, and a standard deviation of 2.9 causal relationships. 

Table 7 presents a summaiy of the coefficients of reliability of the scales used in 

this thesis and also provides the Pearson product-moment correlation and Spearman rank- 

order correlation coefficients, 



Table 7 

PEU 

Central 

Task 

Reward 

Causal 

Sinmary  of correlation and reüabüity 
coefficients ' 

PEU Central Task Reward Causai 

I Both the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients and the Spearman rank-order comlation 
coefficients are provided m this table. The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients are presented 
above the main diagonal. The Spearman rank-order correlation coefficients are presented below the main 
diagonal. The coefficient of reiiability of the d e s  useci in this thesis, the Cronbach alphas, appear on 
the main diagonai. 
- Significance IeveIs (one-tded): ***<O.O t, **<O.OS, *<O-10- 

Table 7 shows that only three variables are significantly correlated at a probability level of 

less than 0.05. The managers' perception of task-technology is negatively correlated with 

theu perception of level of organisational centralisation ( d . 3  5, p<0.05). This suggests 

that managers who perceived thei. work as nomutine tended to perceive theu 

organisation as centralise&' Moreover, managers who perceived a high level of intensity 

of causal relatiooships between financial and non-financial indicators tended to perceive 

" fhe organisarional literature, which relia on the organisational level of analysis (aggregation of individuals' 
responses into an organisationai measure), suggests the oppite telationship between task-technology and 
centralisation For example, Aiken and Hage, I%9; Glisson, 19781. Considering the small sample size used in 
this thesis (6 organisations and 42 managers), only analyses at the individual level were conducteci in Cbapter 4 on 
the &ta collected. Since no aggregaaon of results was performed in this thesis other than for the purpose of this 
section because of the srnaII sampIe size use& no cornparison can be made with the fmdings reported in this 
Iiterature. 



their organisation as cenüaiised ( ~ 0 . 3 7 ,  fl.05). Finally, managers who perceived a high 

level of intensity of causal reiationships betweeu financial and non-fimncial indicators 

tended to perceive their work as nonroutine (-0.3 1, F0.05). These resuiîs are discussed 

further in Chapter 4. 

3.5.8 Managersy characteristics 

The demographic and descriptive statistics about the managers' level of ducation, 

experience, tenure m the current hctionai position, gender and thek age provide 

interesthg information about the manager's characteristics. Table 8 illustrates the 

attributes of the managers who participated in the study. 





Managers' age ranged h m  25 to 65 years old with a mean of 40 years. They have 

obtained, on average, a bachelor's degree and haci L7 years of expience. They have 

been, on average, with their m e n t  O-sation for the last 10 years and had 5 years of 

experience in thek nment hctional position. The Kolmogorov-SmMov test of normality 

suggests that managers' experience foïlowed a normal distriiution. Managers are mainy 

distributed between tbree groups of school specialisation, Le. accotmting, firiance, 

economics; marketing, business, public and industrial relations; and engineering and 

sciences. The sample included 3 women and 39 men. These descriptive statistics reflect 

the main characteristics of the sample of managers drawn ûom 6 organisations that 

participated in this study and shouid be taken into account in interpreting the results of the 

analyses reported in Chapter 4. Except for the gender characteristics, the sample of 

managers does not appear to &er fiom important biases toward specific individual 

charactenstics which could indicate the possibility of an abnormal pattern of distribution of 

the managers who participated in this study. 

3.6 CONCLUSION 

This research design and the use of instruments extensively used in prior shidies 

provided an important volume of qualitative and quantitative information about the factors 

that influence the mix of quantitative information managers use. This information is used 

to revise the theoretical mode1 and research propositions developed earlier in this thesis. 

It also supports the development of theoretical generalisatiom. The nomial distniution of 

the quantitative information gathered through the questionnaite supports quantitative 



analyses that, in tum, supports the @tative evidence that represented the main element 

of this thesis. 

The next chapter provides the results of the quantitative and qualitative analyses of 

the information gathered through the field studies. Fust, quantitative analyses are 

conducted on the information collected through the questionnaire. A regression mode1 is 

conducted on the independent variables prehnimily reviewed including the managers' 

functiod aleas, an additional independent variable, that was identifid during the field 

studies as a potential determinant of the mix of information managers use in organisations. 

Even though there are limitations such as a low statisticd power imposed on this type of 

analysis due to the use of a small sample size, the exploratory nature of this thesis dong 

with its theory-building mode justifieci its use since no statistical generaiisations are 

attempted in this study. The results of this analysis supplement other quantitative and 

qualitative evidence that are used to revise the prel.hiwy mode1 and propositions and 

support the development of theoretical generalisatiom. 

In a second stage, the cpiitative evidence composed mainly of characteristics and 

exampla of the performance indicators and managers' comments collected during the 

i n t e ~ e w s  are brought into the analysis to ailow for triangdation of the quantitative 

evidence and to identify patterns. These r d t s  are presented almg with the quantitative 

analyses including mean ciifferences, Chi-squares, etc. to provide the more global evidence 

required for the revision of the propositions and to support the development of theoretical 

generalisatiom. Used in Manzoni [1994], this approach of reporthg a combination of 

quantitative and qualitative evidence was chosen because it is versatile and dows  for the 



cornparison of the r d t s  of statisticai analyses with the description of actual and nch 

organisational phenornena leadhg to the development of a theory. F i y ,  Chapter 4 

concludes with a su- of the quaiitative and quantitative support found for the 

preliminary propositions developed in Chapter 2. 





FlELD RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents the results of the qualitative analyses supplemented by 

quantitative analyses of the information gathered through the field studies for each of the 

research propositions developed in Chapter 2. It provides a discussion of the exploratory 

results and draws cornparisons with curent research to put into perspective the evidence 

collected during these field studies. It a h  presents the results' implications for 

management accounàng research and practice. 

This chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 describes a regression model that 

includes the detenninants of m k  of information managers use and reports the resuits of 

the p r e w  quantitative examination of the related propositions developed in Chapter 

2. The regression model also includes the managers' fùnctioaal areas, a poteatial 

determinant of the managers' information menu that emerged during the field studies. 

Section 4.3 examines the qualitative and other quantitative evidence for each of the 

variables prwiously reviewed includhg the additionai variable, the managers' fmctioual 

areas, identifid during the field studies. Section 4.3.1 discusses the effects of the 



managers' fùnctioaai areas on the mix of idionnation they use for monitoring purposes. 

Figure 1 is also used as the fkmework to report the balance of the field study r d t s .  

Figure 1 

Deterrninuib of the Mis of Q~~tSt ia 've  Idormrri6n hirii.gcn use 
iaOq@sdoas 

Section 4.3.2 presents the findhgs related to Propositions 1,2, and 3 involving managers' 

perceived extemal environmental uncertaiaty and organisationai centralisation and the* 

effects on the m k  of information managers use. Section 4.3.3 discusses the evidence 

related to Propositions 4, 5, and 6 conceming the effects of managers' hierarchical 

position on their mix of information. Section 4.3.4 discusses Proposition 7 which 



concerns the impact of the managers' perception of task-technology on their mix of 

information. Section 4.3.5 presents the evidence gathered on Proposition 8 which argued 

that managers' perception of the performance indicators their superîors use to reward theu 

performance would influence their mbc of information. Section 4.3.6 reports the findings 

related to Proposition 9 and the effects of managers' organisational membership m 

Defender and Prospector f b  on the mix of information managers use. Section 4.3.7 

reports the results on the effect of managers' experience and their perception of causal 

relationships on the mùc of information they use fOr monitoring purposes as argued m 

Proposition 10, 1 1, and 12. Section 4.4 concludes with a summary of the field-study 

support for each proposition. ' 

4.2 PRELLMINARY QUANTITATIVE EVIDENCE: THE REGRESSION 
MODEL 

The regression analysis conducted in this section allows for the t e s ~ g  of the 

ability of each independent variable introduced in a regression mode1 to explain the 

variance that occurs m the m k  of information managers use in organisations, here the 

dependent variable. As shown in Figure 1, seven potentid determipants of the mix of 

information managers use in organisations were identifieci in the review of the 

management accounting, management, cognition, and judgement and decision-making 

literatures in Chapter 2. In addition to these 7 variables, the field study revealed another 

factor, the manager's hctional area, as a potential explanatory variable of the rnix of 

information the manager uses for monitoring purposes. This suggests that a total of 8 



potential variables could be introduced in the regression andysis to examine their ability to 

explain the nature of the mix of information managers use. Before conducting the 

regression anaiysis, the choices made to reduce the loss in the statistical power of the 

anaiysis due to the use of a siiall sample size and of a large number of independent 

variables are discussed. Fwthermore, the expected signs of association between each of 

the variables introduced m the regression model that were reviewed in Chapter 2 and the 

rnix of information are stated to allow for a preüminary examination of the related 

propositions. This section concludes with a summary of the preiiminaF, quantitative 

support found for the propositions exaniined. 

4.2.1 The Regression model 

Figure L presents a group of 7 potentid detenninants of the m k  of infotmation 

managers use in organisations. Based on the discussion in Chapter 2, each of these 

variables are believed to directly influence the composition of the mu< of information m 

terms of financial and non-financial information. These 7 variables are 1) the managers' 

perceived extemai enviromenta1 uncertahty, 2) the managers' perceived organisational 

centraiisation, 3) the nature of the decisions managers rnake captured by their hierarchicd 

positions, 4) the managers' perceived task-technology, 5) the managers' perceptions of the 

performance indicators their superiors use to reward their performance, 6) the managers' 

perceptions of organisatioa strategy, and 7) their perceptions of the intensity of causal 

relationships between non-tinancial and financial performance indicators. The field study 

also revealed that the managers' fiuictionai areas within which they worked could also 



LIS 

influence the nature of their mix of information (More details will be provided in Section 

4.3.1). This leads to a total of 1 O potentid independent (5 dummy variables and 

5 more continuous variables) that could be inaoduced in the regression modei? 

As mentioned eariier, 42 managers participated în this exploratory study. The 

purpose of the regression analysis in this sîudy is to supplement other quantitative and 

qualitative analyses to ident@ patterns and develop theoretical genezaliSati0n.s. In short, 

the regression analysis is used to further examine the information gathered through the 

questionnaire. Since the sample size was smd, the number of potential independent 

variables to be introduced in the regression arialysb was relatively large, and because of 

the potential for problems arising h m  rnulticolIinearity, steps were undertaken to reduce 

the number of variables introduced in the model. 

A Speamian ranlc-order correlation mggested that the managers' hiermhical levd 

of decisions and their perceptions of task-tecbnology (two candidate independent 

variables) were highly correlated?' The anaiysis reveded that managers who were ranked 

higher on their perception of task-technology (routine task-technology) tended to work at 

the operational management level. Altemaîively, managers who were raaked lower on 

their perception of task-technology (nonroutine task-technology) tended to work at the 

strategic management level (r, = 0.50, p c -001). Since these two variables were highly 

" The introduction of a categorical variable in a v o n  mode1 requins the introduction of N-1 dummy variables 
where N represents the number of levels of the pedhann, 19821. For example, the introduction of the 
managers' level of decisions in the regession, Le. strategic, tacticai, and operational levels, requires the use of two 
dummy variables, The same number of dunimy variables is also required for the introduction of the managers' 
functional areas (production-options, marketing-sales, and human resourçes) in the regression model. Moreover, 
the managers' perceptions oftheir organisation scntegy requires only one dummy variable since this variable has only 
2 levels (Defender and Prospector). This ùnplies that a toeal of5  dummy variables would be required to introduce 
these 3 categoricai variables in the regression model. 
" An anaiysis of the correlation coefficients reporteci in Table 7 did not allow for the identification of any highly 
correlated continuous vaRabIes which could have suggested a rn~iticollinea~ty problem between the continuous 
variables to be introduced in the regesion model. 



and positively correlateci, this suggested that the managers' perceptions of task-technology 

codd also act as a proxy for theV level of decisions. In addition to reducing the 

occurrence of multicouinearity by excluding the managers' hierarchicai level of decisions 

and keeping the managers' perceptions of task-techn010gy in the regression model, this 

approach also increased the statisticd power of the anaiysis by reducing the nurnber of 

variables in the regression analysis. Adopting this approach allowed for the reduction of 

the number of variables to be introduced in the regression model fÎom 10 to 8 predictive 

variables. 

The iiterature review reported in Cùapter 2 also revealed the absence of studies 

Uivestigating the nature of the mix of infonaation managers use across tirne horizons. To 

examine this issue, the questionnaire that was adminïstered to the managers included a 

rneasure of the mix of information managers use on a M y ,  weekly, rnonthly, quarterly, 

and yearly basis. Since aii managers completed this question, the same regression model 

was conducted at each of these time horizons. 

The managers' hctional areas, a variable discovered during the field studies, was 

listed first followed by ail the other variables in the same order as they were discussed m 

Chapter 2. 



The resulting cegression model including the 8 independent variables is describeci as 

follows: 

M i l t =  ~ . + ~ i ' ~ u u r * + b * ~ m m p n + & * P ~ ~ + & * ~ a b i l + & ~ ~ k + & * b f l ~ r i + k * ~ r p n + ~ * ~ ~  + s 

where: 

Funmark 

Funpers 

Pm 

Centrai 

Task 

Perform 

Organ 

Causal 

the mDr of infoxmatim mamgers use on a daiiy, weekly, monthly, 
quarterly, and yearly b i s  expressed as a percentage, 

one if the manager works in the marketing-sales area, zero otherwise," 

one if the manager works m the human resources area, zero otherwise, 

the manager's perception of external environmental uncertainty on 
a converteci scale where the total scores c m  range fiom 14 % (low) to 
100 % (high), 

the manager's perception of organisation centraiisation on a scale 
where the total scores can range fiom 14 (decentralised) to 
70 (centmlised), 

the manager's perception of this task-technology on a scale where 
the total scores can range h m  6 (nomutine) to 42 (routine), 

the manager's perception of the nature of the indicators his superior 
uses to reward the manager's perfiomiance on a scale where total 
scores can range h m  3 (non-financial) to 15 (financiai), 

one ifthe manager perceives the organisation as Rospector, zero 
otherwise (Defender), 

the iateasity of the manager's perception ofcausai relationships between 
financial and non-financiai indicators expressed as a percentage where 
the total score cm range fiom O % (Iow) to 100 % (high), 

a random disturbance t m .  

u Pedhazur [1982] suggests the use of a duawy calmg scheme for regfessïon models that include categoricaI 
variables or mutuaIly exclusive groups of subjects. This method generates a "number of vectors such that, in any 
given vector, mernbership in a given caeegory is assigneci 1, while non-membership in the category is assigned O" 
b.2741. The level of significance of the regcession coefficients of these vectors provides a direct test o f  the mean 
difference for the group that is assigneci 1 compIued to the reference group that is assigned O on a11 vectors. in this 
regtession model, prod~~onsperah'ons managers teptesent the benchmark (represented by the intercept) to which 
marketing-sales managers and human tesources managers are cornpareci in tenns of mix of information. The main 
advancage of this methoci is that it allows muItiple c o m ~ n s  without alpha slippage as is usuaIly the case in 
analyses of variance (Anova). 



This regression anaiysis also provideci the o p p o d t y  to examine the sign of the 

association between each of the independent variables introduced in the model and the mix 

of iriformation managers use. Since the discussion predicting the direction of their 

associations was presented m Chapter 2 and stated in the ptebhuy propositions, testing 

the si@cance of the sign of those associations corresponds to examinhg the 

propositions. Moreover, no theory was fomd to predict the sign of the association 

between the managers' fùnctional areas and the mix of information they use, thereby no 

prediction was made about the sign of their corresponding pi and & coefficients. For each 

of the other independent variables introduced in the model, the expected signs of their 

associations are discussed below. 

Proposition 1 suggests a negative association between the mix of information 

managers use and their perception of extemal environmental uncertain@ (PEU). This 

irnplies that when managers are unable to ptedict changes or have an incomplete 

understanding of the relationships ammg the components their extemal environments, 

they may require more refined and detailed information., i.e. non-financial information, În 

their mix of information about the characteristics of their extemai environment. 

Consequently, the prediction is that B3 < 0. 

Proposition 3 suggests a positive association between the managers' perception of 

organisational centralisation (Central) and the mix of information they use. This 

association hplies that managers who perceive their extemal environment as more stable 

and predictable would tend to adopt more centraliseci organisationai structures which 



could be monitored through the use of more aggregated information such as financial 

information. Conseqyentlly, the prediction is that > 0. 

Proposition 7 suggests a negative association between the m9r of information 

managers use and their perception of task-technoIogy (Task). This association @lies 

that managers who perceive thek tasks as more analysable and repetitive, i.e. routine task, 

cari rnonitor thek work or organisation's processes with more detailed and specific 

performance measures (non-finlincial indicators) that rdect theu task or process 

char acte ris tic^^^ Conseque~tly~ the prediction is that p5 < 0. 

Proposition 8 suggests a positive association between the mix of information 

managers use and the& perception of the nature of the indicatoa theu supenors use to 

reward their performance (Perform). This implies that in situations where suborninates 

perceive that their reward is contingent on their performance, subordhates tend to focus 

on the factors or performance indicators they perceive to drive the? level of r e ~ a r d . ~ ~  

Consequently, the prediction is that ps , O. 

Proposition 9 suggests a positive association between the mix of information 

managers use and their perception of their organisation's strategy (Organ). This implies 

that managers who perceive their organisation as intemally and processsriented 

(Defender organisations) require more detailed process-pet$iormance indicators, i.e. non- 

financial information, to improve the efficacy of their operations deaiing with more stable 

technology and fewer products or services. Consequently, the prediction is that P7 > 0. 

" A greater score on the task-rechnology scale indicata a routine task a Iowa score niggenr a nonroutine task. 
46 A greater score on the manager's perception s d e  indicates a focus on financial performance indicators; a lower 
score suggests a focus on non-financiat performance indicators, 



Finally, Proposition 12 suggests a positive association between the mix of 

information managers use and thek perception of the inteosity of the causal reiationships 

they perceive between fiDancial and non-finaxhi indicators (Causai). This implies that 

managers who select a smaller n u m k  of cues or causal relationships between non- 

financial and financial indicators fiom their task-related mental models wodd be more 

Wely to focus on the cause (non-financial indicators) of the causal relationships instead of 

on its effect or result ( h c i a l  indicators)!' Consequently, the predictioa is that 

Ps is > O. Table 9 presemts the results of this analysis. 

57 A greater proportion of causal relationstiips between financial and non-financial indicators relative to the total 
number of causal relationships a manager identified indicates a financial-related mental model, A smaller proportion 
of causal relatioaships between financial and non-fiancial indicators relative to the total nurnber of causal 
relationships indicates a non-financial-related mental mode1 



Managers' mix of information 
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Table 9 presents some inconsistencies in the regression coefficients that differ signisçantly 

nom zero across time horizons speciany on a daily and weekiy bais as compared to the 

monthly, quarferly, and yeatly basis. The Cesults on a monthly, quarterly, and yearly basis 

appear to be simüar. Considering the exploratory character of this analysis and the 

absence of prior studies to which those results can be compared, no potentid explanations 

were found for this inconsistency in the regression d t s  across t h e  horizons. 

Consequentiy, the following discussion focuses exclusively on the r d t s  of the regcession 

analyses conducted for the monthiy, quarterly, and yeady mix of idormation use which 

seemed to be more stable. 

The results in Table 9 show that the managers' fûnctional areas (Funmark and 

Funpers) and the rnanagers' perceptions of task-technology (Task) explained a signifiant 

proportion of the variance that occurred in the mix of information managers use. Their 

regression coefficients were signifiant at probability levels of less than 0.05.~' The 

regression model conducted on the monthly, quarterly, and yearly data explained, on 

average, 59 % of the variance that occurred in the mi- of infomiation managers used. The 

sign of the association for the managers' perceptions of their task-technology matched 

with its expected direction. 

The negative sign of pz coeficient suggests that managers who perceived theV 

work as more nonroutine (routine) tended to use a mix of information that included a 

greater proportion of financial (nm-financial) information. Since the task-technology was 

Considering the exploratory na- and theory building d e  of this snidy, a stepwise regresion anaiysis was 
conducted on the model proposed in Table 9 to ver@ the robustness of its resdts. The resuIts of the stepwise 
analysis were similar to those teported above in that this methocl identifiai the sanie that had a significant 
regression coefficient at probability Ievels of less that 0.05. An additional stepwise regression analysis including al1 
the 10 variables discussed earlier in this section also provided sirnilat results as those reported in Table 9. 



highly and positively associated with the managers' hierarchicd level of decisions, this 

would imply that strategic managers, who tended to perceive their work as more 

nonroutine, would also tend to use a greater proportion of financial information. 

Alternativeiy, operational managers who tended to perceive theu work as more routine 

would also tend to use a greater proportion of non--cial information. No mférence 

nom these prelnninary results was made for the nature of the mix of information tactical 

managers used based on this proxy since it did not allow for any discrimination at this level 

of decisions. 

In addition, the managers' hctional areas in which they worked appeared to be 

associated with the nature of the mix of information managers ued. According to the 

significant and positive sigm of and pz coefficients, the mix of inforniahon marketing- 

sales and human resources managers used included respectively a proportion of thancial 

information that was signiscautly greater than the proportion of f h c i a l  infomtion 

production-operation managers used. pi and coefficients were signiscant across all 

time horizons except for which was insignincant for the mùr of Somation used on a 

daily basis. 

In summary, the redts  of this regression d y s i s  suggest that the managers' 

functional areas and their perception of task-techaology contniute to explain a signifiaint 

proportion of the variance that occurred in the mix of information they used on a monthly, 

quarterly, and yearly basis in organisations. Testing for the significance of the regression 

coefficients and their relationships with the dependent variable constitutes a direct 

examination of the propositions that relate to the mix of infionnation managers use. 



Consequently, this prehbary quantitative evidence provides support for Proposition 7 

which relates to the managers' perception of task-technology. Since the task-technology 

may act as a proxy for the managers' hierarchicai levei of decisions, the signiscant results 

on the task variable also provides indirect and support for Proposition 5. In short, 

these results wodd appear to suggest that strategic managers, who perceived their work 

as more nonroutine, would tend to use a greater proportion of financial information m 

their mix of information. Alte~lliltively, operational managers who perceived their work as 

more routine tended to rely on a mix of information that included a greater proportion of 

non-financial information. 

Moreover, wne of the regression coefficients that relate to the managers' 

perceived enWoomend uncertainty, the managers' perception of organisational 

centralisation, the managers' perceptions of the performance indicators their supenors use 

to reward their performance, their perceptions of organisation strategy, and their 

perceptions of the intensity of the causal relationships between non-financial and financial 

indicators were significant. This absence of significant results provide no preliminary 

quantitative support for Propositions 1,3,8,9, and 12. 

4.2.2 Robustness anaiyses 

Diverse analyses were conducted to test the robustness of the regression results 

presented in Table 9. An analysis was conducted to investigate the potential idiosyncratic 

effects relating to the manager's membership in each of the s i x  organisations. For the 

purpose of this anaiysis, five additional dummy variables representing manager's 



mernbership in each of the six organisations were introduced in the regression model. 

Because of the small sample size useù m this study and the introduction of these five 

additional dummy variables into the regression model described in Table 9, this reduced 

the statistical power of the regilession model and created a problem of multicollinearïty. 

The multicohearity problem makes it d B d t  and hazardous to interpret the regression 

coefficients since they are ke ly  to be biased. The sign and the Ievel of signincance of the 

dummy variables (when signincant) were not consistent across tune horizons. Only the 

variables with signiticant coefficients in Table 9 remainecl signincant after introducing the 

organisational dmmy variables. Even though çome potential organisational characteristic 

differences may have influenceci the managers' information menu, the low power of this 

analysis did not allow for their detection. 

Given the exploratory nature of this study, another analysis was conducted to 

investigate the potentid effeçts of the requllements for publicly owned organisations to 

externaily release information to their stakeholders on the manager's mix of information. 

Among the six organisations that participateci in this study, one large and one medium- 

sized firm (each classified into a diffkent strategy) were publicly owned, and 

consequentiy, were remed to release information to the public. This organisational 

characteristic may have impacted on the nature of  the managers' iafonnation menu. A h e  

of research in voluntary disclosure mggests that managers would tend to release non- 

financial information (qualitative or quantitative) to help stakeholders in their assesment 

of the h-specific assets such as quality, customer and employee satisfaction, or 

productivity that are believed to be not fdly capturecl in m e n t  accounting figures or 



stock market price, and consequently, couid lead to a reduction in the organisation's cost 

of capital Fomell et ai., 1996; Ittner et al., 19951. To detect some of the potential e&ts 

of the organisation's non-financial information supp1y to stakeholdets oa the manager's 

Uiformation menu, this would suggest that ail managers should focus, to some extent, on 

non-financial information. Since executives often make the decision about the type of 

discretionary information that is released to the public, diese managers may ais0 require 

their subordinates to focus on the same idonnation? Accordhg to this Iuie of qrgument, 

managers who work in public organisations wouid tend to focus on the non-financial 

indicators required for public disclosure and possibly use a greater proportion of non- 

financiai information in their mix of infomtion than managers who work in private fimis. 

This would suggest a negative relationship between the h ' s  information release status 

@ublic/private) and the nature of the mix of idormation managers use. 

In contras t, the capital market literature suggests that since markets anticipate and 

react to new financial information releases tbrough the stock price, managers who work m 

public fimis may tend to supply financial information to stakeholden. This could influence 

managers to focus on hancial information such as cost, profit, total sales, etc. to monitor 

their organisation's financial performance due to its perceived impact on the h ' s  market 

value. This wouid suggest that managers who work in public organisations would tend to 

focus on and use, to a greater extent, fimucial information in their mix of Uiformation than 

managers in private fimis which are not required to release financial information to the 

49 This assumption couid be violated in the case where managers might use other indicators (financial or non- 
financial) they prefer or they perceive that act as bener performance monitoring devices than those required for 
extemai reporting. This could create noise in the analysis and lead to the non-detecn'on of the potentiat impacts of 
the public disclosure on the managers' information menu. 



public. Conseqyently, a positive reiationship wouid be expected beh~een the fimi's 

information release status @ublic/private) and the mUr of information managers use. 

The resuits of the introduction of an additional dinnmy variable for. the h ' s  

information releaçe status (coded O if the firm is private and 1 if the fimi is public) in the 

regression model descriibed in Table 9 revealed a negative and signincant relationship 

between the h ' s  characteristic and the rnix of information managers use at probability 

levels of l e s  than 0.05. The results suggest that managers who work in pubiicly owned 

organisations tend to use a greater proportion of non-financiai informaton in theit mix of 

information on a monthly, quarterly, and yeariy basis than managers who work in private 

organisations. Even though ihis sensitivity analysis improved the level of signX~a~lce of 

the variables that explained a significant proportion of the variance in the managers' rnix of 

information presented in Table 9 and provided a 6.7 % increment in the total variance 

explained by the model, the introduction of this dummy Mnable did not reveai any of the 

other insignificant explanatory variables to be signifiant Although these results are very 

interesting, they should be interpreted with caution considerhg the d sample size used 

in this study. It may also be possible that the fimi's information release dummy vaxiable 

captures other possible organisational characteristics such as size or i n d m  membership 

(manufacturing/service) even though no significant differeaces were found for each of 

these possible variables. Even though these d t s  are preliminary and exploratory, they 

appear to provide some support for the potential impact of the managers' information 

supply of non-financial information to stakeholder on the nature of the mix of information 

managers *use. These preIiminary results caii for fiinire research. 



4.23 Conclusion 

ûverall, the d t s  of the regression mode1 descrî'bed in Table 9 and the robusmess 

analyses conducted on the information gathered thn,ugh the questionnaire constitute 

p r e h i m r y  and partiai quantitative evidence of the explanatory power of some of the 

proposed detennuiaots of the miX of information managers use in organisations. In the 

foliowing sections, M e r  quantitative analyses such as correlation analyses, mean- 

ciifference tests, Fisher's exact tests, analyses of variances and covariance will be 

conducted on the idonnation gathered during the field studies to supplement the 

qualitative evidence collected to examine and revise each of the p r e h h m y  propositions 

developed in Chapter 2. 

4.3 FURTHER FIELD STUDY RESULTS 

4.3.1 Managers' Canctional area and their mir of information 

In aii six companies, managers sampled fkom the production-operation, marketing- 

sales, and human resources areas use a mix of quantitative financial and quantitative non- 

financial infomiation obtained fiom many cliffirent sources. To a large extent, managers 

use information provided by internai sources such as accounting, management accounting, 

and operations information systems UicIuding fuiancial statements, the budgeting system 

and variance analyses, production-operation systems, sales systems, payr011 systems, and 

executive information systems. With the primary objective of creating variance in the 

sarnple of managers, the use of the managers' hctional area as an exploratory sampling 

criterion revealed the importance of the managers' fimctiouai membership on the nature of 

the mix of iriformation they used in organisations. In general, the results suggest that 



managers attrîbute a great deal of importance to non-financiai hdicators across tune 

horizons and paaicuiarly daily and weekiy iafonnation. Figure 4 illustrates the variation 

of the mix of  information across the fiinctional areas, time horizons, and decision levels 

based on the information gathered through the q u e s t i o ~ -  





This figure shows the differences in the composition of the mix of idionnation managers 

used. As shown in Figare 4, marketing-sala ammgers appear to rely the most of d 

groups sunreyed, acmss time horizons and decision levels, on finannal infiormation for 

monitoring d decision-maIang purposes followed by human resources managers, and by 

produc tion-operations managers. 

The nature of the marketing-sales manager's task, among other things, is to 

accomplish commercial or financial transactions with customers in sehg  them goods, to 

assure a minimum saies gross margin to the organisation, to determine s e h g  prices, and 

to monitor the effects of a marketing campaign on saies and cornpetitors' market share. 

Marketing-sales managers appeared to take very seriously their role in achieviug the 

organisation's sales budget and sales gros margin. It is reflected in their comments. 

**  Sales people are the bread and butter of the company ...... We a h  are those who 

are blamed if the sales budget not achieved. ... mai reah'y matters is to k a t  the 

market and make money for ourseIves and for the organisation ". 

These comments show the importance marketing-sales managers amibute to hanciai 

matters. The interviews with marketing-sales managers revealed that they appeared to 

think in terms of dollars of sales or level of gross profit margin they make on the 

organisation's products. Although they often referred to customer satisfaction during the 

interviews, thek focus seemed to be placed on outcornes expressed in financial tems. 

Moreover, when they talked about customers and product features, their main concem 

was what volume of sales they could get fiom them. Their state of mind appears to drive 

their use of financial information which helps them to assess how successfùi they were 

during a time period at s e b g  the organisation's products. These comments could explain 



why marketing-sales managers focus so much on hancial information as a means to 

monitor their contribution to the organisation's finaocial objectives; managers' mix of 

information included, on average, more than 64% of W a l  information. The mn- 

£hancial information marketing-sales managers use such as customer indices often 

gathered through surveys reqyïres time to be processed, and thereby reduces its timehess. 

For this reason, marketing-sales managers tended to use sales idonnation that was qyickly 

available through the sales booking systems as a proxy for customer satisfaction indices 

processed at time intervals. These results provide p r e w  evidence of the importance 

of the financial information in the composition of the mix of information marketing-sales 

managers use, 

While not spec@ing the proportion of fiaancial information marketing managers 

use, B m  md McKinnon's field-work also provides support for these results and 

suggests that financial information plays an important role in the information menu of 

marketing-sales managers. Moreover, Mia and Chenhall [1994] suggest that marketing 

and production fùnctions diffa in terms of monitoring activities, focushg on customer 

demand compared to internal processes. Such differences in these managers' focus could 

influence the nature of the idonnation they may use for process monitoring purposes. 

The mix of information human resources managers used tended to include a 

smaller proportion of financial information than the m8c of information of marketing-sales 

managers. The field resuits suggest that, on average, personnel managers used 39 % of 

fbancial information in their mUc of information. The human tesources area deais with 

issues and information related to the number of labour hours, the number of sick days or 



&YS without accidents, the houriy wage rate, m g e  benefits, performance evaluation and 

rewards, labour contract bargahhg and its application. The M-e of these activities 

suggest close ties between the human resources department, the workers, and the other 

functional managers of the organisation to be effective in mmaging the labour force. 

During the interview, most of the human resources managers mentioned they use a 

language or tenninology in their communications with organisational members that 

employees and other hctional managers cm understand because it relates to their daiiy 

reality. For example, infornation such as the numbei of employees to be replaced for days 

of siclmess, the number of hom in overtime, or days of absenteeism is often used by 

human resources managers because it is rneaningfûi to employees and production- 

operations managers. However, this does not exclude the use of financial information, for 

example when managers deal with employees' payroll errors. Financial information such 

as the cost of labour or days of sickness is often made available on a weekly b i s  to 

managers who supeMse workers, helping them to answer employees' questions about 

payroll or for budget monitoring purposes. Human resource managers, who are 

responsible for bargainhg the employees' work contract and for its application, also 

provide employees with explanations containhg financial information such as hourly pay 

rate, tiinge benefits, etc. Overall, the results suggest that human resources managers 

tended to use a greater proportion of non-financial information in their mix of information 

than financial infornation due to the nature of their fhctional activities. 

Last, the resuits also suggest that production-operations managers used a m.k of 

uiformation that included, on average, 70 % of non-financial information. Production- 



operations m g e r s  deal with various organisational processes transforming inputs into 

outputs and require timely information to monitor the achievement of the desired 

outcomes which are W y  expressed in non-hancial temis. The interviews revealed that 

production-operation managers focus extensively on how to get the organisation's 

products made the fastest, the best, and the cheapest way. They often refmed during the 

interviews to physical or technical characteristics of the organisation's processes and 

products. Among other activities, production-operations managers monitor the 

production planning and processes, the production maintenance programmes. They aiso 

controI the Ievel of quaiity of the orgaaisation's products and improve the plant's 

productivity through techical modifications and the inttoduction of new technoIogies. 

What redy matters to them is how to reduce the breakdown of equipment and the 

production of defective products, how to avoid production bottlenecks, how much the 

was lost because of a power shutdown or production down-tirne- For hem, outcomes are 

expressed io a physical metric that is connecteci in their mind to dollars. 

Testing for clifferences in the mix of information these three groups of fimctional 

managers useci, the Scheffe test, a very consemative p s t  hoc test, conducted across t h e  

horizons reveals that the mDr of information marketing-sales managers used ciiffers 

significantiy nom the rnix production-pduction-0perati011~ and human resources 

managers used at probability level of less than 0.05. As reported in Table 9 of Section 

4.2.1, the significance of Bi and P2 coefficients indicate respectively that marketing-sales 

and human resources managers used a greater proportion of fimucial information in their 

mix of iofonnation than production-operation managers. Additional contrasts comparing 



the mix of information marketing-sales and personnel managers reveaied that marketing- 

sales managers used a mix of information that included a greater proportion of -cial 

information than used by human resources managers at pmbabîiity levels of las than 0.01. 

These resuits suggest that marketing-des managers would tend to use the greatest 

proportion of financial information m their mix of iafoaaation followed respectively by 

human resources and production-operation managers. As mentioned earlier in this 

section, these redts also suggest that ciBietences in the managers' functiouai task- 

demands tend to innuence the nature of the information they use for monitoring purposes. 

Furthemiore, the inteMews also indicate that pduction-operations managea, 

lïke human resources managers, appear to rely heavily on non-financial information 

because it is obtained on a timely basis fiom operation systems that are maintained 

independentiy of accounting systems. It seems that operation systems provide managers 

with timely, even real-time information for process m o n i t o ~ g  purposes. 

Interestingïy, managers also often mentioned that they could predict their monthly 

financial results weil before obtaining the financial statements produceci by the accounting 

department. These production-operations managers used a set of non-fimucial indicators 

such as the production efficacy index, the rate of raw material over-coflsumption, and the 

proportion of the organisation's capacity used that seerned to be linked to the 

organisation's processes or capturecl its critical key success factors and helped them to 

manage and predict the achievement of its financial results. Moreover, according to these 

managers, monthly financial statements provide them with a 'tery r o u a  picture" of what 

they aheady know, Le. the results of the organisation's processes. 



One manager's comment illustrates this issue very weil: 

" 1 do not need the monthly finmciaI sfatements produced by the accounting 

deparnent because I afreadj how the r e d i s  of my pfanr- These stafemenrs most of 

the time contain errors made by accotmtants. Too much of my managers' valuabfe time 

is spent qfaining vanances that result fiom accounting cut-ofls. FinanaaI statements 

produced on a quarterly bas& wouid be better because they would decrease the time w 

spend to explain to accountants und to our superiors vannmces that are caured by 

accounting time-lags. They wodd a h  hem reflect out- rmIts O V ~ T  a longer operation 

pen'od, '" 

Without denying the value of financial information, production managers perceived that 

financial information obtained at longer time intervals, for example on a qwterly basis, 

would help to verifj~ the reliability of the non-flnancial ùidicators used to monitor the 

critical organisation's processes. These commeuts provide support for the Lebas [1995] 

analogy that managing the organisation's processes through the relevant non-fiiiancial 

indicators helps managers to monitor more aciently the achievement of the desireci 

financial outcornes. This statement is also simibr to the Annitage and Atkioson [1990] 

findings that a h a n w  of non-hancial indicators that are tied to the critical processes can 

help managers to monitor the achievement of the organisation's fhmciial results on a 

Umely basis. 

Production managers appeared also convinced that flwr-workers better 

understand the meaning of non-finaancial indicators because these measures reflect the way 

they see and think about theu jobs. At four of the six organisations visited, production 

managers have developed or implemented a programme that provides workea with 

operational information on a daily basis. Of these four organisations, two have introduced 

a new information and production technology that provide workers with rd-time 



operation information. In one organisation which uses stable and weil-de- production 

processes, employee work stations are equipped with devices that amble them to monitor 

the cunent rate of the plant's production &cacy and its estimated rate based on its 

current level. Employees seem to prefer this new system because it belps them to make a 

direct relationship between the actions they undertake in the process and their immediate 

impact on the plant's production efficacy rate. Akhough this organisation relies mainly on 

non-financiai indicators to provide f d c k  to its floor-workers , this approach is similar, 

in essence, to Kaplan [1984] who discussed the use of ftnancial indicators, in cornpiex 

production processes, to help workers make better process decisions. 

The distinct nature of the information marketing-sales managers tend to use 

(financial) compared to production-operation and human resources managers' (non- 

financial) raises the issue of the potentiai impact of information timeliness on the value of 

information they may use to monitor the achievernent or to predict their organisation's 

hancial results. DWng the field studies, marketing-sales mamgers mentioned that they 

tend to rely on fiaancial information because of its ability to caphue the essence of sales 

deparmient processes which they perceived are directly liaked with the financial niccess of 

their organisation. The fiiiancial information they use is ais0 obtained on a timely basis. 

Production-operations and human resources managers often made simiiar comments 

relating to non-financial information. For example, during the inte~ews managers who 

worked in the natural resources, food proc&sing, services, and manufacnuing 

organisations often argued that monitoring non-financial indicators iinked to important 

organisation's processes or key success factors helped to manage and predict the 



achievement of their organisation's fInancial objectives. A question cm be raised h m  

these managers' comrnents: Doa the timeliaess of financial information reduce the value 

of non-financial infounation? 

Based on the evidence gathered chuing the field studies, the answer to this 

question would appear to be no. Even though one medium and one d - s i z e d  

organisation provided thei. production-operation managers with a special weekly report 

on repairs and maintenance expenses, and labour expensesi, managers still recpked non- 

financial indicators such as the amount of down-tirne, the production efficacy, the number 

of machine-hours used, and labour yields to monitor the operations and to predict their 

department, plant, or organisation's financial objectives. Human resources managers also 

mentioned that non-financial indicators such as the number of accidents, the rate of 

absenteeism, the number of accidents without day loss, and the number of employee 

grievances received captured th& fiinctioual critical success factors which they perceived 

to influence the financial performance of their organisation. 

This evidence suggests that production-operation and human resources managers 

may tend to use non-financial performance -indicatm as predictors of their department or 

organisation's financial d t s .  Since the managers' perceptions appear to be driving their 

information use, this rnay suggest that obtauiing financial information on a more timely 

basis rnay be las devant &O managers who used non-financial infomtion for prediction 

purposes than for managers who do not have non-fiamcial based prediction models. 

Consequently, managers who rely on non-hc ia l  hcîicators for monitoring and 

prediction purposes would not reduce their use of non-nliancial information even if they 



wouid receive tinancial information on a timeiy basis. In short, financial information 

would only act as a reliabIlity check of  the managers' pseudo non-financial prediction 

models. If these managers perceive the non-linanciai predictors they use as diable, then 

they rnay not require the more h e l y  f inand information that others do. Conseqyentty, 

the perceived value of non-fiaancial information would not be reduced by more timely 

hancial information such as the total cost, the department variance analysis, or the 

organisation's profit. 

Along the same hes, marketing-sales m g e r s  who tended to rely, to a greater 

extent, on financial information did not appear to be wiiiing to moday the nature of their 

information menu by including more non-financial information even though this 

information could be provided on a more timely basis. What seemed to realIy matter to 

these managers was the monitoring of the achievement of their sales and gross margin 

objectives through the use of financiai information. To fiilfil managers' demand for more 

timely financial idionnation, a large and a small-sized organisation developed an executive 

information systern giving its marketing-sales managers access on a ceal-time basis to sales 

information up-dated every day. These managers mentioued that they were satisfied with 

their new flexible information systern which dowed them to design their own 

management reports. Accordhg to thern, financial information represented the main core 

of their idionnation menu and fulfiled their toformation nqukements to manage and 

monitor the achievement of the organisation's financiai results. This suggests that 

obtaining more non-financial information on a time1y basis would not reduce the value of 

financiai information, 



Overall, the field evidence suggests that even though financiai information wodd 

be provided on a more timely basis to production-operation and human resources 

managers and non-financial infiormation to marketing-des managers, this more timely 

information would not change the value they amibate respectively to non-financial and 

financiai information. In short, this suggests that financial and non-financiai information 

could act as complements rather than as substitutes. Since managers appear to be 

unwihg to give up their main information core in favout of financial information (for 

production-operations and human resources managers) or non-hcial information (for 

marketing-sales managers), this suggests that these managers do not value each type of 

information as perfect economic substitutes. 

Even though the field study approach did not d o w  the manipulation of the nature 

of the information made available to managers or the testhg of the change in the weights 

placed on either type of information, the field evidence provides some support for the 

Hemmer [1996] analytical resuits. Hemmer shows that when financial and non-fbncial 

performance indicators are not pdec t  economic substitutes for a similar consmict, such 

as the firm's long-tem component or potential of profit, managers would not reduce the 

weight they place on the financial indicators used to reward their performance. On the 

contrary, managers would tend to increase the weight placed on both hancial and non- 

hancial information when non-financial iudicators, whkh act as information 

complements, are introduced into the compensation contract and both are used to monitor 

the achievement of the organisation's results through managers' effort [Hemrner, 19961. 

In general, this field evidence suggests that pmviding managers with more timely financial 



(non-financial) information does not appear to innuence the value they attriiute to non- 

financiai (financiai) information. Moreover, the  denc ce also suggests that the main core 

of information managers use as a monitoring and mction device to achieve the 

organisation's fiamciai d t s  could be differeut depending on their bctioaal 

membership. 

In summary, the characteristics of the activities in each fiinctional area tend to 

influence the type of information managers use for performance m o n i t o ~ g  purposes. 

Marketing-sales managers appeared to use the largest proportion of financial information 

in their mix of information. Production-operation managers used the d e s t  proportion 

of financial iaformation in their mix of iaformation- The mix of information human 

resources managers used feu between these two gmups of managers. ln essence, these 

results are similar to those reported m Simon et ai. [1954] who suggested that 

rnanufacturing managers used more physical metncs than financiai data. 

These field results also help to cl* the N a ~ i  et al. [1990] results which 

suggested that managers who used non-financial indicators tended to perceive them as 

more useful than financial information for timely monitoring purposes. Since non-financiai 

indicators are perceived to be closely linked to the organisation's processes and direct the 

manager's action as in the thermostat analogy, obtaining timely information on these non- 

financial indicators helps managers to assess their or@sation's performance and to take 

the immediate steps reqyired to achieve its desired financiai results. Even thougb some 

managers may perceive non-financial (hancial) information as more useful than financial 

(non-financial), the field evidence suggests that providing financial (non-hancial) on a 



more timely basis would not reduce the perceived value of non-financial (financial) 

information iE the eyes of production-operation and human resources managers 

(marketing-sales managers). On the contrary, the field d t s  suggest that fiaancial and 

non-fuiancial information could act as Znformation complementr to monitor and predict the 

achievernent of the organisation's long-nm financial redts.  ûverall, these fïndings 

provide incremental information to Nanni et ai. [1990] and B ~ n s  and McKinnon CI9931 

who did not distinguish between hctional areas or assess the proportion of financial and 

non-financial information included in the manager's m8r. These ptelimhq results also 

cali for fùture researcb. 

4.3.2 Examination of propositions Pl, P t ,  P3: managers' perceived external 
environmental uncertahty 

The first three propositions refer to the association between managers' perceived 

extemal environmental uncenainty (PEU), their mix of information, and their perceptions 

of organisational centralisation. Proposition 1 argued that managers who perceived a high 

level of extemal euvironmental uncertainty would tend to use a greater proportion of non- 

financial information in their mix of information than would managers who perceived a 

low level of extemai environmental uncertainty. Figure 5 illustrates how managers' mix of 

information varies across time horizom as a hction of their level of perceived extemal 

eavironmental uncertainty. 





As shown in Figure 5, marketing-sales managers who perceived a high Ievel of external 

environmental uncertainty, tended to use a siïghtiy greater proportion of non-financial 

information in their m k  of information than the ones who perceived a lower level of 

extemal envitonmeatai uncertaiaty? This pattern was almost consistent across ail time 

horizons. Moreover, production-operatio~~s managers, who perceived high levels of 

extemal environmental uncertainty, also tended to include a greater proportion of non- 

financial information in their m .  of information than did those who perceived lower levels 

of environmental uncertainty on a monthly, quarterly, and yearly basis. 

In Figure 5, human resources managers who perceived high leveis of external 

environmental unceriainty appeared, however, to use a greater proportion of fuiancial 

information on a monthly, w e r l y ,  and yeariy basis than the ones who perceive lower 

levels of e x t e d  environmental uncertainty. Further analyses reveaied that only two 

human resources managers perceived high levels of extemal environmental uncertainty. 

These managers also had accounting respoasi'bi1ities in addition to their human resources 

function. Since the results of Section 4.32 tend to provide support for an association 

between the managers' hctional area (which differs in task-demand) and the mVc of 

infonnation they use, it is most likely that these two accounting and human tesounies 

managers wouid tend to include additional fiamcial pafomance Mcators in their mix of 

information due to their accounting fûnctioa Consequentiy, such additional 

responsibilities could have influenceci their use of information and, possibly, led them to 

rely more on financial information on a monthly, quarterly, and yearly basis, Le. cycle of 

'O The managers' perceptions of extemal mvimnmental mcertainty were classified into the high and low categow 
usine the PEU average score as the cutting value. Analyses of sensïtivity revealed that this classification was stable. 



financial reports preparation, c o m p d  to other managers who worked exclusively in the 

human resome are% Although speculative, these incmclusive patterns of information 

use would suggest that, after taking into account the proportion of financiai information 

that relates to their accounting respom'bilities, these managers' mix of information may 

include more non-financial idionnation than human resources managers who perceive a 

lower Ievel of extemal environmental uncertahty. Considering the small sample size used 

in this study, these redts do provide ody weak support for Proposition 1 and wouid 

suggest that managers -y vary the composition of their mix of information to cope with 

a greater environmental uncertainty. Table 10 presents M e r  characteristics of the 

managers' perceptions of external environmentai uncertainty. 

Table IO 

Managersy perceived extemai environmentai mcertainty, fiactional areas, 
and decision levels 



Table 10 shows that a total of 28 managers perceived their extemal enWonment as 

reflecting lower levels of extenial uncertainty compared to 14 managers who perceived 

higher levels of environmental uncertainty. As shown in Table 10, it would also appear 

that strategic and tactical managers constitute the majority of the 14 managers who 

perceived high levels of PEU. Accordhg to Anthony's taxonomy of decisions, strategic 

and tactical managers wouid tend to make unstructured, cornplex, and relatively long-term 

horizon decisions such as those hvolvhg strategic planning and the development of 

programmes to achieve the organisation's objectives. These strategic and tactical 

managers could perceive high levels of uncertainty when predicting the future States of 

their organisation's environment For example, managers who predict the fiinire customer 

demand for the organisation's products could perceive high levels of external uncertainty 

when dealing with unstable and highly competitive environment compared to managers 

who face more stable and fkiendly competitive environment. This contention appears 

plausible since 4 strategic marketing-sales managers involveci in predicting the demand for 

thek organisation's products were part of the group of managers who perceived hi& 

levels of extemal uncertaiaty. 

IntereStinglyy Table 10 also shows that a large proportion of the production- 

operations (13 of the 19) and human resources (8 of the 10) managers tended to perceive 

lower levels of PEU? This pattern suggests that the managers' h c t i o d  membership 

could act as a filtering mechanian in reducing the managers' exposition to extemal 

environmental uncertainty. For example, mtegic ptoductionsperations mamgers 

A Speamian rank order correlation between the managers' fùnctional area membership and their perceptions of 
external environmental uncertainty was insignificant at probability level of les than 0.10. 



constitute the majority of those who perceived lower levels of uncertainty. This could 

impiy that the corollary of the argument, referring to the bbïlity to predict changes in 

customer's dernand, developed for marketing-sales managers could dso apply to 

productionsperations and human resouces managers. These managers could tend to 

perceive lower levels of extemal uncertainty since they are more Wrely to fwus on the 

organisation's interna1 processes such as to impmve the mployee safety programmes to 

reduce the number of accidents or to achieve production targets established by marketing- 

sales managers to meet customer's demanci. Consequentlyy because of their hctional 

responsibilities, production-operations and himian resources managea may be less 

exposed io the external environment and, therefore, this reduces their levels of PEU. 

Along the same lines, managers who perceived high levels of extemal 

enviromenta1 uncertainty mentioned the di£ficuity of predicting the demand for the 

organisation's goods and senrices. They atûiiuted this dificulty to the characteristics of 

their organisation's market (Le. highly competitive or relatively new) for their products or 

senrices. Moreover, these productioni)perations and marketing-sales managers also 

appeared to rely on extemai sources of infotmation such as specialised magazines to 

develop specific business indicators, personai contacts in organisations used as a 

benchmark, and panels of customers to supplement the intemal sources of infiormation. In 

addition, production-operation managers even used pmiodic samples of their cornpetitors' 

products or services during theü focus group or problem solving meetings. They 

considered that this approach helps employees to better assess the organisation's 

competitive position and to improve the quality of their products or services. This 



additionai information, which did not dBer in tenns of the amber of extemal sources 

used, appeared to help them better predict tùture market conditions and theu cornpetitors' 

reactions. 

Overail, the resuits of these aaalyses do not provide strong support for Proposition 

I which suggested that managers who perceive high Ievel of uncertainty would tend to use 

a greater proportion of non-financial information in their mix of information for 

monitoring purposes. Only some partial @tative evidence suggested that managers 

who worked in the recreation industry and perceive hi& level of PEU tended to rely on 

non-financial indicators to help them predict the demand for their organisation's service. 

Since no quantitative support was found in Table 9 of Section 4.2.1 including ody weak 

qualitative evidence for Ebposition 1, therefore, no general support was found for this 

proposition. 

However, Table 10 shows a very interesting pattern of association between the 

managers' fûnctional area and their perceptions of PEU. This could suggest that the 

managers' fhctiod area could act as a filtering device which helps them cope with 

extemal environmental uncertaiaty. Moreover, the support found in Table 9 on the ability 

of the managers' fhctioaal area to act as a detemiinant of the mix of information 

managers use dong with the pattern found in Table 10 suggests an indirect relatioaship 

between the managers' PEU and the mix of information through the managers' hctionai 

area. Although speculative, this possible relatioaship could explain the absence of 

significant results for the association between the managers' PEU and the nature of their 

mix of information. This absence of r d t s  provides some support for this contention. 



This would suggest that the managers' fünctionai areas could act as an intermediary 

between their perceptions of extemai ea.nmentai uncertahty and the nature of the mix 

of informaton managers use. Further analyses are conducted to idente possible pattems 

between the managers' PEU and another organisational characteristic, its perceiveci levels 

of centralisation. 

Proposition 2 stated that managers who perceive high Levels of external 

environmental uncertainty are more Wrely to work in organisations they perceive more 

decentralised Table 1 1 provides a breakdown of the managers' perceptions of extemal 

environmental uncertainty by organisational size, and  the^ perceptions of organisationai 

centralisation, 

Table I l  

Managers' perceived exterad environmental uncertainty, 
perceptions of organisational centralisation, and organisationai size 

Organisadional size 

Srnall 

Medium 

Large 

Totat 

Managers' 
perceptions: 
cenbalised 

O F ~ ~ ~ O U  

Low High 
PEU PEU 

Mruiagers' 
perceptions: 
decentmiid 
organisation 

LAW 

PEU Pm 

Total 

13 

14 

15 



Table I l  shows that 11 of the 14 managers who perceived high leveis of external 

environmental uncertainty tended to work in srnail and medium-sïzed organisations. 

Moreover, 23 of the 28 managers who perceived low levels of e x i d  environmental 

uncertainty tended to work in medium and large-sized organisations. A Spearman rank- 

order correlation suggested that managers tended to perceive higher levels of extemal 

environmental uncertainty as they worked in srnaDer organisations (r, = 0.30, p c 0.10). 

These hdings also suggest that smaii and medium-sized organisations, due to their limiteci 

level of financial, physical, and human resources, could have less capability to predict and 

to cope with uncertainty in their extemai énvironment than large-shed organisations. 

Interestingly, 5 of the 14 managers who perceiveci high levels of external 

environmental uncertainty in the service sector worked in the recreation industry. These 

managers' perceptions of extemal environmentai uncertainty codd be related to the 

c harac tens tics of their organisation's business sec tor. According to them, their 

organisation's success depends exclusively on the weather conditions, which can be very 

unpredictable. The structure of theu organisation remains extremely flexible to cope with 

unforeseen weather conditions forcing them to make the best of what rnother nature 

decides. Moreover, its marketing and operation managers tend to use a handfùl of non- 

hanciai indicators such as records of the past five years' local weather conditions, the 

number of customers served on a specific &y, the long range weather forecasts, and the 

speed of arriva1 of customers in the parking lot at 8:00 o'clock every moming to 

determine the additional level of human resources recpked to operate as smoothly as 

possible and to satisfy theV customers. 



The managers' levels of experience in their functional area appear to be associated 

with their perceptions of external environmentai uncertainty. The Pearson product- 

moment correlation coefficient suggests a negative association between the managers' 

perceptions of exteruai environmental uncertainty and the number of years of experience in 

their fûnc tionai areas (r = -0.3 0, p4l.10). This suggests that, as managers gain experience 

in theit fùnctional area, they tend to perceive less external environmental uncertainty. This 

could imply that the managers' abiliîy to predict the fiiture States of their e x t e d  

environment improve over t h e  because they become able to discem amoag possible 

factors the ones that cause their e x t d  environment to change. Another explanation 

could be that managers become committed to a mode1 and tend to ignore other possibly 

important factors that could also influence their external envirotunent [Bazemian, 19901. 

This finding is very interesting because it couid help in designing better information 

systerns to assist newcomers in a bctional area in their leaming process with relevant 

information about their external environment, (No other prior study in management 

accounting has ever considered this individual factor.) 

The Fisher's exact test for a 2 X 2 contingency table conducted on the levels of 

managers' perceived extemai environmental unceRainty (hi& vs low) and their 

perceptions of organisationai centralisation (perceived centralised vs perceived 

decentralised organisation) suggests that managers' perception of uocertainty diffas 

across levels of perception of organisational centralisation at p < 0.10. In short, managers 

who perceived high (low) levels of external environmental uncertainty tend to perceive 

their organisation as more decentralised (centralised ). This pattern of evidence provides 



qualitative and quantitative support for Proposition 2 and suggests that managers who 

perceive high Oow) levels of extemal environmentai uncertainty would tend to work in 

organisations they perceive as more decentralised (centralised). These d t s  are similar 

to Gu1 and Chia [1994] who found that managers who perceived high levds of e x t e d  

uncertainty tended to work m decentralised organisations. FUrtber aiialyses were 

conducted to identiti. a possible relationship between the managers' perception of e x t e d  

environmental unceaainty, their perception of the level of o r ~ t i o n a l  centralisation (or 

decenualisatioa), and the mix of information managers use for monitoring purposes. 

Proposition 3 argued that managers working m organisations they perceive as 

more centraiised would tend to use a greater proportion of financial infionnation in their 

mix of information than managers in perceived decentraliseci organisations. The rationale 

for this proposition was that managers who perceive a lower level of extemai 

environmental uncertainty would tend to develop centralised organisational structures, 

centraiised organisations should tend to use a greater proportion of fuiancial information 

than decentralised organisations? However appealing, the conclusion of this h e  of 

reasoning was not supported. 

During the field studies, top human resources and production managers of 

centralised organisations often mentioned financial indicators or reports as a primary 

monitoring device to detect problems such as identifjing departments that did not meet 

their financial budgets. To penorm this task, these managers relied mainly on variance 

" The organisational literature suggesrs that the conturt of an organisation, for example, the nature of its orremal 
environment, drives the organisation's structure such as level of centralisation, level of formalisation, etc. This 
suggests that managers, who make decisions about the organisation, could also adopt more centralised structure to 
cope with more stable extemal environment 



analyses and h c i a l  staternents provideci on a monthly basis. However, lower levels of 

human resources and production managers tended to rely on non-financial information 

because they perceived that monitoring important mdicators such as die level of raw 

materials ovenise, the level of absenteeism, the numbef of accidents with tirne los, the 

nurnber of units produced, etc. on a M y  and weekiy b i s  helped than to achieve their 

financial objectives. These managers also argued that they needed other indicators (non- 

financiai) obtained on a more timely basis to fulnl thei. daüy and weekly needs for 

information because flnanciai idionnation was not available. With regards to marke~g- 

sales managers' mix of information, it included a large proportion of financial information 

consistent across al1 tirne horizons. 

In more perceived decentralised organisations, lower levels of operations and 

personnel managers also tended to focus on specific non-fimucial indicators such as the 

nurnber of customers s erve  the volume of uni& transported, the level of supplies 

consurned expressed in physical metrics, record of weather conditions for the past month 

to better assess their b e l  of performance and to make some seme of the organisation's 

financial redts .  Even though the presidents and top managers of these two decentralised 

organisations tended to focus heavily on Ijnancial information, lower levels of operations 

and perso~el managers monitored these non-financial indicators on a daily and weekly 

bais to achieve the organisation's desired financial redts. Here again, marketing-sales 

managers tended to use a greater proportion of financial information in their mix of 

information across time horizons than non-financial information due to the characteristics 

of their fiiactionai area . 



The absence of a specific pattern of information use at the organisatiod levei 

diffmtiating more centraliseci nom more deceniraiid organkations could reflect the 

impossibility of aggregahg diverse indivi*' mix of uifonnation h m  various 

hctional areas at a higher level. This thesis makes the first attempt to specincally 

measure the mix of quantitative infoimation managers use in organisations. Pnor snidies 

investigated the nature of information uscd through perceptuai measures of the scope of 

information, i.e. intemal or extemai, and its level of aggiegation without measuring the 

importance of the use of specific indicators or measures included in the mix of information 

managers use [Gul and Chia, 1994; Chia and ChenhaII, 1994; Chenhall and Moms, 1986; 

Gordon and Narayanan, 19841. For these reasons, it was dBicult to compare the results 

of these field-surveys with pnor studies. Based on these qualitative r d t s  including those 

of the regession mode1 presented in Table 9, no quaiïîative and quantitative support were 

found for Proposition 3. 

Overail, the results provide support for Proposition 2. No support was found for 

Proposition I and 3. In general, these results suggest that managers who perceive high 

(Iow) level of extemal enviro~unental mcertainty would tend to work in organisations they 

perceive as more decensalised (centralised). Even though no direct relationships 

appeared between the managers' perceptions of e x t d  environmental uncertainty and 

the mix of information they used, the results provide some potential explanations for an 

indirect association tbrough the managers' h c t i o d  area which could act as a filtering 

mechanism. This possible indirect relationship wouid make the managers' fiinctional area 



a cophg device which m y  help managers to cope with extemal uncertainty and 

consequently, influence the nature of thek mix of information. 

Interestingiy, no support was fomd for Proposition 3 suggesting the absence of 

association between the managers' perceptions of their organisationai structure and the 

mix of information they use across fiinctiond areas. These results suggest that even 

though sorne managers may be pressured by their superiors to use specific types of 

indicators (financial or non-hancial), it appeared that they d l  made their own decisions 

about the use of performance indicators that helped them monitor the organisation's main 

processes. Since managers seemed to make their own information choices and to differ m 

terms of perceptions w i t b  the organisation, it would appear very hazardous to rely 

exclusively on one top manager's response to classw a whole either centraliseci or 

decentraiid organisation in tenns of information use based on one individual. For 

example, Gu1 and Chia [1994] drew theù conclusions about organisationai structure and 

environmental uncertainty based on the responses of 48 sub-unit managers surveyed m 

different firms. To avoid any criticisms caused by the representativeness of the managers 

drawn fiom an organisation and any inadvertent attempt to generalise the results at a 

higher Ievel of analysis, these field snidies results mut be interpreted exclusively at the 

individuai level and not at the organisationai levei. 



4 3 3  Examination of Propositions P4, P5, P6: the types of decisions 

Three propositions refer to the effects of the type of decisions managers make, 

represented by their hierarchical position in the organisation, on the propomon of financiai 

and non-financiai idiotmation they use in their mix of iaformation. Proposition 4 argued 

that strategic, tactical, and operational managers would tend to use a greater proportion of 

non-financiai information in their mix of infiormation tbaD fiaancial information Figure 6 

shows how the mix of infionnation managers use varies across levels of decision, 

functional areas, and time horizons. 





in Figure 6, it can be seen that only production-opemtions and human resources managers 

teoded to use a greater proportion of ~ ~ o n - h c i a i  information in their mix of infomation 

than did marketing-sales managers. This result provides only partial support for 

Proposition 4. 

The data gathered during the field stucLies suggests that pmduction-operation 

managers included at lest 52 % of non-financial information in their mix of iaformation 

across all levels of decision and thne horizons. In addition, human resources managers 

show a similar pattern of idonnation use and tended to include at least 50 % of non- 

financial information in their mix of inf~nnation.~~ In general, production-operations and 

human resources managers s e a n  to rely even more on non-hancial iadicators on a daily 

and weekly basis than at any other time horizom. 

Managers provided two main explanations for their reliance on a larger proportion 

of non-hancial information in theh mix of information over shorter tirne horizons. The 

timeliness and meaningfulness of non-financial indicators motivate the managers' use. 

Managers argued that they require idormation that is obtained on a timely or real-time 

basis. They also perceived that non-hcial  indicators were closely ünked with the 

organisation's processes helping them to monitor the achievernent of its desUed financial 

results. For example, non-financial indicators such as the number of employees hours, the 

volume of rejects, the number of wüts produceci by unit of the, the number of hours of 

Figure 6 m m  be interpreted cautiously. Three out of  ten human murces managers who participateci in this study 
were in charge of both accounting-finance and persoanel fimaional areas, As discussed in Section 4.3.2, it appeared 
that the accounting tasks these managers accornpIisbed could bave infiuenced the proportion of financial infonnation 
they generally used fot monitoring purposes. However, when these managers were asked to provide examples of 
indicators they used to monitor the organisation's labour force, they mainly identifiai non-financial indicators such a s  
the number of empIoyees hours by sbift or by week, or the number of sick days or days of absenteeisrn. This suggests 
that the mix of infonnation personnel managers normaily use for monitoring purposes may tend to include a greater 
propomon of non-financiai informaaon than the one suggested in Figure 6. 



wharfage, the level of daily absenteeism, the rate of over-co~swaption of raw mate'als, 

the rate of production efficacy, the number of employees m tempocary job re-assignment, 

and the number of employee accidents alI helped managers to pmrnptly intenene in the 

organisation's pmcess with specinc corrective actions. The use of non-fimucial indicators 

provides managers with timdy (or even rPal the) and rneaningfid information that relates 

to the organisation's processes helping them direct their attention toward the proper set of 

actions to achieve the organisation's desired results. 

Only in rare cases did production-operations and human resources managers 

mention that they were provided with financial information on a timely basis. They also 

indicated that it helped them to identify specific problems in the organisation's processes 

and to manage theù expenses budget over shorter tïme horizons. In one medium and in 

one small-sized organisation, tactical and operational production managers used 

information systems fiom the accounting depariment to manage their maintenance or 

departmental costs on a weekly basis. They argued that it was easier for them to use thîs 

information than to develop other non-financial indicators to manage these costs. Since 

the organisation's operations appeared to be relatively srable, managers mentioned that 

they just needed financial information to assure that they met their monthly financiai 

budget. During the interview, these production-operatiom and human resources managers 

argued that meeting their departmental or plant financiai budget was considered very 

important in the organisation." This couid explain theu use of financial infomiation on a 

weekly basis as a monitoring tool to meet their monthly financial budget and to give them 

Managm perceiveci that meeting their financial budget was part of their annual perfornance review and influenced 
in somc way their pay incfea~e. 



some indications of how much managers could di vend on discretionary repairs or 

maintenance pmjects before reaching the total aiiowed for the month. 

In the other organisations, managers relieci on weildefined maintenance 

programmes iacluding non-financial Udicators such as the number of maintenance hours 

spent on a specific piece of equipment, to manage their maimenance costs. Even though 

some financiai idomtion such as the weekiy report on labour cost was used, most of the 

production-operation and personnel managers reiied heady on non-financial indicators to 

monitor their daily and weekly operations. hterestingiy, they argued that as fiaancial 

information became available they increased its use mainly to compare their predictions of 

financial redts made based on the non-financial indicators they used for monitoring 

purposes with the current organisation's finaocid results. This process appears, m 

essence, to be s d a r  to a reliability check of the ability of the non-financial indicators 

used to predict the organisation's financial r d t s .  In such situations, these managers 

appeared to believe that non-financial inf0111[1i1tion (or vice versa) could act a substitute for 

financial information which is obtained at much longer t h e  intervals. 

Managers also mentioned that financial infonaaton, for example the rnonthly net 

profit or the production cost per unit, provided them with an overall view of theu 

organisation's results. This suggests that managers may also use this more aggregated 

financiai idionnation as a complement to non-financial indicators. Interestingly, managers 

often mentioned that they were looking forward to getting, at the beginning of every 

month, the organisation's net profit generated during the previous pend. Even though 

managers reiied heavily on non-financial indicators for their monitoring activities it 



appeared that knowing how much profit their organisation made last month or how weil 

they met their financial budget represented an important event m managers' iïves they 

camot ignore, if only for the sake of asseshg the ~liability of theïr non-financial 

indicators. Again, these hdings pmvïde additional support for the Lebas [1995] d o g y  

of the tree and its desired f i t s  represented by the organisation's financial resuIts. In 

short, managers tended to focus on the factors they perceived that caused the 

organisation's &ancial d t s  to Vary. Overail, the patterns of information all production- 

operations and tactical personnel managers used provide support for Proposition 4 and 

suggest a predomioaace of non-hanciai information in the mix of information they use for 

monitoring purposes. T-tests conducted across time horizons on the mix of information 

production-operations and human resources managers used provide quantitative support 

for these qualitative redts respectively at probability levels (one-taîled) of less than 0.05. 

and 0.10. These findings also provide additionai support for Bruns and McKinnon [1993] 

who suggested that production-operations managers tended to rely heavily on non- 

financial information for monitoring purposes across levels of decision. 

Altefnatively, the mix of information marketing-sales managers used did not 

provide support for Proposition 4. Based on the discussion in section 4.3.1, it appears 

that marketing-sales managers deal constantiy with financial or commercial issues such as 

selhg goods to customers or to detemine sehg  prices, to develop m a r k e ~ g  campaigns 

increasing the organisation's sales, etc. Their f'unctionai taskdemand appears to influence 

ail marketing-sales managers to rely heavily on fimucial information including the seliing 



price, the product or service gross profit rnargin, the total of products returned by 

custorners expresseci m doilar, the petcentage of increase in total sales, etc. 

The data collected suggests that alI marketing-sales managers use, on average, 

64 % of finiuiciai information m theù mix of information across aU time horizons. The 

results of t-tests conducteci across time horizons on the mïx of information marketing-sales 

managers used suggest that they tended to use a greater proportion of thancial 

information at probability level (one-tailed) of less than 0.10. This pattern of information 

use indicates that marketing-sales managers relieci mainiy on financial information due to 

its ability to capture economic constructs, for exampIe the value creation process which 

can be captured by the organisation's gross profit margin. Marketing-sales managers also 

mentioued that what reaily matters in their work is to achieve the organisation's sales 

budget and to assure a stable gross profit margin in the long m. For these managers, 

financiai information seems to capture in essence the most important factor, the s e b g  

price, about which custorners can be very sensitive. Even though Bruns and McKinnon 

[1993] did not attempt to assess the composition of the mix of information m a r k e ~ g -  

sales managers use, their results suggested that these managers attriiuted a great deal of 

importauce to thincial information. 

Overall, these results imply that only the mix of information production-operations 

and personnel managers use provide partial @tative and quantitative support for 

Proposition 4. This ais0 suggests that strategic, tactical, operational production- 

operations and tactical human resources managers tended to use a greater proportion of 

non-financial idonnation in their mix of idomiation than financiai information. 



Proposition 5 suggested that strategic managers would tend to use a greater 

proportion offhanciai idiotmation in their mix of iafonnation than tactical and operational 

managers. Along the same lina, Proposition 6 argued that tactical managea would tend 

to use a greater proportion of financial idonnation ni their mix of information than 

operational mamgers. The data gathered through the fiefd-suneys suggests that the mix 

of information marketing-sales managers used did not Vary according to the patterns 

predicted by Proposition 5 and 6. For the reasons mentioned above, aii marketing-sales 

managers tended to rely heavily on financial information in similar proportions. 

Again according to Figure 6, the proportion of financial Wonnation strategic 

production-operation and personnel managers used appeared to be rnostly greater than the 

proportion tactical and operational managers used. Moreover, the proportion of financial 

information tactical production-operations and personnel managers used in their mix of 

information also appear to be mostly greater than the proportion operational managers 

used? 

During the interviews, strategic, tactical, and operational managers fiom the 

productioo-operations and human resources fiinctional areas referred, in different 

intensities, to fiiiancial and non-financial information. Being accountable to the board of 

directors, strate& managers tended to use the organisation's finaocid statements 

including diverse costing reports and variance analyses on a monthly, quarterly, and yearly 

basis. The iïnanciai budget was ofkm mentioned during the interviews as an important 

" Again. caution is required in interpreting the average of tbe mix of inform*on personnel managm use at the 
operational level in Figure 6- 'The sample included only two buman resources managers and one of them was in 
charge of both accounting-finance and personnel functional iueas. This manager revealed during the interview that he 
relied heaviIy on non-hanciai information to monitor the organisation's labour force in a greater propmion than 
tactical or srrategic personnel managers. 



tool for operations pl;uming and for managers' performance assessrnent The most 

commonly used ibncial indicators were the total net profit, the total sales, the gross d e s  

profit, the total departmental costs, the trend in sales, the levei of Liquïdity, and the 

production-operations cost per mit, including ail the relevant financial ratios derived h m  

these indicators. 

The interviews with tactical managers reveded they tended to use fewer fioancial 

indicators compareci to strategic managers. These managers appeared to play a role of 

intemediary and CO-ordinator between stmtegic and operational managers. This suggests 

that tactical managers provide a bridge between the strategic and operational managers' 

demands for information as suggested m Cooper and Kaplan [1991]. During the 

interviews, they o h  said that their supenors rewed  them to monîtor specific 

indicators, most of the time non-financial, such as the rate of over-consumption of raw 

matenals, the rate of production efficacy, the number of accidents, the rate of absenteeism, 

the gross profit margin per product, the number of uni& transporte4 the number of 

customers served, the total cost per unit, the level of defects, etc. Tactical managers also 

amibuted a great deal of importance to the variance analysis report due to their 

accountability for their departmental costs to theu superiors. However, when they were 

asked on which indicators they focused most of thek attention, their answers contained to 

a large extent non-financial indicators hcluàing those theu superiors required. This 

evideafe provides qualitative support for Proposition 5 and suggests that tactical 

managers tend to use financiai indicators to a smaller extent than do strategic managers. 



Operational managers appeared to use financial indicators to a smaller extent than 

did strategic and tactical managers. During the interviews, operational managers showed 

the researcher copies of financial reports including departmentai costs or the portion of the 

budget cost for which they were accountable to which they referred to perfonn theu 

monitoring activities. For the most part, the financial indicators used were the cost of 

labour in overtime, the cost of supplies used, the cost of unproductive labour, and other 

controllable costs. Since operational managers dealt with employees that may not have a 

good understaridhg of accounting notions or financial measures, it appeared that they 

preferred to use indicators labellecl m physical metrks and that corresponded to the 

employees ' daily reality. 

With the exception of marketing-sales managers, only 3 of the 29 managers in the 

production-operations and humao resources areas mentioued they were in favour of using 

more financial iaformation in their communication with employees. A human resource 

vice-president was shocked at the idea of avoiding any £bancial iafomation in his 

communication with the organisation's employees. His comments illustrate this issue very 

well: 

" Most of the managers are persuaded that employees do not have the abiliry to 

understand financial indicators. ...A b dtflcult to believe that these empioyees. who 

operate pieces of eu@ment and machinery worth mitlionr of dollar, are not mat? 

enough ro understand a cost per unit. It is strange that the same employeer. who we say 

wiii not understond the notion of cost $we explain it to them, are ail able tu manage 

their personalJinancial budget including a rent or mortgage puyment. " 

This suggests bat, exceptionally, some managers would prefer to use more financial 

information in their communication to employees. These managers argued that providing 



financial infionnation could help employees to better understand the links between their 

actions and the hancial consequences of  those actions for the organisation. Although 

interesting, their approach was dismissed by the organisation's board of directors for 

confidentiality reaso11~~ The Board indicated that financial information such as the product 

cost, gross profit matgin, or total net profit was too strategic to' be disclosed to unioniseci 

employees in the context where cornpetitive threats emerged h m  the extemal 

environment. The disclosure of such stnuegic finSncial info~~nation to employee unions 

could lead to greater financial dernands fiom employees in firture contract negotiations or 

could favour strategic information leaking toward the organisation's cornpetitors. 

Alternatively, the approach of using non-fimucial indicators in communications 

with lower Levels of management or employees is stiU alive in ail the organisations visited. 

For example, a plant manager's most favoured g r e e ~ g  use& d d g  his daüy tours of the 

plant, reflects this positive attitude toward using nontufinancial information m 

communications with subordinates. Referring to the plant's rate of production efficacy, 

the plant manager often asked the subordinates who have access to this infiormation on a 

real time bais directly fiom monitors located at their work stations or offices "How much 

are we doing ... ?". It seemed that employees did feel more involveci in achievïng the 

plant's remlts because they each monitored the rate of production efficacy on their new 

computensed system. Ovedi, this pattern of information use provides @tative support 

for boposition 5 and 6 and suggests that strategic and tactical managers use more 

financial ùiformation in theu mix of information than do operational managers. 



Analyses of variances (Anova) conducted on the mix of uiformation at each of the 

M i e  horizo~~s revealed that the mix of information strategic, tactical, operational managers 

use significantly diffêrs at Fm9, > 2.56, p< 0.101~ Additional con- cornparhg the 

mix of information strategic vs tactical, strategic vs operational, and tactical vs operationai 

managers used indicated that their mix of information differs signiscantiy h m  each other, 

across all time horizons at probabïiity level of less than 0.10. However, after controihg 

for the managers' hctional area membetsbip, kther coneasts revealed that only the mk 

of information strategic and tacticai managers used included a greater proportion of 

financial information than operational managers at probabilty levels of les  than 0.1 0. No 

signifiant differetlces were found between the mix of information tacticai and operational 

managers used. These results are somewhat M a r  to those reported in Section 4.2.1 

where the managers' perceptions of task-technology acted as a proxy for the managers' 

hierarchical levels of decision. These results suggest that strategic managers would tend 

to use a greater proportion of financiai idionnation than operational managers on a 

monthly, quarterly, and yearly basis. Overail, these resuits provide quantitative support 

for Proposition 5 and suggest that strategic managers would tend to use a mix of 

information that would include a greater proportion of financial information than tactical 

and operational managers. No support was found for Proposition 6. 

in summary, these results provide partial @tative support for Proposition 4, 5, 

and 6. This would suggest that production-operations and humas resources managers may 

tend to use a greater proportion of non-hancial idonnation in their mix of information 

" The Kruskal-Wallis One-way Anova and the Median test, bot. nonparametric tests, also @de sirnilar redis as 
the ANOVAs at p< O, 10. 



than financial tofomtion. However, due to the characteristics of the tasks marketing- 

sales managers accomplish, these managers tended to use a greater proportion of fkumcial 

information in their mix of information than non-hc ia i  information. These hdings 

provide additional support for Bruns and McKianon [1993] who suggested that marketing 

managers relieci heavily on firiancial information and production managers on physicai 

metrics iaformation. 

tn addition, this study's qualitative and quantitative results suggest that, overall 

strategic managers use respectively a greater proportion of fiaancial information in their 

mix of information than tacticai and operationai managers. Even though only qualitative 

evidence was found, tactical managers also appeared to use a greater proportion of 

financial information in their mix of information than did operational managers. These 

qualitative and quantitative results also provide additionai support for Nanni et al. [1990] 

who suggested that the manager's menu of information tended to differ across levels of 

decision. The use of the managers' fLunctiona1 area as a control variable provides 

additional qualitative and quantitative support for Mia and Chenbal1 [1994] who suggested 

that it influenced the nature of the information used for monitoring purposes. 

ûvd, these results suggest that the traditional pattern of information use that 

cment management accounting textbooks (for example, Atkinson et al. 119951) rely upon 

does not accunitely reflect the nature of the mDr of information managers acWy use for 

monitoring purposes in organisations. Figure 7 illustrates the difference between the 

traditionai view of information use and the results of this study. 
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Based on the results of this thesis, the mk of ioforrnation aU strategic, tactical, and 

operational managers used tended to include an important proportion of non-financial 

information. Alternatively, the traditional view of the managers' information menu 

suggests that the mbc of idormation strategic and tactical managers use is composed of 

more h c i a l  information as compared to operational managers who use almost 

exclusively non-financial information. Since this thesis' fidings, aithough prelimhq, 

show an important discrepancy with the traditional view of managers' information use, 

this revised evidence could foster fùture research on the nature of the mi. of information 

managers use and, consequentiy, help academics to provide a more redistic view of the 

idonnation menu managers tend to use for monitoring purposes. Furthermore, it could 



also support the development of information systems that better meet managers' needs for 

non-financial informatio~ 

4.3.4 Examination of  Proposition W: the nature of  the task-techwlogy 

This thesis proposed that the nature of the managers' task technology, capaued by 

their perceptions of the variety and analysabdïty of the actions or processes they perform 

would influence the mix of information they use for monitoring purposes. Based on this 

definition of managers' work, Proposition 7 argued that managers who perceived their 

task-technology as routine would tend to use a greater proportion of non-financial 

information in theu mix of information than managers who perceived their task-technology 

as nonroutine. Panel A and B of Table 12 present a breakdown of the managers' 

perception of their task-technology by Levels of decision and functional areas. 

Table 12 

Managers' perceptions of task-technology 

Panel A: breakdown bv decision levels 
Tas k-tec hnology 

Decision ievel 

Strategic 

Tacticai 

Operationai 

Total 

Total 

Routine Nonroutine 



Table 12 

Managers9 perceptions of task~hnology 

Panel B: breakdown bv fhctiod areas and decision levels 

Functiond area Decision level 

strategic 
Production-operatioa tactical 

operatioal 

Marke ting-sales 
strategic 
tactical 
operational 

Routine Nmutme 

Hwnan resowces 
strategic 
tactical 
operational 

Total 

Panel A shows that a majority of strategic managers perceived their work as nonroutine. 

Altematively, most of the tacticai and operationai managers perceived the tasks they 

perfortned as routinised types of work. A Spearman rank-order correlation suggested that 

managers who were canked higher on their perception of task-technology, Le. routine 

task-tecbnology, tended to work at the operationai management Ievel. Altematively, 

managers who were ranked lower on thek perception of  task-technology, i.e. nonroutine 

task-technology, tended to work at the strategic management level (r, = 0.50, p < -00 1). 

This pattern suggests that strategic managers wouid tend to perceive their work as 

containing many exceptions or unforeseen situations they have not encountered before to 



a greater extent than tactical and operational managers. Alternatively, tactical and 

operational managers wouid tend to exenite more repetitive and anaiysable tasks that are 

documented and divided into well understood mechanicd steps- 

In Panel B, marketing and petsonml managers tended to perceive theu tasks as  

siightiy more routine than nonroutine. The Spearman rank-order conelation between the 

managers' perception of task-tecbnology and dieu functional membership was 

insignificant at a probability level of less than 0.10. No other specific pattern appeared 

among production-opedon managers except that strategic managers tended to perceive 

their work more as nonroutine than r o u h  hterestingiy, the proportion of strategic 

managers who perceived their work as nonroutine appeared to be greater in the 

production-operation function than in any other bctional areas. No specific process 

clifferences appeared among strate& managers in the production-operation area except 

that four of them worked in production settings that they described as very flexible m 

terms of manufacniring processes. They considered that the fiequent changes that 

occurred in production scheduling due to the particularity of the customers' demand 

created ali sorts of exceptions and new situations that they had never encountered before. 

According to them, these fiquent changes m production scheduling influenced theu 

perceptions of their work as nonroutine. Tactical and operationai managers in ail 

functions appeared to perceive their work as more mutine in nature- 

huing the interviews, strategic managers ofien mentioned that there was a lack of 

formal instruction or standards they could rely on to accomplish their various and 

unstmctured tasks including solving problems. They attnbued this situation to the non- 



recurrence of the problems they faced in theù position. They also mentioned that their 

organisation relieci on their management mence to deal with these exceptions instead 

of developing costiy instniction manuals which would be vay diffidt to keep updated. 

Altematively, most of the tactical and operational managers argued that they had 

access to stored kmwledge or instruction matluais on how to execute their work if they 

needed it. This mggests that the nature of the tasks tactical aud operational managers 

accomptish or supervise are more recurrent or repetitive and structured. This implies that 

their tasks cm be more easily decomposed into mechanical steps and documented m 

instruction or procedure manuals. It also suggests that non-financial indicators c m  be 

developed to monitor the level of performance of these stmctured and repetitive 

processes. The field results provide qualitative support for this assertion. 

During the interviews, managers who desm'bed their work along the 

characteristics of routine îasks were able to ~@ckly identify the indicators they monitored 

to assess the performance of the processes for which they were responsible. It appeared 

that the indicatoa managers used for monitoring the imporîant processes were rnainly 

non-financiai. For example, produftion-operation monitored the production efficacy, the 

rate of raw materials or supplies overuse, the number of employee hours, the number of 

accidents that occurred in a department, the rate of absenteeism, and the volume of water 

used or wasted, and the number aad length of the M y  down-thes. A simüar pattern of 

information use appeared for human resources managem. They tended to use non- 

financial indicators mch as the number of accidents, the level of absenteeism, and the 

number of workers in temporary job re-assignment. Even though marketing-sales 



managers appeared to monitor financiai indicators such as total sales and the product 

gross rnargin, they aiso pmvided examples of non-financial indicators that foiiow h m  

-ciai indicators such as the number of sold by product Sue, flavour, and region, 

the nurnber of units defivered, the n u m k  of customers served, etc. Marketing-sales 

managers considered financiai and non-financiai indicatm to be very closely iinked even 

though they tended to use a greater proportion of noancial than non-financial indicators in 

their mYr of information as reporteci in Section 4.3.1. 

Altedvely, when managers descr i i  their work more dong the characteristics 

of nonroutine tasks, they often mentioned fiamcial indicators such as the total sales, the 

level of profit, the percentage of product gross rnargin, the cost per unit soid or produced, 

and the variance between the current results and the financial budget. It appeared that 

these financial indicators provided m g e r s  with dues about the of problems m 

the operations but they required non-fiaancial indicators when aecessary to identify their 

causes. Accordhg to managers, the real cause of  operations problems can only be found 

in non-financial iaformation such as production efficacy, the amount number of down- 

tirne, the number of products returned by customers, the aumber of customer complaints, 

the number of worker accidents, the level of absenteeism, etc. This suggests that these 

managers who tended to perceive their task as nomutine still requked n o n - h c i a i  

indicators to find out what d y  went wmng in the operations when the financial budget 

was not met. This illustrates very weii the problems of mauaging d e r  the fact with 

financial indicators comparai to a more proactive monitoring tbrough non-financiai 



indicators, obtained on a timely basis, that capture in essence the performance of the 

important processes of the organisation. 

As shown in Table 9 of Section 4.2.1, the mamgers' perceptions of task- 

technology explained a signifiant proportion of the variance that occurred in the mDr of 

information managers used on a monthly, quarterly, and yearly basis at probability level of 

iess than 0.05. The r d t s  suggest that managers who perceived their work as more 

nonroutine would tend to use a greater proportion of financial informaton than managers 

who penormed more routine tasks. These results provide quantitative support for 

Proposition 7. 

Interestingly, the field d e s  revealed that 5 of the 19 managers who perceived 

their work as nonroutine had been in their position for less than a year. These newcomers 

considered that their work contained many exceptions and was also less analysable and 

could not be broken d o m  into mechanical steps. They o h  mentioned that it would take 

them at least a year to know the type of situations they have to deal with before they see a 

stable pattern of events emerging fiom their work. Still in a period of work adaptation, 

these managers indicated that they asked a lot of questions about the operation pmcesses, 

made observations, and took notes about the problems encountered to better understand 

them and to assess their level of recmence. 

The newcomers aiso argued that their first reaction was to use the information that 

was available, nminly fiom the monthiy fimucial statements, financiai budgets, and 

variance analyses. Similas to the comments reported above, these newcomers mentioned 

that, as they improved their understanding of the organisation's processes, they tried to 



identify indicators or meames, maidy non-financial, that could help them to monitor and 

assess the process performance on a time1y or d-t ime basis. They argued that the 

development of reliable performance indicatots was part of their leanhg process. In 

short, it appeared that the more knowledgeable they were about the processes, the more 

confidence they had in the performance ùidicaturs they developed. 

Overail, these findings suggest that the managers' perceptions of how they saw 

their work in terms of variety and dysability Muenced the mix of information they 

used. However, these findings do not provide quaiitative and quantitative support for 

Mia and Chenhall[1994] who suggested that production managers considerd their work 

as routine and marketing managers as nonroutine? Their study did not provide any 

specific information about the hierarchical level of the managers sweyed or about the 

reliability of the instnunents they used to assess the nature of the managers' work. Since 

this thesis used well-tested instruments and controiied for the effects of hietarchical Ievel 

on the managers' perception of task techology used, the field results should be robwt. 

In summary, qualitative and quantitative support was found for Proposition 7. 

This suggests that managers who perceive their work as routine tend to use a greater 

proportion of non-financial information in their mUr of information. Altematively, 

managers who perceive their work as nonroutine tend to use a greater proportion of 

financiai information in their mix of Uiformation. 

Interestingiy, this thesis found that the manager's perception of task-technology 

was highly associated with his hierarchicai position in the organisation which bas ken 

Mia and Chenhall used a samplc that appeared CO be biaseâ toward production managers. They surveyed 46 
production managers and 29 marketing managers in only 5 organisations. 



commoniy used as a proxy for the types of decisions managers rnake. These results 

suggest similarities between the Ievel of structure of the decisions a manager makes and 

the anaiysability dim-on of the decisions or  tasks he pedorms according to Perrow's 

taxonomy. In effect, it could be argued that as the structure of decisions a manager makes 

increases, so is the analysabiiïty of his task or the ab* to decompose a decision into its 

different steps. For example, the ta& of monitoring and assessing the level of rejects in a 

process according to the organisation's noms can be considered as an analysable task and 

a highly structured decision process. According to Anthony's taxonomy and to the field 

results, operational managers appeared to make stnictured decisions and execute routine 

tasks compared to strategic managers who tended to make unsmictured decisions and 

execute nonroutine tasks. The identification of this new proxy could be seen as an 

additional contnbuton this thesis makes to the management accounting field since this 

relationship has not been used specificaily in accounting research before. 

In addition, the interview process revealed interestkg hdings about the 

development of non-hancial indicators as part of the managers' leaming process. It 

appeared that newcomers in a management position tended to rely, at Least at the 

beginning, on the information that was available and for the moa part was firÿincial. 

However, these newcorners mentioned that as theïr understanding of their job and the 

organisation's pmcesses impmved, they tended to develop non-financial indicators to 

assess and monitor the performance of the processes they manageci. This pattern suggests 

that as managers better understand the organisation's processes they become better at 

decomposing them into theu mechanical steps and tend to develop non-financial indicators 



as monitoring tools. They dso mentioned they used a set of reliable non-financial 

indicators such as the production efficacy or the level of rejects to predict the financiai 

resulu of their department or plant, 

Furthemore, the interviews revealed that managers used traditional fhmcial 

indicators such as total sales or level of p d t  as a problem detecting mechanism. 

However, managers who rely to a large extent on non-financiai idonnation argued that no 

specific explmation can be provided exclusively on the basis of financiai information 

without lookùig at non-financial indicators for the details. Moreover, production- 

operation managers were very cynical about thek peers who tended to rely on fkmcial 

information; accordhg to them the real portrait of the operation's results can be found 

only in the non-financiai indicators by managers who rnily understand the organisation's 

processes. These fidings imply that reliable non-finiincial indicators cm act either as a 

complement or as a substitute for hancial information m any situation. However, 

fiancial indicators could act &y as an information complement to non-financial 

information for aiI managers and as its mbstitute foc strategic managers only in the 

absence of problems in the organisation's operations which could cause the financial 

results to change? This approach could be considered quite controversial for the 

traditional view in accounting of the supremacy of financial information over any other 

type of idiotmation for monitoring purposes. It dso provides support for Johnson and 

Kaplan's [1987] contentions that the management accounhg discipline should be 

sa Tactical and operational managers h m  production-operar.ion and human m u r c e s  mentioned that financial 
information did not heIp them to manage the o p t i o n s  on a daily or weekIy basis; what seemed to really matter to 
them was to obtain non-financial information. 



refocused toward the development of performance indicators (non-financial) that capture 

the characteristics of the or~satioa's operatiom. 

Overall, the field d t s  provide qualitative evidence that marketing and human 

resource managers tend to perceive their task as more routine; no real pattern emerged 

From the production-operation area. It also appeacs that the managers' perception of  the 

tasks they perform may influence the mix of information they use for monitoring purposes. 

nese  field results provide qualitative and quantitative support for Proposition 7. 

4.3.5 Examination of Proposition P8: managers' perceptions of the reward 
systems 

It is argued in this thesis that managers tend to focus their attention on measures of 

performance that they perceive are used to reward theu performance. Along the same 

Lines, Proposition 8 argued that managers who perceive that their performance evaluation 

is based on non-hanciai measures tend to use a gteater proportion of non-hancial 

information in their mix of idionnation than managers who perceive that their performance 

is rewarded based on financiai measures. The managers' perception of the indicators their 

superiors use to reward their performance appears to influence the mk of information 

managers rely on for m o a i t o ~ g  purposes. 

During the field studies, ail managers where asked to identify the five most 

important performance measues that they perceived were used to reward their 

performance.sg Among the 42 managers ùIteMewed, nine managers mentioned that there 

The nature of the performance indicators, i.e. financial or non-financial, the managers idwtified with the highest 
fiequency was used as a classification cool to determine the managers' perception of the masures tbeir superïor used 
to reward the managers' performance. For example, a manager who identified 4 non-financial performance indicators 
out of the five m m  important indicators was considered to have a non-financial focus, Altemativeiy, another 
manager who identified 3 financial performance indicators out the five most important indicators was considered to 



was no objective criterion their supenor used to reward their performance including 

four managers who refised to m e r  any questions about performance evaluation and 

reward. Four out of the five managers who perceived their pecformance evaluation as 

extremely subjective worked in the human resources fimction at the tactical and 

operatiomi management level. Even though they used a large-proportion of non-financial 

indicators to monitor the labour force, in staffpositions, they were not directly responsiûle 

for the organisation's empioyees. Their work consisted of providing advice and support 

to other line managers. These humau resources managers remained convinced that their 

performance evaluation was based on subjective perceptions their superîors had of them. 

In contrast, 33 managers perceived that their superior relied on objective per6ormance 

measures to evaiuate how weil managers execute their tasks and to determine their 

reward. These managers have also all identif?ed five performance measures that were 

previously inchdeci in theu mix of information when completing the questionnaire. 

Table 13 presents a breakdown of these managers' perceptions of the nature of the 

objective performance indicators used to reward their performaace as a function of their 

perception of task-technology and decision levels. The manager's perception of task- 

technology discussed in Section 4.3.4 was used as a criterion in this analysis because of its 

influence on the mix of information managers use for monitoring purposes. 

-- - -- - - - - - . - - - -  --- - - - -  - - - - - - 

have a financial focus. Abernetùy and Lillis CI9953 used a simiar a-h to categurise managers according to their 
information focus. Althou&, m e  may argue that managers could consider differentiy or allocate different weight to 
each of these five performance-reward indicators, this information was not specificdly gathered during the interview 
or in the questionnaire. and therefore, the five indicators were al1 treated equally or allocate the sarne weight. Any 
weight allocation procedure could be used here but the m l t s  would be specujative and cannot be substituted for the 
managers' percepaons Consequently, no weighting procedures are atternpted in the analyses conducteci in this 
section other than the rnethod used in Abemethy and LilIis. 



Tabte 13 

Managers' perceptions of performance-rewd indienton 
and decision levels 

Decision leveb 

Strategic 
Tas k-tec hnolog, 

Tactical Operationaï 
Total 

Routine Financiai 3 2 1 6 
N00-hrindril 

6 7 5 18 

Nonroutine Financhi 
Non- faancial 3 1 4 

10 3 2 15 

Table 13 shows that managers who perceived their work as routine tended to 

believe that their superior used non-financiai indicators to reward the managers' 

penormance. For example, these managers mentioned various non-financiai indicators 

such as the number of accidents, the number and length of delays in delivery scheduie, the 

number of units produced per labour hour, the percentage of production-openition 

capacity used, the number of customer complaints, the Ievel ofabsenteeism, the number of 

employee grievances received and resolved, and the number of contacts made with new 

customers. This qyiitative result niggests that managers who perceived their work as 

more routine tended to rely on non-financial indicators that captureci in essence the 

characteristics of theù work or processes they supewised, and helped them to monitor and 

predict their peflomance. They also believed that theu superior used these indicators to 



reward theu perfomance. In addition during the interviews, m g e r s  appeared to 

perceive a direct luik between how weiI they accomplish their work captured by the non- 

financiai indicators they used and their reward, 

These field r d t s  provide support for the MacIntosh [1981] and Ouchi [1979] 

c o n t d  approach and suggest that in situations where the organisation's processes used to 

transform inputs into outputs are well understood and analysable, managers m y  develop 

non-financiai inâicators to monitor the process outcornes. Since managers considered that 

their monetary reward was attractive and contingent upon how weii they did on specific 

performance indicators, managers tended to direct their attention toward the performance 

measures, in this case non-financial, they perceived to innuence their level of reward. This 

provides qualitative support for organisationai research suggdng that subordinates tend 

to focus on the factors that they perceive are used to detemllne their reward poung et al., 

1993; Lawler, 1987; 1976; Birnberg et ai., 1983; Cammam, 19761. 

These hdings also provide conflicting evidence for Cunningham Cl9921 who 

suggested that managers tended to focus on the cost-process relatiomhip and thereby 

focused on financial performance indicators instead of wn-finiuicid incikators that are 

Iinked to the organisation's processes. On the c o ~ a r y ,  the managers interviewed 

mentioned that they focused on non-hancial indicators because they were Iabeiled in 

metrics that were more aligneci with the organisation's processes and that floor-workers 

understood very weil. Most important, they perceived that the non-hancial incikators 

they used &ove the organisation's financial redts. Furthemore, information on the 

important non-financial indicators they monitored was obtained on a timely, even on a 



real-tîme, bais* For aU these rea~0n.s~ induding the perception that their nipenor used the 

same indicators they focused on to reward their performance, managers who considered 

their work as routine tended to focus on non-f?nanciai measures to monitor their own 

performance and predict their reward 

in contrast, Table 13 ihstrates that managers who perceived their work as 

nonroutine tended to focus on financial indicators to assess their performance and predict 

theû reward* These managers provideci examples of financial performance indicators they 

focused on such as total sales, profit before tax, total expenses iacluding their department 

costs, product gross rnargin, trend m selling expaxses, inventory turnover, the total sales 

by region, and the ratio of sales discount to s e h g  price. These field resuits indicate that 

managers who perceived their work as nonroutine tended to execute or supervise complex 

and unanalysable organisationai processes. This made it very diEcuIt to develop 

performance indicators that d y  captureci the organisation's process characterïstics. 

Since the managers' perceptions of task-technology were highly correlated with their 

hierarchical IeveIs of decision as mentioned earlier in Section 4.3.1 and 4.3.4, it would 

appear rnost iikely that the strategic managers would tend to perceive their work as more 

nonroutine and, therefore, would focus on financial performance indicators for monitoring 

and reward purposes. As expected, these mamgers tended to rely on aggregated financiai 

measures of the process outcomes compareci to using indicators of the process itself 

defined in non-fmacial metrics. 

These finàings also provide support for MacIntosh [1981] and Ouchi [1979] 

control approach and suggest the use of financiai indicators of the organisation's 



outcornes when it is difficult to measure and monitor the process itself In addition, these 

findings provide current support for Kaplan Cl9841 who suggested that managers who 

faced complex processes tended to rely on nnannal performance indicators to pmvîde 

workers with feedback about the consequences of their actions on the organisation's 

financial redts. 

The Fisher exact test on a rearranged 2 X 2 contingency table including task- 

technology (routine vs nonroutine) and the nature of the five most important indicators 

(financial vs non-financial) managers perceived their superior used to reward the 

managers' performance revealed that managers diffeced in theù perceptions of task- 

technology and performance indicators at a probability Level of less than 0.05. The 

Spearman rank-order correlation reveals a sisnifiCant and negative correlation between the 

managers' perception of task-technology and the nature of their focus on performance 

measures (r, = -0.30, p < 0.1 0). This suggests that as managers perceived theù work as 

routine they tended to focus on non-financiai indicators to monitor and predict their 

reward; managers who perceived thek work as nonroutine focused on financiai 

performance indicators. Since managers who perceived theu work as routine tended to 

focus on non-financial indicators that were iïnked with the important organisational 

processes they monitored, it seems logical that these same managers would also believe 

that if they reached the objectives on those indicators they would perfonn better, and 

thereby, would obtain a greater reward. This iine of reasoning also suggests that 

managers would tend to use a greater proportion of the type of indicators that help tbem 



to monitor the organisation's processes and to predict their reward in their mVc of 

information, 

Table 13 also shows that strategic managers tended to focus more on financial 

performance measures than non-hancial measures (10 vs 6 managers) compared to 

tacticai and operationai managers who directeci their attention toward non-financial 

measures instead of financial performance measures (10 vs 7 managers). These d u  

suggest that the strategic managers' use of information helped them to fiilfil their 

stewardship responsibiiities toward the orgam-sation's shareholders or owners who 

appeared to require financiai idonnation such as net profit, total sales, etc. 

To assure the alignment of the managers' objectives with the owners', five out of 

six organisations used either a formai or infond bonus scheme to reward the managers' 

performance. Most of the strategic and tacticai managers, who answered the questions 

related to reward systems, received a bonus as part of theu total muai  reward including 

some operational managers. The majority of the strategic and tactical managers who 

' received a bonus and focused on financial indicators worked in the marketing-sales 

fuoction. These managers mentioned that they perceiveci a direct relationship between 

thek performance detennitled by fiaancial indicators and their reward. They argued that 

financial m e m e s  such as the organisation's profit before tax, total sales, total sales by 

region, and product gross margins captured very weii their effort to achieve the 

organisation's fiaancial objectives and to maximise owners' investment. This is consistent 

with the contracting fiterature and suggests that the alignment of the managers' and 



owners' interests encourages managers to exert effort to maximise the organisation's 

value, and consequently the owners' eq@y dong with the mangers' reward. 

Interestingiy, a majority of strategic and tacticai managers who received a bonus 

and focused on non-financial indicators wodced in the production-operation function. To 

anaiyse this pattern, Table 14 presents a breakdown of the managers' perceptions of the 

important Uidicators their superior used to reward their performance as a hction of their 

functional area and perception of task-technology. 

Table 14 

Managers' perceptions of performance-reward inàicators 
and functional areas 

Task-technology 

Routine 

Nonroutine 

Production Marketing Human 
-operation d e s  c e ~ ~ u r c e s  

Total 

Financial - 6 
Non- financial 2 3 12 

Financial 4 - 3 11 
Non-hancial 9 4 

8 3 15 
6 33 

Table 14 shows that 1 1 out of 17 production-operation managers and 8 out of 10 

marketing-sales managers tended to focus respectively on non-financial and financial 

performance indicators. Production-operation managers argued that they focused on the 

cost-process relationship thmugh the use of non-kcial  indicators which helped them to 



achieve the organisation's hancial resuits and their level of reward. For example, they 

argued that the proportion of production-operation capacity used, the level of niw 

materials use and overuse, the level of production efficacy, and the level of rejects directly 

influence the operating costs of their organisations. These field resuits provide qualitative 

support for the evidence reported in Weinon Steel, a U.S. steel products manufacturer- 

Weirton Steel estimates tbat each point increase in its raw material yield is equivalent to a 

4.7 million dollar decrease in its operating costs [Atkhson et al., 19971. 

Alternatively, strategic and tactical marketing-sales managers tended to focus on 

financial indicators which were perceived to be directly linked with their work outcomes 

such as increasing the organisation's sales. Monitoring financial indicators helped 

marketing-sales managers to assess their performance and to achieve the organisation's 

financial objective such as sales growth. 

These hdings suggest that the characteristics of the tasks managers accompiish m 

their functional area influence the nature of the incikators they consider important to 

.monitor their performance. These results indicate that, even though strategic and tactical 

production-operation managers may be rewarded on the organisation's financial results, it 

appears that they tended to focus on nonIIfinancial performance indicators that were 

directly linked with the organisation's processes instead of focushg directly on costiag 

issues. 

A Fisher exact test on a rearranged 2 x 2 contingency table including the nature of 

the five most important performance indicators managers perceive that their superïor used 

to reward their performance (financial vs non-financial) and the manager's functional area 



(production-operation and perso~el vs marketing-sales) reveaied that managers ciiffer 

significantly in their perceptions of the indicators used to reward their performance across 

functional area at probability level l e s  0.05P0 In addition, the Phi correlation coefficient 

between nominal variables suggests a signifiant and positive association between 

functional area and the nature of the @ormance indicators used for reward allocation 

[ $ @hi) = 0.34, p < -051. This suggests that production-operation managers tended to 

focus on wu-financial performance indicators; marketing-sales managers tended to focus 

on financial performance indicators. No specific pattern was found for human resources 

managers. 

In general, this association between the managers' hctionai area, the managers' 

perceived task-technology (used as a proxy for his hieracchical position), and the nature of 

performance-rewanl indicators they used as part of their mix of  information provide 

qualitative support for Proposition 8. The fiekl reSuIts in Section 4.3.4 suggest that 

managers would tend to use in their mix of information the performance indicators that 

helped them to monitor their organisation's hctional processes. Managers also 

considered that their reward was contingent on theu lwel of performance and tended to 

perceive that their superiors used the same indicators, they focused on for monitoring 

purposes, to reward their performance. Con~equentiy~ the nature of the mix of 

TabIe 14 shows no ciifference in the nurnber of hwraa cesources managers who foc& on financial or on non- 
financiaI performance indicators. Human tesources managers were regnwped in the same category as  production- 
operation managers because there was no difference between the n m k  of petsonnet managers who focused on 
financial or on non-financiai indicators. Moreover, the mix of information these two gtoups used tended to both 
include a greater proportion of non-financial infodon as reported in Sation 4-3.1, This grouping approach was 
used to reduce the nwnk of categories in otdw to meet the requiremeat of the Fisher exact test- To v&fy the 
absence of bias in this grouping procedure, another grouping was conducteci with marketing-sales managers and 
human resources managers togeîher. The results of the Fisher exact test and of the Phi coefficient were similar in 
srrength of the association as those presented above at probability Ievel Iess than 0.05. 



information managers used for process monitoring and reward purposes tended to be 

e t a t i v e l y  similar in essence when managers were asked to identiified the important 

performance indicators they used. However, no quantitative support was formd in Table 9 

of Section 4.2.1 for Proposition 8 which suggested an association between the nature of 

the mu< of information and the nature of the performance indicators managers perceived 

their superiors used to reward th& performance? 

ui summary, only qualitative support was found for Proposition 8. The field 

swlies provide clear patterns of evidence of a potentiai association between the managers' 

perception of the performance measures thek superiors use to reward their performance 

and the nature of the tasks managers performance. Building on the association between 

the managers' perception of task-technology and the mix of information they use, it is 

most iikely that managers will tend to focus on the same types of indicators they use to 

monitor their performance. This would suggest thaî managers who perceive that theu 

performance is rewarded based on financial performance Uidicators tend to use a greater 

proportion of fiancial infomti011 in their mix of information than managers who perceive 

that their performance is rewded based on non-financial performance indicators. 

Interestingly, the qualitative d y s i s  revealed that even though strategic and 

tactical managers tend to receive bonuses based on the organisation's financial results, 

strategic and tactical production-operation managers appeared to focus mainly on non- 

financial performance indicators. They argued that they put more emphasis on non- 

financial indicators because these measiirps better caphued the charactexistics of the 

6' Even though the nature of the performance indicatm managers perceived their superiors uçed to reward their 
performance was not tignificant (on the mix of infonnation used on a yearly basis: p< 0.23 ), the sign of the 
association is in the predicted direction. 



organisation's processes which enabled them to quickly correct operation problems to 

achieve the organisation's financial resuits. According to them, they relieci on the 

underlying cost-process relationships which implied the use of specific non-financial 

indicators to manage the operation costs without any of the drawbacks caused by the use 

of financial information such as the tirne lag problems previously discussed. They also 

mentioued that the identification or development of non-financial indicators was directly 

linked to the nature of the operation processes which could be interpreted in terms of the 

Perrow' classification of routine and nonroutine task-technology . 

Aiternatively, marketing-sales managers argued that financial performance 

uidicators were directly iinked with the characteristics of their work. The use of financial 

indicators helped them to monitor the achievement of the organisation's financial 

objectives which were closely tied with sales and gross profit margin. For these reasons, 

they tended to focus on financial performance indicators. 

Even though only qualitative support was found for Proposition 8, these resuits 

suggest that indivictuai perceptions influence the manager's focus on performance 

indicators. In short, what managers think anci perceive is what directs their attention 

toward the performance indicators they focus on. Along the same lines, the managers' 

perception of their task-technology or work they accomplish influence the type of 

indicators they use, no matter how or on which basis they get paid This implies that a 

better understanding of the managers' perception of their fiuictional work and what are 

the factors that they perceive they are rewarded on couid help in the development of 

information systems that would better meet the managers' needs for infiormation wbich 



may include an important level of non-finiincial information. Although partial, these 

results could also contn i e  to refocus the management accounting Literature m 

performance measclfernent toward the use of mn-fin.incia1 indicators in accounting as a 

predictive tool of the organisation's financial redts. 

43.6 Examination of Proposition P9: the organisation's strategy 

In this thesis, it is argued that the managers' membership in an organisation that 

presents specifîc patterns of strategy would influence tbe mix of idonnation they use for 

monitoring purposes. This thesis relieci on the Defender and the Prospector strategic 

types which occupy the two extremes of the continuum of the Miles and Snow [1978] 

strategy taxonomy. Based on this classification, Proposition 9 argued that managers who 

work in organisations which they perceive to use a Defender strategy tend to use a greater 

proportion of non-hancial performance indicators in theV mix of idormation than 

managers who work in Prospector organisations. 

The field study revealed that production-operation managers who worked m 

Defender organisations appeared to deal with more stable production processes than m 

Prospector organisations. Even though they appeared to rely on the cost-process 

relationship and focuseci on non-hancial indïcators because of their work perceptions, 

they mentioned at some occasions during the interviews that they were less Iikely to have 

to explain cost variances to their superiors because of the stability of their operationai 

processes if no major problems happeneci during a month causing them to not meet their 

budgets. This comment niggests that firÿincial information couid be sufficient for strategic 



managers when their financiai budgets are met This exclusive pattern emerged when a 

strategic production-operation manager mentioned tbat, even though he looked at noa- 

financial indicators across al1 t h e  hor iu ,~~ ,  his nrSt ceaction each month was to detennine 

whether his financiai budget was achieved This strategic manager argued that the 

operation costs were pdctable based on the non-financial indicators he used on a daily 

and weekly basis and that, in nad situations, if nothing special happened during the 

month, he tended to focus additionally on financial information provideci through the 

financial statements and variances arialyses on a monthly basis. This uosettlllig pattem 

would suggest that stmtegic production-operation minagea who work in Defender 

organisations rnight tend to focus more on financial indicators on a monthly basis when no 

major operation problems occuned in the period. In a context of stable operation settings, 

financial information couid act as a substitute for non-financial indicators as mentioned m 

Section 4.3.4. 

In addition, marketing-sales managers who worked in Defender organisations 

appeared to focus heaviiy on financial iaformation such as product gross margins, 

customer gross profit after direct selling expenses, total sales by product, region, size, etc. 

Their main focus on product and customer profitability appeared to be caused by the 

nature of the products sold which tend to be mass coosumption goods or to have non- 

diflerentiable prduct feanues. This unsettüng evîdence would suggest that marketing- 

sales managers who worked in Defender organisations appeared to focus to some extent 

on financial indicators than did managers who worked in Prospector organisations. No 



specific patterns were found for human resources managers who worked in Defender 

organisations. 

Further analyses were conducteci to elucidate possible individuai characteristics 

nich as managers' experience in functional area which could lead to the identification of 

some patterns of iafomtion use. Since the redts of sections 42.1y4.3.1y and 4.3 -4 

suggest that the managers' perception of task-îechnology and fiinctional membership 

explain an important pmportion of the variance that occurred in the rnix of information 

they use, these two variables are fiuttier anaiysed. Table 15 presents a breakdown of the 

managers' experience in fhctional areas by organisational strategy and their perceptions 

of task-technology. 

Table 15 

Managers' experience bacltgrounds and sldlls 

Marketing- Production- 
sales operation, 

backgromd human 
resource!5 

backgromd 
(output) (T~ughput)  

Total 
Strategy Task-technology 

Defender Routine 1 14 15 

Prospector Routine 4 4 8 
Nonroutine 4 7 11 

Thomas. Litschen. and Ramaswamy [1991] tested the Miles and Snow [1978] contentions about the differences in 
the managers* main experieace in functiooa1 areas in Defender and Prospector organisations. They cIassified 
managers as output oriented background and skiIls such as marketing and product development, and as throughput 
onented backgrounâs and skiIls in finance, production, and process engineering. 



Table 15 provides current endeDce for Thomas et al. [1991] who nrst tested the 

contentions of Miles and Snow that a greater proportion of the managers with expertise in 

hance, production, and process engineering, classifted as throughput expertise, would 

tend to work in Defender organisations than in Prospector organisations. They also found 

a greater proportion of managers with Scpenence in marketing-sales and product 

development, categorised as output expertise, in Prospector organisations than m 

Defender organisations. Table 15 provides current ~uppoa for these prior kdings (e.g. 

20 throughput managers worked in Defender organisations vs 1 1 throughput managers m 

Prospector organisations; 8 output m g e r s  worked in Prospector organisations vs 3 

output managers in Defender organisations). 

A Fisher exact test was conducted to test the association of the managers' 

charactenstics (throughput vs output) across organisational strategy (Defender vs 

Prospector). The results suggest that managers who worked in Defender organisations 

and Prospectors organisations differ in t e m  of types of experience (Le. throughput 

background vs output background) at a probability level of less than 0.05. In addition, the 

coefficient of correlation Phi 9 between nominal variables Eidicated that managers with 

throughput experience were more iikely to work in Defender organisations tban managers 

with an output experience (Phi 4 = - 0.33, p < 0.05). In contrast, managers with output 

expertise developed through years of eXpenence were more iikely to work in Prospector 

organisations than in Defder organisations." Providing support for Miles and Snow's 

The same analyses were conducted excluding the 6 managers wbo have a spsific human rrsources background. 
The resuIts were similar to hose provided above at a probability Ievel of less than 0.05- This approach was used to 
test the robustness of the results due to the absence of references in the MiIes and Snow taxonomy to the 
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contention that managers who work in Defender and Prospector organisations differ in 

terms of theü main core of experience, this result could lead to a diffêrence m the mo< of 

information used in the organisation. The greater number of throughput managers 

workùig in Defender organisations could influence the development of information 

systems, and therefore, the nature of the mix of information other 

Although appeahg, this pattern does not appear to influence the 

marketing-sales and other managers use in Defender organisations. 

Table 15 aiso suggests that a greater proportion of managers 

managers may use. 

mix of information 

who perceived theù 

job as routine worked in Defader organisations than in Prospector organisations (eg. 15 

Defender managers compared to 8 Prospector managers). Alternatively, a greater 

proportion of managers who perceived their job as nonroutine worked in Prospector 

organisations than in Defender organisations. hterestingiy, a greater proportion of the 

throughput managers who worked in Defender organisations tended to perceive their 

work as more routine than throughput managers in Prospector ~r~anisations.~ No other 

specific patterns emerged fiom the output managers in both groups of organisations. 

Building on the results of Section 4.3.4 which suggest that managers who 

perceived their work as routine tended to use a greater proportion of nomfinancial 

information in their m .  of information, tbis would suggest that throughput managers who 

worked in Defender organisations would also tend to perceive their work as more routine, 

classification of managers who have a h u m  resomes background l'bis thesis classified the 6 managers with 
human resources background with throughput managers because of the close ties they keep with production-operation 
managers. The results were robust regardles of grouping method. 
bl A Fisher exact test conducted on a reananged 2 X 2 con~gency table including the manager's perception of task- 
technofogy (routine vs nonroutine) and the organisational strategy (Defender vs Prospector) was not significant at 
probability IeveI of lcss than O. 10, 



and therefore, use more non-financiai information. Although appealing, no clear and 

strong patterns of information use were identified in Defender organisations. 

In contrast, productionsperation managers who worked in Prospector 

organisations appeared to deal with a much more flmile technology required by the 

organisation's product diversity hcludiog the introduction of new products. A manager's 

comment reflects very weli the daily Iitè of production-operation managers in Prospector 

organisations: 

" Weil you see, 1 have to sturt the produchon of thk new product tonight- B e  

marketing-sales department decided three weeks ago to innoduce another nau produet. 

So ronight. I have to adapt the production scheduïe and switch people around jobs to fit 

the requiments of the new production spec~jicatiom. ..., thk i;s the second time thk 

rveek ... To work here, you have io be ingenious and vetyflexr'ble to adapt yourselfro 

new situations ,.,,,..,, nobody else c m  tell you what to do ...-. you are the one who stands 

on the firing-line -.., Th& stuflhoppem on a reguïur bas&, ...-.. maybe thot Ls why the 

Company rS so flnanciaïiy succ~sfii. " 

This comment suggests that managers who worked in Prospector organisations have 

learned to react quickly to situations they have not encountered before because of the 

introduction of new products and m e n t  changes m production scheduiing caused by 

Iast minute customers' specifications. These production-operation managers ofien 

mentioned that they did not have access to a weildefïued set of procedures because the 

production process kept changing to adapt to new situations. They also argued that aU the 

changes that occurred in the production-operation processes due to the introduction of 

new products and fiequent changes in customers' orders caused problems in assessing and 

interpreting the productivity and performance measures. This pattern and the results 

reported in Section 4.3.4 relating to the effects of task-technology on the mix of 



information managers use suggest that these production-operation managers w h ~  perceive 

their work as more nomutine wouid tend to d y  more on financial idionnation than on 

non-financiai infonnatioa. As shown m Table 15, this pattem wouid appear plausible since 

a majonty of managers in Prospector organisations perceived their work as more 

nonroutine. Although appeaüng, no clear and stroog patterns of information use were 

identified in Prospector organisations. 

During the interviews, production-operation managers who worked in Prospector 

organisations aiso mentioned that they oAen referred to the details of what happened in 

the operation to explain variances in productivity measures and their impacts the 

organisation's financial results. They argued that the financial impact of the introduction 

of new products was ofien not included in thei. budget. Since they were pressured to 

achieve their financial budgets, they ofien had to provide explanations to their superiors 

about why they did not meet theu budget by providing non-financial information such as 

the nurnber of new products introduced during the period, the additional set-up the ,  etc. 

This would suggest that production-operation managers who work in Prospector 

organisations could use to some extent additiod non-financiai information to justify not 

meeting their financial budgets and that they explain financial resuit variables using 

unanticipated activities. 

Similar patterns of focusing on non-financial information were also found with 

three marketing-sales managers who worked at diffimnt bkmchical level of decisions in 

Prospectors organisations. These managers appeared to pay additional attention to the 

customer profile, customer satisfaction, and product features than marketing-sales 



managers in Defender organisations. These marketing-sales managers seemed to use, to 

some extent, additionai non-financial information such as the number of products sold by 

size, colour, and region includhg indices ofcustomer satisfaction for m o n i t o ~ g  purposes. 

No specinc patterns were fomd for human cesource managers who worked h Prospector 

organisations. Overail, no clear and strong patterns of information use were found m 

Prospectors organisations. 

in generai, these unclear results do not provide qpaiitative support for Proposition 

9 which suggested that managers who worked in Defader organisations would tend to 

use a greater proportion of non-hancial idonnation in their mix of information than 

managers who worked in Prospector organisations. The qualitative evidence would tend 

to suggest that managers who worked m Defader organisations made additional use of 

financial information contrasting with managers in Prospector organisations who relied on 

non-financial information to provide explanations for budget over-spending to the supenor 

on a monthiy bais. Along with the absence of clear patterns of information use, the 

results reported in Table 9 of Section 4.2.1 also indicate no quantitative support for 

Proposition 9. 

In summary, no qyiitative or quantitative support was found for Proposition 9. 

niese results suggest that the mix of information managers used in Defender organisations 

did not différ fiom Prospectors organisations. The field redts  provide weak evidence 

which would suggest that managers who work in Prospector organisations would tend to 

use to some extent additional non-finsincial idormation compared to managers ni 

Defender organisations who interact within a more stable production-operation setting 



who couid be satïdied with the use of h c c i a I  information in nonnal situations, Since 

this pattern was unclear among the managers inte~ewed, no weight wiiI be put on this 

evidence- 

Overall, the r e d u  of these analyses suggest that the manager's organkational 

rnernbership does not clearly influence the composition of his rnïx of  information across all 

M i e  horizons. This could Mply that individual differeices such as the managers' ability to 

perceive causal relationships between financial and non-financial concepts or indicators 

aiong with their experience backgrounds could help m explainhg what drives the 

composition of their m9r of information for monitoring purposes. Since this thesis 

investigates a new line of research and no specinc evidence of the effects of the 

organisation's strategy on the mix of information managers used was provided in this 

study, these individual variables could provide interesting explamtions for the composition 

of their mk of information. This suggests that although the nature of the organisation's 

strategy appears to be an appealing and easy method io classm managers and thek 

information use, the results do not provide clear and strong support for such a contention. 

Therefore, indiMctuai variables will be analysed in the next section to investigate their 

ability to explain the m k  of information managers use over and above the e E i  of their 

bctional area, perception of task-technology, and the indicators their supenors use to 

reward their performance. 



43.7 Esamination of Propositions Pl@, P11, P12: managers9 perceived causai 
rehtiionsbips among 
performance measures 

The last tbree propositions refer to the effects of the xnanagers' perceptions of 

causal relationships among performance measures on the mix of information they use for 

monitoring purposes. In this study, it is argued that managers differ in their e><perience 

and their perceptions of the phenornena that occur m their world including theu work. 

Research in judgement and decisionmaking suggests that individuals organise their world 

and work perceptions as they understand them m terms of simple or more cornplex 

patterns or models which include a d e r  or greater number of cause-effect relationships 

as they accomplish more simple or complex tasks [Walsh, 1995; Calon et ai., 1994; Barr 

et al. 19921. Along the same lines, Proposition 10 argued that managers who execute 

complex tasks would tend to develop more complex patterns or models including a greater 

number of cause-effat relationships than managers who execute more simple tasks. 

Drawing h m  the judgement and decision-makiLlg literature, this thesis also 

assumed that as managers gain experience, their perceptions of causesffect relationships 

become more selective pi01 and Hm, 1992; B o ~ e r ,  1990; Einhom, 19741. In short, as 

individuals gain experience they wouid tend to select a smalIer number of critical task- 

related cause-effect relationships to monitor the achievement of desired outcornes. 

Pttshing this iiue of reasoning a step M e r ,  this thesis suggested that managers would 

also perceive causal relationships among non-financial and financial performance 

measures. Building on this contention, Proposition 1 1 argued that experienced managers 



would tend to select a smaller number of critical c a d  relationships between financiai and 

non-tinaocid performauce measures compared to les-experienced managers who wodd 

tend to select a greater ntÜnber of les relevant or criticai cause-effect relatiooships 

between performance indicators. 

Since the judgement and decision-making Literature suggests that more 

experienced managers may tend to develop more refked task-related mental models 

including fewer critical cause-effect relationships, it is also possible that those managers 

may focus on the factors (or mai.  organisation's processes) that they perceive drive the 

organisation's fiiianciai results rather thau monitoring directly the effects of those factors 

or processes. In contrast, it might be diflicult for les-experienced managers, due to theu 

inability to recognise and select ody the most relevant subset in critical cause-effect 

relationships eom their less refhd, les orgdsed, and l e s  accurate task-reiated mental 

models, to focus on the factors causing the results, and consequentiy, leading them instead 

to focus on the effects or results. Building on this assumption, Proposition 12 argued that 

managers who select a d e r  number of critical causai relationships between non- 

tinancial and ~ c i d  indicators (or lower intensity of cause-effects between financial and 

non-financial compared to the total number of causal relationships) would tend to use a 

greater proportion of non-financial indicators in their mix of information than managers 

who may select a greater number of less critical causal relationships (or higher intensity of 

cause-effect relationships). 

During the inte~ews, managers pmvided explanatiom to justq their focus on 

specific perfotmance and productivity meaSuTes. When managers mentioned that they 



used non-fiaancial indicators, they were asked to explain why they tended to focus on 

these indicators rather tban any other m e a m  such as cost or total expenses of their 

department As previously reported, production-operation anci human resources managers 

appeared to beiieve that non-financial information was directly iinked to operation 

processes. They also mentioned that non-fjnancid information helped them to quickly 

react to operations problems including undesired levels of output. For practical reasons, 

such as the availability of non-financiai Sonnation on a timely, even on a real-time basis 

and the avoidance of thhg problems involveci with the use of fiaaiicial information, 

production-operation and humaa resources managers tended to focus on non-finiinciai 

information. Moreover, most of them were aiso convinced that if they achieved the 

desired level of outcornes captured by non-financial indicators such as the level of raw 

materials use and overuse, the rate of production efficacy, the number of units pmduced 

per hou, the delays in delivery schedule, the rate of defects, the number of accidents, the 

rate of absenteeism, the number of &ys of sickness without time loss, and the rate of 

products rehimed fiom customers, they wouid also achieve their hancial results in ternis 

of overali cost including the organisation's profit. This suggests that managers appeared 

to believe in the existence of cause-effect relationships and seemed to focus on the non- 

financial indicators they perceived would lead them to achieve better plant or department 

hancial resuits. 

In addition managers, who were relatively more experienced in their fimctionai 

area, were able to quickly identi@ the non-financial indicators they considered crucial to 

the achievement of the organisation's objectives, something that relatively less- 



experienced managers were mb le  to do. This evidence suggests that experience appears 

to play a role in the manager's ability to focus on specinc indicators includhg the cause- 

effect relationships that are relevant to their hctional area. 

Interestingly, even though the marketing-sales managers argued that they 

perceived causal relationships between the organisation's hancial results and indices of 

customer satisfaction captureci by the number of customer complaints, the delays m 

delivery schedule, and the amount of product retumed h m  customers, they tended to 

focus their attention toward hancial information rather than non-fimucial information. 

They mentioned that finiuicial information such as total sales and product gross margins 

were directly iinked with the organisation's financiai objectives. They also perceived that 

their ability to seii products to customers at the best pnce possible was also a good 

mesure of their perfo~nâ11ce expressed in a metric that was available on a daily basis 

through the total sales bookings. A similar pattern in the speed of providing examples of 

important performance indicators observeci ammg experienced production-operation and 

human resources managers also emerged ammg the more experienced marketing-sales 

managers. 

Overail this qualitative eMdence provides support for the existence of managers' 

perceptions of causal relatiombips between non-financial and financial indicators. This 

also suggests that the managers' fünctional area and their level of expaieme appeared to 

influence their focus on specific causai relationships, and tbereby the mix of information 

they used for monitoring purposes. In addition, the availability of information ais0 



appeared to play some role in influencing the nature of the mix of information all managers 

used on a daily and weekty basis as mentioned above. 

Inspireci by the methods used m judgement and decision-making research to assess 

the complexity of managers' menîd modeis, this thesis developeà an instrument to capture 

the managers' perception o f  causai relationships between concepts such as prochlctivity, 

customer satisfaction, and product cplity. This instrument descri'bed in Appendix B acts 

as a proxy for the managers' causal mode1 compldty and captures the selected cause- 

effect relationships between concepts, and h c i a l  and non-financial indicators.6' AU 

managers completed this Uisbniment at the end of each interview and expressed a great 

interest in participating in this unusud procedure which took a maximum of 5 minutes to 

accomplish. Managers were debriefeci aAer having compieted the instrument. Figure 8 

presents the results expressed in tenris of the total number of causal relationships 

managers identified between concepts as a f'wiction of their fûnctiod area and perception 

of task-technology . Perrow ' s task-technology taxonomy was used to discriminate among 

the managers' perceptions of causal relationships due to its ability to capture their 

perception of work cornplexity as reported in Section 4.3.4. 

tis The instrument describeci in Appendu B was used as a proty for the n u m k  of causal relationships managers 
perceived betwm financial and non-financial indicators instead of  the information gathered through Question 3, Part 
2, of  the field-survey questionnaire. Even though., the total number of links managers identified in the questionnaire 
was positively and significantly comlated (r = 0.42, p < 0.01) with the number of causal relationsbips identified 
through the instrument descnied in Appendix B, the interview process revealed chat rnanagers did not aiways 
identify al1 the important links they perceived between financial and non-hancial indicators induding those they 
relied on for monitoring purposes, Tùis result suggests that the questionnaire provideci a less diable measure of the 
number of cause-effect relationships. For tûis reason, the instrument described in Appendk B capturing the 
managers' perception o f  causal relatïonstiips was used to conduct al1 the analyses required in this section, 



Figure 8 suggests that production-operation and marketing-des managers who perceived 

their work as more routine tended to idatify a srnaller number of causal relationsbs 

between concepts than those who perceived their work as more nonroutine. No specific 

pattern appeared among human resources managers? The Pearson product-moment 

correlation coefficient indicated that the manager's perception of task-technology was 

negatively associated with the number of causai relationships they perceived (r = -0.3 1, 

p c 0.05). This suggests that managers who perceived their work as more routine (more 

simple work) tended to iden- a smaller total number of causal relationships between 

concepts. Altematively, managers who perceived theu work as more nonroutine (more 

complex work) tended to idente a greater total number of causal relationships. 

66 None of the t-tesr or ps t  hoc multiple cornparisons conducted on the information presented in Figure 8 were 
significant at probability level of less than 0.10. 



In short, these field results suggest tfmt managers who perceived their work as 

more analysable and repetitive in tmm of the actions they accompshhed tended to identify 

fewer cause-effect relatioaships between concepts. Altematively, managers who 

perceived theü work as las analysable including more exceptions tended to identay m m  

cause-effect relationships. This pattern of results appears simïlar to Calon et al. Cl9941 

who found differeflces in assessiag the mental mode1 complexity of 26 chief executive 

officers (CEO) working in French and British organisations. Their results indicated that 

CEOs who worked in diversifieci and interrelated Uiteniatioaal operations (more complex 

work) tended to perceive more causal relationships than CEOs in focused, national and 

independent fimis (las complex work). The similady between Calori et aL's findings and 

these field r e d t s  provides additional support for &e use of Perrow's task-technology 

taxonomy as a proxy for the complexity of the managers' task-related mental models and 

work complexity that was found to vary across the types of decisions managers make m 

organisations (See Section 4.3.4 for details). This evidence provides support for 

Proposition 10 which suggested that managers who execute more complex (nonroutine) 

tasks would tend to develop more complex ta&-related models of cause-effect 

relationships than managers who accompiish more simple (routine) tasks. Overail, these 

results provide qualitative and quantitative support for Proposition 10 and suggest that 

managers who execute complex tasks would tend to develop more complex task-related 

mental models than managers who execute more simple tasks. 

Proposition 11 mggested that experienced managers may tend to select a d e r  

number of critical causai relationships between non-fiPancial and financiai indicators than 



less-experienced managers. Building on the ability of  Pern>wYs task-technology taxonomy 

to capture the complexity of the managers' task-reiated mental models, Figure 9 iilustrates 

how managers M e r  m tenns of the total number of causai relationships thev identifieci 

between financial and non-financial indicators. 

Managers' perceptions of ausol relationsbips between 
h a o c i d  and non-tinaaciai indicaton 

Monroutine t isk 

Figure 9 suggests that managers who perceiveci their work as more routine tended to 

identi@ a smaller number of crîtical causal relatioaships between financial and non- 

hanciai indicators than managers who executed more complex work dehed as 

nonroutine. Even though managers appeared to Mer in temis of the total number of 

causal relationships they identifid between concepts, Figure 9 provides preliminaiy 

evidence that managers also Vary in the nuber  of causal relationships they identified 

between non-hancial and financial indicators. Aoalyses were conducted to investigate the 

effect of the managers' level of experience on the total number of causal relationships they 

identified between fiancial and non-financial indicators as suggested in Proposition 1 1. 



Along these lines, Table 16 presents a breakdown of managers' perceptions of 

causal relationships between non-financial and hancial indicators as a hction of theü 

level of experience and fimctional area membership. 

Table 16 

Managersy perceptions of causal reiationships 
and fuactional areas 

Production Marketing Hwnao 
-opt ion -des  C~SOULT~S 

Level of expenence Perception of 
in their fhnctiosd causal 

67 area reiatiomhips " 
Total 

Experienced 

Even though no strong patterns appear between the total number of less-experienced 

managers who perceived a greater and a smaller nmber of cause-effects and also between 

more experienced managers, Table 16 however suggests a similar pattern for production- 

operation and marketing-sales managers. In short, Table 16 suggests that a meater 

67 The managers' y e m  of expen'ence in their h c t i o d  area and the cotai number of causal relationships they 
perceived between financial and non-fiaancial indicators were classifieci -vely as les-experienced vs 
experienced and few cause-effkîs vs many cause-effects basxi on a split at the average (15 years which is aIso the 
median). 
The number of musa1 relatioaships managers identified were classifieci respectively as few cause-effects and many 

cause-effects based on a split at the average, Le, 6 cause-effects which is a b  the value of the median, Analyses of 
sensitivity conducted on the cutting value suggest that the results of this classification are robust 



number of  rnanamxs who are las-e-enced in production-operation and marketing- 

sales ami, both tended to perceive respectively a greater number of causai relatiomhips 

beeween financial and non-financial indicators (9 managers vs 7 managers). Moreover, a 

greater number of e-mced production-operation and marketing-sales managers, both 

tended to identify a srnaller number of cause-effi relatiombips (10 managers vs 6 

managers). No consistent patterns emerged among htunan resources managers. In 

addition, none of the Fisher exact tests and Chi-squares conducted on Table 16 were 

significant at probabïlity level of less than 0.10. 

Although speculative, this umettling and weak pattern of evidence could suggest 

that experienced managers may tend to perceive a srnalier number of causal relatio~~~hips 

between financial and non-flnancial indicators. Alternatively, les-experienced managers 

may tend to perceive a greater number of causai relatiomhips. At this stage, no 

cornparisons could be made between experienced and las-experienced managers &ce no 

constant pattem emerge fkom Table 16. 

To M e r  examine this unsettihg pattern of  evidence, an analysis of covariance 

was conducted on the total number of causal relationsbips managers identifiai between 

financiai and non-hcia l  indicators as a hction of their level of experience (high vs 

low) and the managers' type of hctional expience, output (marketing) vs throughput 

(production-operations and human resources) after controhg for their perceptions of 

task-technology a s  a covariate. The "throughput vs output" manager experience grouping 

was chosen because these labels appear to regroup managers' with a s i .  focus, Le. 

interna1 process focus compared to customer orienteci focus, as discussed in Section 4.3.6. 



The managers' pe~:eptions of task-technology are used as a covariate because of its 

association with the managers' mental mode1 complexity and due to its ability to 

differentiate between the nwnber of non--cial and financial performance indicators as 

shown in Figure 9. Table 17 presents the resuits of the analysis. 

Table 17 

Andysis of Covariance of the total namber of causai relationships 
between non-ûnaiciai and fiaanciai indicators (NI 42) 

Source of variance SS df MS F pvalue 

Managers' levei of 20.98 1 20.98 2.820 * 
experience 
Managers' iünctional 0.24 1 0.24 0.03 2 
characteristics 
Experieace by hctional 1233 1 1233 1.657 
characteristics 
Covariate 

Managers' perceptioa of 45.05 1 45.05 6.054 ** 
tas k-technology 

Error 275.29 37 7.44 
Note: *** 0.0 1. ** p<0.05, P( 0.10 

Table 17 shows that the number of causal relatiomhips managers identifieci varied 

significantiy with the main effect of managers' level of eXpenence, Si, m = 2.820, p< 0.10 

providing support for the effect of the lwel of experience on the number of critical cause- 

effectd9 The resuits of Table 17 also reiaforce the ability of the task-technology to act as 

a covariate. Experienced managers identifieci, on average, 5.1 causai relationships 

compared to 6.9 cause-effects for less-experienced managers." These results suggest 

69 According to HoweIl [1992], the sample size used in this analysis ensures the non-violation of the normality 
assumption. The linearity assumption betweea the dependent variable and the covariate was satisfied based on the 
plot of the residuals. The test for the asswnpption of bomogeneity of remon çuggests that it was not vioIated 
(Ftm, = 0.009, p> 0.10). HoweIl[1992] r~commends CO use the Welch procedure, that has both power and protection 
against Type 1 enors, to correct for heterogeneity of when the Bartiett - Box test is significant (here, Bartlett 
- Box was F (3,696) = 3.06, p < 0.05). A b  conecaons for the heterageneity of variance, the results of the covariance 
analysis were at probabiiity levels simiIar to those reported in Table 17. 

The means are the adjusted means afier taking into account the covariate- 



that managers seem to differ in terms of the total number of critical causal relationships 

they perceive between financial and non-financial indikitors as a fhction of thek level of 

experience and perceptions of their work classified as mutine and nonroutine. Although 

preiimuÜiry and highy exploratory considering the d sample size used in this study, 

these findings provide qualitative and quantitative support for Proposition 1 1 and suggest 

that experienced managers would tend to select a d e r  number of critical causal 

relationships between nrÿmciai and non-financial indicators compareci to less-emenced 

managers who wouid tend to select a greater number of possibly less relevant causal 

relationships. 

Proposition 12 argued that managers who select a srnalier number of critical causal 

relationships between financial and non-financial indicators tend to use a greater 

proportion of non-financial information in thek mix of informatioo than managers who 

select a greater number of cause-effect relationships. During the field interviews, 

relatively more experienced managers who appeared to pay a great deal of attention to 

specific cause-effect relationships mentioned that dieu achievement of +fit levels of 

performance on non-financial indicators helped them to teach theu department or plant's 

financial objectives dong with those of their organisation. For example, managers 

believed that the rate of raw materials use and overuse, the number of units transporteci or 

produced, the number of tickets sol4 the percentage of production-operation capacity 

used, the rate of product defects, the level of customer satistaction, the number and 

reduction in the time of set-ups, and the number of accidents with time loss, ail drove the 

financial results of theu organisation. These experienced managers appeared to focus on a 



few important ùidicators on a daily and weekly b i s  to monitor and predict the 

organisation's financial resuits. They also tended to use the non-financial itiformation 

produced by these indicotors. 

In contrast, reiatively les-experienced managers were vague m their answers 

about the indicators they perceived important to monitor their performance. Aithough 

they mentioned using financial statements and the annual budget for their functionai area, 

no clear pattern of infiormation use appeared among these managers. This could suggea 

that les-expenenced managers who selected more Links between financial and non- 

financial information may tend to reiy heavily on financial information that was produced 

on a monthly basis. These weak patterns provide some support for Proposition 12 and 

suggest that managers who perceive a d e r  number of causal relationships tend to use a 

greater proportion of non-financial information in their mix of information than managers 

who perceive a greater number of causai relatiomhips. 

ï h e  results of the regression analysis reported in Table 9 of Section 4.2-1 provide 

quantitative support for Proposition 12. Using a relative measure of the iatensity of the 

managers' perceptions of causal relationships between non-financial and financial 

îndicators, the r d t s  mggest that managers who perceived a higher level of intensity of 

causal relationships between financial and non-financial iadicators tended to use a greater 

proportion of financial idormation in theu mix of infornation on a daily basis at 

probability level of less than 0.05. Altematively, managers who perceived a lower 

intensity of causal relationships between financial and non-fiaancial information tended to 

use a greater proportion of non-hancial information. 



Overail, these results provide partial qpaiitative and quantitative support for 

Proposition 12 and suggest that managers who select a smaller nwnber of causal 

relationships between financial and non-financlai hdicators (or a lower intensïty of causai 

relationships between financiai and non-financiai indicators) would tend to rely ïntensively 

on non-fïuancial information for monitoring purposes. Altanstively, managers who select 

a greater number of causal reIationships between hancial and non-fimucial indicators (or 

a higher intemity of cause-effects) would tend to use a greater proportion of hanciai 

information in theu mùc of information. Although prelimhary and higùly exploratory, 

these findings couid open the way to a new area of research in management accounting 

through the use of individual variables such as perception, eXpenence, and betiefs to 

M e r  investigate on a large scale theù effects on the mix of information managers use. 

In SUI~II]~TY- these results provide qualitative and quantitative support for 

Propositions 10, 1 1, and 12. In short, evidence suggests that managers who considered 

their work as more complex tended to select a greater number of critical causal 

relationships than managers who perfomed less compiex tasks. The results also suggest 

that relatively more experienced managers would tend to select a srnalier number of 

cntical causal relationships than relatively less-eXpenenced managers. Last, partial 

qualitative and quantitative evidence provides support for the contention that managers 

who select a relatively greater number of critical causal relationships between financial and 

non-financial information wodd tend to include in theu mix of infoxmation a greater 

proportion of f h c i a l  information than managers who select a relatively smaller number 

of causal relationships. 



Since this thesis represents the first attempt m management accoun~g to assess 

the causal relatiomhips managers perceive between fiamciai and non-hcial indicators, 

it was difacuit to h d  other studies either supporting or conttadicting these field r d t s .  

Even though no specinc attempt was made to assess the manager's perception of cause- 

effect relationships, the Bruns and McKinn0n Cl9931 field-study resuits suggested the 

existence of such perceptions in the reported comments of managers. Bruns and 

McKùinon indicated that experïenced operations managers appeared to perceive direct 

relationships between the variation of non-financial imlicators on the eflects on the 

organisation's financial results. Curtis [1994] tested the predictive power of a set of non- 

financiai iodicators on the organisation's financial resuits using archival data. He found 

that 90 % of the eamings before tax of organisations involved in intensive research and 

development was explainecl by non-tlnancial indicators. Although partial, these prior 

studies provide some support for this thesis' contention that causai relationships between 

financiai and non-hancial indicators do exisi and that managers differ in their ability to 

rely on them in making their choice of information use. In addition, the managers' fonis 

on specific causal relationships between financial and non-hancial and the non-availability 

of the information they require for monitoring purposes could also help explain the 

development of paralie1 or ad hoc sources of information, Le. information kept on systems 

that are not legitimised by the top management, observeci dwing the field studies. 

InterestingIy, 12 managers h m  di organisational &es, functional areas, and leveis 

of experience revealed, during the inte~ews, that they kept paraiiel or ad hoc sources of 



Uifomatio~ for monitoring purposes. Table 18 presents a breakdown of the nature of the 

parallel sources of information by fbnctional areas. 

Table 18 

The nature of paraJiel Informatioii source 
and the manager's fiuictioa.1 m a  

Production MadcetÏng Human 
-operation - d e s  ~ ~ S O U T C ~ S  

Nature of the parailel 
source of information 

Financial 

Non- financial 

Total 

As shown in Table 18, managers tended to develop more paraUe1 sources of non-financial 

information than financial iaforrnation. In short, the majority of the managers who 

maintained paralle1 sources of non-financial information worked in production-operation 

and human resources functiom. This result was expected since these managers appeared 

to use a mix of information, the majority of it non-financial, and that the organisation's 

main core information systems provideci linancial information which did not fulnl the 

managers' need for non-fhcid information required for daily monitoring purposes. 

These managers mentioned that their parallel sources of the non-financial idonnation 

contained mainiy descriptive statistics on the labour force and customea including 

productivity factors such as the rate of raw materials use and ovenise, the plant's level of 

productivity, etc. They argued that this information was either unavailable through the 



instinitiooalised information systems or mavailable at the level of information aggregation 

they required to assess the Ünprovement of the operation's performance. Managers who 

maintained parallel information systems felt stmngly about the idionnation they kept 

because they perceived it as essential to improving the organisation's performance. This 

suggests that these managers maintained pardel records for the leading indicaton of thek 

cause-effect relationsbips that drive theV organisation's financial resuits. They also 

mentioned that keeping track of these factors helped them to monitor more closely what 

was happening in their fiinction. 

Alternatively, the financial information kept in paraIlel systws was mainly detaiied 

operation expenses mcluding the cesidual financial budget left for the year. These 

managers argued that the idionnation kept on their systems was more detailed than the 

one provided by the institutionalised information systems. Since the iaformation was more 

detailed, they also felt that it better helped them to monitor theV financial budget. 

Table 19 provides a breakdown of the managers who maintained 

parallel information systems as a fiinction of their hierarchical position. 

Table 19 

The nature of panilel Monnation source 
and the manager's hietarchical position 

Hierarchical position 

Tac ticai ûperational Total Strategic 
Nature of the paraiiel 
source of information 



Table 19 shows that 10 of the 12 managers who maintained parailel sources of iofonnation 

worked at the tactical and operationai level of management In addition, 8 of the 10 

tactical and operational managers used nonetsfimucial info~liation coming h m  their 

paralle1 iafonnation systems. These managers argued that they deveIoped their parailel 

systems because they needed information ou a timely basis m the metric that matched with 

the organisation's processes they monitored. Iu one case, a manager who was transfmed 

to another plant in the same organisation introduced ail the same indicators he used in his 

prior position at the other plant. He argued that this infiormation was essential to 

accomptish his job. This specinc pattern provides support for the contention that the 

managers' perception of cause-effect relationships could drive their information demand as 

suggested in Proposition 12. 

Only two managea at the strategic level developed their own parallel infornation 

systems. Interestingly, a~ executive information systetn existeci in botù organisations 

however, these two strategic managers did not want to use it because it required too much 

of theu tune to l e m  how to use it. AU of the other sbategic managers and some of 

tactical managers who had access to this executive iaformation system and who were 

interviewed appeared extremely satisfied with it and did not maintain any parallel 

information systems. With the exception of those two strategic managers, this pattern 

generaily suggests that managers who have the authority to influence the development of 

performance indicators and to determine the type of toformation systems that will provide 

them with the information they want wül be l a s  iikely to develop their own parallel 

information systems. For example, the development of formal and flexible information 



systems such as executive information systerns, including ail other Monnation systems 

that provide managers with the ir&iormation they raquire to accompikh their work, would 

tend to reduce the emergence of paralle1 information systems in the organisations. 

in general, these resuits support Clancy and Collins [1979], the only other study to 

specificaüy investigate the emagence of piirallel infomtion systems in accountiag 

subsequent to the Simon et ai. [1954] work. Clancy and Collins defined parailel or 

idonna1 information systems as aay information system that is maintaiad in the 

organisation and that is not legitimised by the top management. Simon et al. reported 

anecdotal evidence of the use of black books and bootleg reports that contaiued figures 

transcriied f?om the accounting reports or simply translated into physical terms. As 

reported above, this phenornenon appears to be stiU alive and well in the organisations 

visited during these interviews. These field results provide current support for Clancy and 

Collins' contention that managers who are provided with information they perceive to be 

less informative regarding the main organisational processes would tend to develop 

paraHel sources of information to fulfil theu information needs. 

in conclusion, these field results provide the qualitative and quantitative evidence 

that managers do Vary in tenns of perceptions of causai relationships which also appears 

to influence the nature of their mix of information including the development of parallel 

infornation systems that provide them with the information they required to monitor the 

organisation's processes. These findings could also open a new area of research in the 

management accounting and information system disciplines to m e r  study the effects of 



managers' perceptions of causal relationships betweea financiai and non-financial 

Uidicators on the nature of the information used and its impact on the development of 

information systems. Moreover, the identification in fùture research of the non-financial 

indicators that drive the organisation's financial results could help to the development of 

better predicting models of the organisation's financial performance. Findiy, these field 

results could also help m teaching business students about leading performance indicators 

used at the operating Ievel in organisations today. This could bring, as suggested by 

Mintzberg [1989], some real world reievame to the classroom. 

4.4 SUMMARY OF TEiE FIELD RESULTS 

This thesis developed and reviewed twelve propositions, nine of which were 

specifically related to the nature of the mix of information managers would use in 

organisations. A total of 42 managers worhg in three bctional areas drawn fiom six 

fimis fiom diverse sectors of activities provideci the data r e q d  to revise the theoreticai 

propositions developed in Chapter 2. Table 20 presents the summary of the support found 

for each of the propositions. 





As shown in Table 20, the field results provided support for 8 of the 12 propositions 

developed in this thesis. No support was found for Proposition 1,3,6, and 9. 

Mer controlling for the managers' h c t i o d  areas, no @tative support was 

found for Proposition 1 which argueci that managers' perception of e x t d  environmentd 

uncertainty would influence the nature of the m k  of information they use for monitoring 

purposes. This mggests that the managers' fiinctional area could act as a filtering 

mechanimi reduchg the individuais' exposure to extefnal environmental uncertainty, and 

consequently, could influence theu mix of information. For example, marketing managers 

who need to make predictions about the nature and level of customer demand for the 

organisation's products might face greater levds of perceived external uncertainty than 

production-operation managers who supply those products and services within operational 

settings that may remove managers to some extent h m  the external environment 

disturbance. This indirect relationship could explain the absence of clear patterns for the 

effects of perceived extemal environmental uncertainty on the mix of information used. In 

short, these results reiofoiçe the importance of controlling for the managers' fuactiond 

areas when conducting cross-fiuictional field work. 

The absence of support for Proposition 3 implies that the managers' perceptions of 

organisational centralisation does not iafluence the mix of information they use for 

monitoring purposes. These findiags ciiffer fkom the results of prior studies [e-g. Gd and 

Chia, 19941 which rely exclusively on top management perceptions to classi& 

organisations in ternis of structure and information use. The results reported here tend to 

suggest that even though top management may rely on specinc performance indicators, 

their subordhates still make their own decisions about information use. 



The field snidies provide no support for Proposition 6 which argued that tactical 

and operationai managers diffa in the proportion of financial information they use. The 

quantitative d t s  suggest that tactical and operational managers use a simiîar m k  of 

information. Even though tactical managers may use additional financial information to 

monitor the achievement of the organisation's financial budget, the r d t s  revealed that 

they also relieci on non-financiai indicators that they perceiveci &ove the organisation's 

redts.  This contradicts Anthony [1965] who suggested that tacticai managers wodd 

tend to use a greater proportion of financial information than non-financial information m 

the rnix of information they use. These results could suggest that the advent of new 

information processing technologies ia organisations during the last thirty yem may have 

made it easier to gather, process, and provide managers with the non-financial 

performance indicators they need to monitor the operations on a timely basis and predict 

funire financial results. Overail, these results revealed the importance tactical managers 

attrîbuted to the use of non-financial information in organisations for monitoring purposes. 

The absence of support for Proposition 9 suggests that managers' membership m 

Defender or Prospector organisations does not influence the mix of information they use 

for monitoring purposes. Even though managers who worked in Defender and Prospector 

organisations appeared to differ in terms of eXpenence backgrounds, there was no 

indication that these individuai characteristics influenceci their use of information. This 

absence of evidence suggests that the appropriateness of using Miles and Snow's 

taxonomy to discriminate between the managers' use of idonnation still remains an open 

question. 



OveraU, these results suggest that the managers' fiinctional area (production- 

operation, human resomes, and marketing-sales), the managers' decision levei (strategïc, 

tactical, and operational), the managers' perception of task-technology (routine vs 

nonroutine), the managers' perception of the nature of performance indicators their 

superiors use to reward &eu perfoanance, the managers' level of experience including 

their ability to perceive causal relatiombips between nnaiicial and non-financial indicators, 

all coilectively influence the mix of information a manager uses for monitoring purposes. 

lntere~tiogly~ these results also revealed that Perrow's task-technology taxonomy m y  act 

as a proxy for the managers' decision levels and the complexity of their mental rnodels m 

terms of selection of critical causai relationships between fiDancial and non-financial 

performance indicators. These findings encourage the use of Perrow's taxonomy in 

empirical research and more in-depth studies of managers' task chai-dcteristics. The next 

chapter provides the conclusion of this thesis including a revised version of the mode1 

descnbed in Figure 1 and the theoretical generalisations developed based on these field 

studies. 





CHAPTERS 

MODEL REVISION AND CONCLUSION 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents the revision of the mode1 displayed in Figure 1 based on the 

study's resuits and proposes a set of  10 theoretical generalisations? The theoretical 

generalisations represent the extensions of repetitive patterns of evidence, that provide 

support for a set of theoretical propositions, into a theory attempthg to explain a 

phenomenon [Yin, 19941. This chapter also highlights the main conaibution this thesis 

makes to the management accountiag field and the limitations mherent in the method used. 

This chapter concludes with the directions for friture research. 

The theory building mode of this thesis involves the revision of the prelimhry 

mode1 developed in Figure 1 based on the evidence gathered and the development of 

theoretical generalisations (also called dyt ica l  generalisations) as part of  the theory that 

d l  be put to the test in funue research. The redts of the qualitative analyses 

" The numerical order of the revised propositions is unrelated to the order of the preliminary propositions stated 
earlier in Chapter 2. 



suppiemented by quantitative analyses of the data coiiected in 6 organisations fiom a total 

of 42 managers working m the production-operation, marketing-sales, and humau 

resources areas at the strategic, tacticai, and operationai levels of management provided 

support for 8 of the I2 propositions as shown m Table 20 of Chapter 4. These field- 

survey fïndings led to the revised dieoretical mode1 presented in Figure 10. 

REVISED MODEL 
Dercdninb of tâe Mix ofqliratitrtlve ldormriion 

Figure 10 does not include the managers' perception of the degree of organisational 

centralisation and their membership in Defader or Prospector organisations (which were 

in Figure 1) because no support was fomd for the effkct of these two variables on the mix 



of information managers use. Aitematively, the results suggested that the manager's 

functiooal area influences the m k  of information managers use in organisations. These are 

the main modifications made to the exploratory mode1 shown in Figure 10. A total of 

seven factors, classifïed as contextual, organisational, and individual variables, coiiectively 

detennine the mix of information managers use in organisations, These factors and their 

theoretical generalisations are as follows. 

1. Managers ' -perceived external envimamental uncertainty 

Managea differ in the Iwel of external uncertainty they perceive in their 

environment. Managers who are exposed to an organisational enviroment that is highly 

cornpetitive and unstable, which makes it difacult to predict its fiiture States, tend to 

perceive a greater level of extemal uncertainty. Aitamtively managers who interact 

within a more fiendly and stable organisational environment, which makes it easier to 

predict its fùture states, tend to perceive a lower level of extemal uncertainty. Managers 

may also be exposed to different ievels of external uncertainty based on their hctional 

role. For example, managers who deal dVectly with the organisation's extemal 

environment such as marketing-sales managers may perceive more external uncertainty 

than production-operation and human resources managers who work within the 

organisation's boundaries, thereby reducing theü exposure to extemal uncertainty. In 

short, the mangers' hctionaf area could act as a fltering mechanism which could 

influence theu exposure to extemai envimimental uacertainty. 

Although weak, the results suggest that managers who perceiveci a greater level of 

extemal environmental uncertainty tended to use a greater proportion of non-financial 



information in their mix of information than managers who perceived a Lower level of 

extemal environmental uncertahty. The managers' functional area seemed to reduce 

managers' exposure to extemal environmentaf ucettajnty and thereby, influences the mix 

of information they use for monitoring purposes. Based on these results, Proposition 1 

argues that: 

Pl: Managers who perceive a greater level of extemal environmentai 
uncertahty due to thelr fiuictionai membenhip use a greater 
proportion of non-financhi iilormatioa in their mix diniormation 
thrn managers who perceive a lower level of extemal eivironmental 
uncertainty. 

2. Managers' fùnctional areas 

The organisation's fwictional areas have different task characteristics that influence 

the nature of idonnation managers require to accomplish their work. For example, 

production-operation managers oftm deal with issues related to physical production 

facilities and technical equipment or processes used to transforrn inputs into outputs. In 

this context, technical specifications ofien require the use of physical metrics expressed m 

non-financial temis such as the amount of electricity consumeci or the f'unctioning speed of 

various pieces of equipment. Alteniatively, marketing-sales managers accomplish various 

tasks that consist of developing programmes to deliver the products or services customers 

want at the best selling prices possible that also maximise the organisation's value. 

Marketing-sales managers tend to monitor the achievement of the organisation's sales 

objectives in terms of financial metrics such as total des, gross profit margins, or market 

share. In short, production-operation and marketing-sales managers couid be pictured as 

the two extremes on the uifomiation-use continuum with production-operation managers 



at the non-financial information end and marketing-sales managers at the h c i a i  

information end of the cont inm Human resources managers rely on a mix of 

information that Lies between these two exmues. Keeping close ties with other functional 

areas, human resources managers deal with financial issues such as employee rewards and 

other issues such as absenteeism, accidents, etc. often captureci through non-financial 

indicators. Based on the characteristics of the manager's Ilifonnation menu, Proposition 

2 suggests that: 

P2: Managers9 membership in a fiinctional ares influences the proportion 
o f  financial and non-ünancïal Wonnation included in the mix of 
information they use. 

3. Managers' mxce~tion of task-technology 

The nature of the tasks managers perforrn in the organisation ciiffers in terms of the 

level of task-analysability, Le. the abiiity to divide a task into its mechanical steps, and m 

terms of variety, ir. the number of exceptions a task involves. Based on these 

characteristics, a task can be classified as routine when it is highly dysab le  and 

repetitive. Alternatively, a task is considerd nomu* when it is unanalysable and 

involves mauy exceptions. The characteristics of the tasks managers perform also vary 

across the organisation's hierarchical levels. The field results suggea that managers who 

work at the strategic level perceive theu job as more nonrouthe than managers who work 

at the operational level. The analysability and variety of the tasks managers perfonn 

influence their ability to monitor theu work processes as compared to their work output. 

The field results revealed that managers who perceivecl theu work as routine tended to use 

a greater proportion of non-financial information in their mix of information than 



managers who perceiveci their work as nonroutine. Based on this h e  of a r p e n t  dong 

with the field resuits Proposition 3 argues that: 

P3: Managers who perceive theu  task-teehndogy as routine use a greater 
proportion dnon-hanciai information in theu mlr of iniormation 
than managers who perceive theù task-tedmology as nonroutine. 

4. Managers' types of decisions 

The nahm of the decisions managers make in terms of complexity and time 

horizons Vary across the organisation's berarchical levels. The nature of the decisions 

managers make, captured by managers' hierarchiical position, r-es a spedic mix of 

financial and non-financial information. According to Anthony's decision typology, 

strategic managers deal with longer term horizon decisions thaa operational managers who 

make shorter terni horizon decisions. Tactical managers Lie between these two extremes 

and make mid-tenn horizon decisions. 

The field resuits indicated that strategic production-operation and human resources 

managers (also cded throughput managers) tended to use a mix of information that 

included a greater proportion of financial information than tactical and operationai 

throughput managers. Moreover, the field results also revded that the proportion of 

non-financial information included in the mDr of information of throughput managers was 

greater than the proportion of fiamcial information. However, marketing-sales managers 

(also calleci output managers), who dealt with customer-related issues often expressed m 

hancial tenns, all tended to use more financial information thaa non-financial information. 



Based on the field r d t s  Proposition 4,5, and 6 are stated as foiiows. 

P4: 

PS: 

P6: 

Stratepic, tacticai, and operatioad throughput managers use more 
non-fiaancial information thaa fiaancial information. 

Strategic throughput managers use more niunciai information in 
theu mir of Wiormation than tacticai and operationai throughput 
managers. 

Strategic, tactiul, and operatiomal output managers use mon 
financiai Motmation in their mix of Wonnation tban non-financial 
information. 

5. Managers' ~erception of reward systems 

Organisations develop reward systems to motivate employees and to encourage 

subordinates to exert the level of effort or behaviour organisations want. To achieve this 

objective, managers must perceive that thek levei of reward is contingent on attaining a 

specific level of output. This process of rewarding managers using their Ievel of 

performance implies that either the output or the process used to detiver the desired level 

of output is measurable. Since the nature of the work managers perform varies across 

fiuictional areas and in terms of analysability and variety, reward systems tend to rdy on 

performance indicators that capture the characteristics of managers' hctional work in 

order to correctly assess their level of effort and to reward their perfomce.  Managers 

who believed that their reward was tied to how weii they did biised on the indicators they 

used for monitoring theu work performance tended to direct their attention toward the 

performance indicators that &ove their reward. 



Based on the field results which provide support for this line of argument, Proposition 7 

argues that: 

W: Managers, who perceive thnt non-financiaï performance indicaton 
drive the* level of reward, will use a greater proportion of 
non-finiaciai information in theù nir of Uiornuition than managers 
who perceive that financiai perlorirnnce indicators drive their level of 
reward. 

6. Managers' level of experience and perceived causal relationships 

The field results revealed that managers differ in terms of their level of experience 

and backgrounds. Managers also diffkred in terms of perceptions they had of their work 

complexity along the same h e s  as mutine or nonroutine tasks. The judgement and 

decision-making Iiterahne suggests that managers organise their world and work 

perceptions in terms of mental representations depicted as a set of cause-efiect 

relationships between phenomena which var- in terms o f  the number of cause-effect links 

with the complexity o f  their environment as they see it [e-g. Calori et al. 19941. koviding 

support for this Iùie of argument, the field results suggest that managers wtio performed 

complex (nonroutine) ta& developed a more complex mental mode1 of their work (Le. 

including a greater number of critical causal relatiomhips) than managers who undertook 

more simple (routine) tasks. 

Along with their perceptions of causal relationships between phenomena that occur 

in their work, managers dso perceive causai relationships between performance indicatm 

that vary according to their level of eqxrience. The field resuits reveaied that eXpenenced 

managers oAen used a reduced set of leading indicators, g e n d y  non-financial, to 

monitor and predict the achievement of the organisation's fmancial results. This impiies 



that as managers gain eqmience, they tend to focus on a smaller number of critical causal 

relationships between fiiiancial and non-financial performance indicators to monitor the 

organisation's processes compared to less-experienced managers who are less able to 

focus on the most relevant subset in cause-effect rehtionships they monitor. Since 

experienced managers tended to focus on leadmg and critical non-financial information, 

their mix of iaformation included a greater proportion of wn-financial information than 

managers who focused on a greater number of causal re1ationships between indicators and 

who used a greater proportion of financiai information in their mDr of information. Based 

on the support found in the field for this line of argument, Proposition 8, 9, and 10 are 

stated as follows. 

P8: Managers who erecute compler tasks develop a more complex mentai 
model of theu work than managers who perform simple tasks. 

P9: Expetienced managers sekt  a smdier number of criticai causal 
relatioiships between non-fianciai and financial indicators than 
lesssxperienced managers. 

P10: Managers who foevs on a saaJier number of causal relatioiships 
between non-financial and bancial indicators use a greater 
proportion o f  non-hanciai information in theù mlx of infiormation 
than managers who focus on a greater number of cause-effect 
relationships. 

5.2.1 Summary 

The theoretical model descnaed in Figure 10 and its set of analytical 

generalisations developed based on the field study results constitute the b t  step m 

developing a theory of the information choices in organisations. These theoretical 

generalisations wilI be put to the test in friture research. 



5.3 CONTRIBUTION OF THIS TEESIS 

This thesis makes several contricbutions to the management accounting discipline. 

The main conm'bution of tbis thesis is to develop a theoreticai model of the factors that 

influence the manager's choice of qmtitative financial and ~uantitative non -hc i a l  

information for monitoring purposes. In bringuig together the various bodies of literature 

in judgement and decision-making, management accounting, organisations, and 

management, this thesis provides an integrative view that helps to better understand the 

factors that coilectively determine the mix of information managers use for monitoring 

purposes. 

Furthemore, the development of an integrative model and ia related theoretical 

generaiisations in this thesis provides the opportunity to f ider  test on a large scde this 

new model of information choices in organisations. Future intensive testing of this model 

could improve its robustness and provide the management accounting discipiine with its 

own theory of information choice in organisations. 

Moreover, this thesis innovates by introducing and testing with 42 managers the 

concept of causal relatiomhips managers perceive between non-financial and financial 

performance indicators. This concept of cause-effect relationship provides potential 

explanations for why managers may tend to focus on leading nonersfinanciai indicators such 

as the number of units produced, the level of raw materials overuse, etc. to monitor and 

predict the achievement of the organisation's financial results. The support found in the 

study for this concept reinforces the importance of individuals' perceptions in detemùning 

the mix of information managers use in organisational setthgs. Similar to Lebas' [1995] 



illustration of the Wt tree, this concept of perceived causal relatiomhip provides M e r  

support for the use of ieading non-ikancial indicators that are tied to the organisation's 

main processes to monitor and predict the achievement of the organisation's financial 

results. 

In addition, this thesis brings a more current view of the nature of the information 

managers use in organisations and provides support for the Nanni et al. [1990] evidence of 

the importance of non-financial info~mation in the managers' information menu. In short, 

the resuits revealed that more than 50 % of the information production-operation and 

human resources managers use in organisations is non-tinancial in nature. As shown in 

Section 4.3.4 of this thesis, this result could foster fiinire research leading management 

accounting academics to m e r  investigate the characteristics of non-financial information 

that appeai to managers who rely heavily on i t  This could help to better understand the 

trade-offs between the use of financial and non-financial information for monitoring and 

decision-making purposes in organisations. 

The development of a mode1 integmting the detenninaats of the managers' 

information choices in organisation could also have a major implication for practice. 

Understanding the factors that determine the managers' information use could help 

information system practitionm to develop information systems that better meet 

managers' needs for financial and non-financial Monnation for monitoring purposes in 

organisations. The development of such idionnation systems could also be viewed as a 

training tool helping managers to leam about the organisation's criticai processes through 

the availability of the non-financiai indicators that capture those processes. 



Moreover, the devefopment of a mode1 that integrates the determinants of the 

managers' information choices m organisations couid a is0  have some implications for 

education. It could help students to understand the compIexity of the quantitative 

information environment in organisations and the relationships among the determinants of 

the manager's mix of information. Furthemore, the diversity of the performauce 

measures gathered throughout this dissertation may impmve friture accountants' exposure 

to the richness of the quantitative information used in organisations. 

Lady, this thesis also contniutes to the management accounting discipline 

through the development of new research instruments used to capture the nchaess of the 

managers' mix of information auci their perceptions of causal relationships betwew 

financiai and non-financial indicators. Along with the developmeat of a clear definition of 

non-financial iaformation and the identification of the managers' perceptions of task- 

technology to potentially act as a pmxy for the managers' hieratchical level or types of 

decisiors they make and for the complexity of the managers' task-related mental models, 

these new instruments could support fiiture research efforts leading to the Unprovernent of 

those tools. 



5.4 LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY 

As h any type of research, there are a number of limitations to take into account 

when interpreting the d t s .  Fkt,  this thesis relies on the "delicberate sampling for 

heterogeneity" recommended in Cook and Campbell [1979] to gather information using a 

field-survey method h m  a smaii and balanced sarnple between Defender and Prospector 

tims for a total of six organisations. A total of 42 managers participated in this study and 

were drawn from three fûnctional areas and levels of management. This sampbg 

approach created variance in the sampte of managers and provided the extemal validity 

required in field research in developing theoretical gendsations to specific target 

populations of managers, although the smaü sample reduced the extemal validity of these 

results. 

It should be remembered that theoretical or analytical generalisatiom are 

developed in this study and not statisticai generalisations as is the case in large-scde 

surveys or archival research. Since this thesis relies on anaiytical generalisations to 

develop a theory of information choices in organisations based on the patterns that 

emerged fiom the field, no statistical gendsations can be made here. Only the 

replication in fiiture research of the same results as predicted by the theoretical 

generalisations wiil provide sufficient tests for the robustfless of the theory developed in 

this thesis. 

The main threat to internai validity in this thesis is the inference of causal 

relationships and the direction of causality between factors which couid ako vary across 

organisational contexts. Since the nature of the field work does not aUow to manipuiate 



and control for the interfêrence caused by other factors as is the case in a laboratory 

setting, it is possible that a third and ornitted variable rnight drive the pattems of r d t s  

observed during the field studies. The use of six organisations in this thesis allowed for the 

tnangulation of the pattems observed among managers in one organisation against others 

working in the other organisations reducing the possibIlity of not detecting important 

ornitted variables causing the pattems observed in the field-study research. Even though 

this pattern-matchhg technique helps to strengthen the interd validity of the results, it 

cannot rule out the possibility that omitted variables may exist and were not detected 

during the interviews pin, 19941. 

Possible threats to constnict validity such as hypothesis guessing during the 

i n t e ~ e w  or when answering the questionnaire (bcluding the manager's evaluation 

apprehension effect) were minimised by ernphasising that this study focused on leaming 

about the phenornenon of information use as opposed to proving or disproving a specinc 

theory or point of view. This was made clear at the beginning of the inte~ew.  However, 

no guarantee can be provided that a limiteci number of managers did not behave dong 

those lines. 

Even though managers and organisations who were asked to participate in the 

study had to meet specific characteristics, the self-selection bias related to nmis and to 

volunteers within those firms cannot be d e d  out in this study. Although tb is  threat to 

extemal validity d l  exists, there was no evidence suggesting that the sample of 

organisations and managers who paaicipated in this research did not conform with the 

characteristics of the population of managers and organisations who work and operate m 

the Province of Québec. 



5.5 DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

In this section of the thesis, four directions for firtwe researcb are discussed. Fust, 

the development of theoreticai generaljsatiom b a s 4  on the integrative model of 

information choice in organisations codd be tested using large scale surveys. Explanatory 

field studies could also be conducted in organisations to M e r  test the model developed 

through this thesis. These friture tests could support the model revision process in 

developing a robust theory of information choice. 

Second, laboratory experiments could be developed by bringing experienced and 

les-experïenced managers into a controiied environment where the effects of various 

scenarïos on the mix of Somation could be used to specificaliy test managers' perception 

of causal relatiomhips between financiai and non-financial indicators. Shce a similar 

approach has been used in the auditing context [e.g. Borner, 19901, the development of 

various scenarios would aüow for a test of the nature of the causal relatiomhips managers 

use to select performance indïcators. 

Third, applications of managers' use of non-financial information could be studied 

in an auditing context to investigate how different levels of experienced auditors rely on 

the organisation's non-financial performance ïndicators to direct their investigation. It 

would be interesàng to investigate the auditors' information choice process between 

simila. level of vdability of financial and non-financial indicators and how they perceive 

the role of either types of information in issuhg the audit report. 

Last, building on a better understanding of the factors that determine the m i .  of 

quantitative information managers use, fùture studies may also investigate the nature of 



the trade-offs between the use of quantitative and cpiîtative information (for example, the 

tradesff berneen the use of the number of employee accidents vs the evaluation of 

cornpliance with employee safety programmes). Reiying on the revised model proposed 

by this thesis, possible extensions codd include the study of the determhants of the mDr of 

qualitative information managers use iu organisations. Since the use of qualitative 

Uiformation may also represent an important proportion of ail the information managers 

use in organisations as Mintzberg [1973] suggested, the revised model of the determinants 

of quantitative information use could be the first important step made in this thesis by 

developing a global theory in management accounting of the information choices m 

organisations. 

In summary? the revised model of the information choices which integrates diverse 

bodies of literatures and proposes a set of 10 theoretical generalisations constitutes the 

main results of this thesis. The partial and preliminady evidence of the importance of the 

use of non-financial information in organisations reinforces the need for more in-depth 

studies of this phenomenoa Future research could help by providing a better 

understanding of the trade-offs between the use of financial and non-financial Uiforrnation. 

As suggested by Johnson and Kaplan [1987], more indepth research on the use of non- 

tinancial information in organisations could help the management accounting discipluie to 

regain some of its "devance lost" over the past seventy years by focusing too heavily on 

the use of thancial information for monitoring and decision-mal0ng purposes. In short, 

this thesis could represent one step toward the recognition of the importance of the non- 

financial information m the managers' idonnation menu and to regain some of the 

'klevance lost'' in management accounting. 







MM OF QUANTITATIVE: FINANCIAL AND QUANTITATIVE NONFLNANCIAL 
INFORMATION USED IN ORGANISATIONS 

This survey includes a list of questions to capture your organisational and information 
environment The mix of quantitative financiai and ~uantitative nonfiamcial idionnation managers 
use, for example, the cost per unit ofa  product and the number of  employee hows, s a  remains an 
unsettied issue in organisational research. Moreover, quantitative nonhancial idormation such as 
the number of daily uni& produced, the percmtage of defects or scrapped unit5 produced, and the 
rate of equipment or labour used, is ahost avoided in teachuig the management accounting 
discipline. 

This survey will shed üght on the components of the mix of quantitative information you use in 
your organisation. 1 would appreciate it very much if you wouid take 75 minutes of your t h e  to 
complete this important survey. Your in this study is mat ic  to the success of this 
research investigating the factors or circumstances tint detemiine the mUr of quantitative 
information you generaiiy use in your organisation for monitoring ami decision-making purposes. 

Each section of this questionnaire pursues a specific objective. For the validity of this survey, it is 
very important that you answer ail the questions in the way that best descnies your work 
conditions and your organisation's environment. AU the information gathered through this 
questionnaire wili be held strictly confidentid. 

Please, do not hesitate to provide any comments you have or to qualify you answers by using the 
space in the margins. Your comments will be read and taken into consideration in the final 
anal ysis. 

Sincere thanks for you helpful collaboration. 

Raymond Morïssette 
Ph.D Candidate 
School of Accountancy 
University of Waterloo 
200 University Avenue West 
Waterloo, Ontario 
N2L 4N3 

Phone: 1 -4 1 8-656-2487 
 fa^: 1-4 1 8-656-2624 



1- Characteristics of your job or duties 

The purpose of this section is to identi@ the nature of the work or duties you perfom in your 
organisation. PIease rate the extent to which the following characteristics generally descrï'be the 
nature of your work/duties: 

TO a a s d  To a Great 
Extent Extent 

1. To what extent wodd you say your work is mutine? ........... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

7. People in your unit do the same job in the same 
way most of the t h e  ................~.......................................... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

3. Basicdly, unit members perform repetitive activities 
* .  

in doing theu jobs ............................................................... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

4. To what extent is there a clearly knom best way to 
do the major types of work you normally encornter? .......... ' 1 2 3  4 5 6 7  

5.  To what extent is there an understandable sequence 
of steps that can be followed in doing your work? .............. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

6. To do your work, to what extent can you actually rely 
on established procedures and practices? ........................ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  



2- Decentralisation 

The purpose of this section is to detemine at which level of the organisation are the decisions 
related to your unit, department, plant, division, or organisation made. Based on your job 
responsibility and lmowledge of your organisation, please indicate on a scde of 1 to 5 which 
lowest level of management has the authority to d e  a decision in each of the followhg 
decisions: 

The scale of 1 to 5 corresponds to the levels of the organisation h m  the lowest level to the 
highest level: 

1 represents a "unit or team decision" 
2 represents a "departmentai decision" 
3 represents a 'plant decision" 
4 represents a ''divisional decision" 
5 represents a "head office or corporate decision" 

The appointment of supervisory staff. ............. ... ......... 
Promotion of staff .......................................................... . . Dismssal of staff. ........................................................... 
Spending unbudgeted money on capital or 
revenue items ................................................................ 

Detemiining type or b m d  of new equipment ................. 
Introducing a new product/brand/service ........................ 
Determining marketing temtories to be covered ............. 
Determining what should be inspected ............ ......-.- 
Deteminhg what should be "the work to be studied" 

Unit Higher 
Decision level of 

Management 
Decision 

10. Determining which supplier is to be used. .............. ...... 1 
1 1. Deteminhg which training methods are 

to be adopted ..... ........................................................... 1 
1 2. Prïcing the product/service or output.. .......... ... .. .. ..... 1 
1 3. Creating a new job within your unit... .............. ..... .... 1 
1 4. Making a change in your unit's organisational 

sett ing, e.g. combining two major subunits.. .................. 1 



3- The nature of the mix of quantitative Wormation used in the organisation 

The purpose of this section is to idenw the nature of the mix of  quantitative information you use to 
do your job or to accomplish your duties. The followings represent a sarnple of nrÜuicia.1 and 
nonfinancial indicators or measures that are used in organisations 

1. Please identie with a 'X the measures or wlicators that you use on a M y ,  weekly, monthly, 
quarterly, and yearly bais in the accomplishment of your duties. Although if you do not use some 
of the indicators or measures d e s c r i i  on page 3 to 6, please indicate so with an 'X" in the column 
'Wevei'. Note that the same measure can be indicated for more ttian one time fbme for example, 
on a daily and on a weekly basis. Please indicate at the end of this section any other important 
ornitted measures that you use including the t h e  fiames. By providing this additiod information, 
you will make an important c o n t n i o n  to this study. 

2. Link with the financial results: 
Based on the List of indicators you use, iecluding those added to the list on page 6, please indicate 
with an 'Y' in the column '2ink with the financiai reSuLts'' any indicator(s) you perceive to be 
directly related to or that lead to the achievement of your unit's, department's or organisation's 
financial results. For example, assuming that each new customer sale is made with a profit, an 
increase in the number of new customes generates an increase in the level of profit of your division 
or organisation. 

1 Question 1 1 (-question 2-1 

(NF): non-financial indicator 
(F): financiai indicator 

Never - INFORMATION USED 

Provided on& for the bénefrt ofthe thesis cornmittee members 
1 .  Number of customer cornplaints (1YF) 
2. Nurnberofwarrantyclaims(Nkl -- 
3. Index of custorner satisfaction 

based on surveys (M;3 -- 
4. Length of time fiom order to 

delivery (NI-) -- 
S. Backlog in the delivery schedule (NF) 
6. Number of customer orders 

received (2VF) -- 
7. Number of customer otders 

completed (1VF) -- 
8. Number of new customer -- 
9. Number of new customer contacts 

made visits, phone calls, etc. nvF) -- 
1 O. Number of phone calls or demands for 

information received about products 
(services) resulting h m  advertking 
campaigns W) -- 

I 1 .  Total sales per employee O -- 
1 2. Number of doubtfiil receivable 

accounts (AF,, -- 

Lhk with 
the mancial 



1 Question 1 1 I-Question 24 

1 3. Account receivable twnover 11;3 
14. Market share @) 
1 5. Total sales per sales representative 0 
1 6. Average sales order 0 
1 7. Total sales per region 
1 8. Total sales or revenues p) 
1 9. Gross profit margin B 
20. Nurnber of new products m) 
2 1. Rate of introduction of new 

products 
22. Nurnber of lines of products 
23. Number of removed products 
24. Rate of produc ts removal 

Never INFORMATION USED - 

25. Inventories available expresseai in uni& 
a) raw materials (N1;3 -- 
b) semi-finished products -- 
c) finished pfoducts ml -- 

26. Inventories turnover ratio -- 
27. Inventories available exp tessed in 

douars 
a) raw materials 
b) semi-finished products 
c) finished products 

Number of machine or plant hours 
used (2VF3 

Rate of production capacity or 
resources used (2Vlc3 

Nurnber and length of down tirne (Nn 
Number of new employees w) 
Number of employee hours m) 
Number of employee hours 
per shifi (IvF) 

Number of worker injuries (NF) 

Rate of incidence of injuries 
Level of absenteeisrn 
(e.g. hours, employee, or %) 
Number of grievances received (NF1 
Nurnber of grievances resolved (NFî 
Nurnber of units produced (NF) 
Rate of incidence of 
production or service defect (M;i 

Amount of material scrap 
produced (NF) 

Link with 
the hancial 

results 



1 Question 1 1 I-Question 2-1 
Never INFORMATION USED - Link with 

Ddv Weeklr Montbly Ouarterlv Yeariv the Bnancial 
results 

42. Tonnage of production waste 
pmduced 

43. Quantity of energy consumed 
k g -  fuel, hydro, MM gas, etc.) 0 - - - - - - 

44. Production or s e ~ c e  yields: 
a) unit of output per unit of raw 

materials used 
b) unit of output per hours of 

labour used 0 
C) unit of output per machine 

hours used 
d) unit of output per square foot 

used (2Yi;3 

45. Total cost pet department (F) 

46. Cost per unit or service produced 
or delivered (1;3 

47. Cost per damaged unit produced m 
48. Analysis of variance (budgeted vs 

curent results expressed in dollars) .- ,-, .-. ,-. 
49. Material purchase price variance (F) ,-. -. - --, 

50. Cost reduction due to quality 
product (service) improvements @) -. --, ,-. ,- 

5 1. Total expenses O ----- - 
52. Cost of goods sold or senices 

delivered (;F3 - - -  - 
53. Profit before tax v) - -  - 
54. Net profit n ----- - 
55. Current ratio (;F) - - - -  
56. Acid ratio @) ----- - 
57. Interest rate on borrowed h d s  (;F) _ _ - -  
58- Interest rate on invested h d s  ----- - 
59. Earnings per share (F) ------ 
60. Stock price m ----- - 
6 1. Price - eamings ratio (F) - -  - 
62. Return on sales (F3 ----- - - 
63. Retum on equity (ROE) p) - - -  - 
64. Return on total assets (ROI) (F) ----- - 
65. Total of cash receipts - - - -  
66. Total of cash disbursements @) - -  - 
67. Total net cash flows (2;3 ------ 
68. Total operating cash flows (F) ----- - 
69. Total financing cash flows v) ----- - - 
70. Total investment cash flows F) - -  - 



Please identiQ any other important omitted indicators that you use and answer the same questions as above. 

l-Question 1 -1 Muestion 2-1 
INFORMATION USED 

D m  Weekiv Monthlv Oiirirterlv Yearlv 
Link with 
the thanciai 

results 

3. Based on the measures listed on page 3 to 6, including any measures you added to the List, please 
indicate, if any, the number of the 5 most Important m e a s w s  that you use on a daily, weekly, 
monthly, quarterly, and yearly basis. Please d t e  the number of the item in the space provided. 

Daily Weekiv Monthlv Qmrterlv Y w l v  

1. First most important measure 

2. Second most important measure 

3. Third most important measure 

4. Forth most important measure 

5. Fi& moa important measure 



4- Nature of the reward system 

The purpose of this section is to identify the nature of the reward system that is used to assess and 
reward your performance. PIease indïcate the extent to which the following d e s m i  the nature of 
the reward systems used to determine your reward. 

1. My supe~or's waluation of my level of performance 
depends on pre-establ ished: 
a) quantitative nonfmanolal performance measures 

(e.g., numbet of unit produced, number of hours 
worked, level of scrap produced, etc.) ................. 

b) quantitative fuianciai performance meames 
(e.g., meeting my financial budget, financial ratios, 

.................... cost per unit, etc. )....................-...- 
2. My pay depends on my results measures based on 

objective performance measures ....................-.......... 
3. My pay depends on how well my unit achieves its 

C - financial objectives ............. .....*.......*.--...-.......*...-. 
4. My pay depends mainly on my superior's perception 

of haw well I am dohg my work and interacting 
............................................................... with others 

5. Periodically, I û m  given access to the records of my 
...................................................... results measures. 

6 .  1 personally keep records of my results measures. ..... 

7. According to the list of measures provided on pages 3 to 6 induding those you added to the list 
on page 6, please indicate the item n m k  of the 5 most important measures or indicators you 
think your superior uses to assess your performance and to detennine your reward. [n the case 
where the meames used to assess your perfionnance do not appear on this list, please write a 
description in the space provided. 

The most important indicators or measures of my pefioomiace are: 

Write the item number 
1 .  First most important rneasure 

2. Second most important measure 

3. Third most important measure 

4. Forth most important measure 

5.  Fifth most important measure 



5- Nature of your organisation's strategy 

The purpose of this section is to idenhm the nature of your organisation's strategy, i.e. the pattern of 
behaviour or actions that your organisation uses to inteiact within its indwtry or sectors of 
activities. Given the two foilowing d-ptions of strategy, pplease iedicate wfüch categozy k t  
describes your organisation at this the. (Please consider your plant, division or organisation as a 
whole and note that neither is iaberently bCgood" or '%ad") 

" Company A maintains a 'biche" in a market by o f f e ~ g  a reIatively stable set of productd 
services. Generdiy, Company A is not at the forehnt of netv products, services or market 
developments in its field Company A tends to ignore changes that have no direct impact on current 
areas of operation and it concentrates instead on doing the best possible job in its existing field." 

" Company B makes relatively fiequent changes in its set of productslsetvces. Company B 
consistently attempts to pioneer and innovate in new areas of market activities, even ifnot al1 of 
these eRorts ultimately prove to be highly successful. Company B responds rapidly to early signals 
of market aeeds or opportunities." 

1.  PIease indicate which of these two descriptions best represents your organisation. 

My organisation is best described by: Company "A" or Company "B" 



6- Nature of your organisatioa's extenid environment 

The relatioaships that your Company has with various sectors of the extemai environment such as 
supplies, customers, financiai institutions, govefnments and labour unions may be very important 
for your organisation. Speciflcaiiy, 1 would iike you to rate the cbaractenstics or behaviour of 
various sectors on the degree of theu predictability, where 1 = highly predictable and 7 = highly 
unpredictable or da = not applicable. Please rate the extent to which the foiiowing best desmibe 
your ability to predict the conditions of your extemal enviroment. 

1. Suppliers of your raw materials (seMces), components, 
and subcontractors: . * 
a. theu pnce changes are .............. .. .... .... .. . ...... . . . da 
b. their quali ty changes are ..... . .... . .......... . .......t..... . . . . . da 
c. theirdesignchangesare ................ ...... .... ......,.......... da 
d. the inaoduction of new materials or components is.. d a  

2. Cornpetitor's actions: 
a. their prkes changes are ........ ... ..... ...... ...... . da 
b. their product quality changes are. ......................... ... da 
c. their product design changes are ................ ........ da 
d. the introduction of new products is .................... ...... da 

3. Customers: 
a. their demand for existing products is ................. CC.CC.. da 
b. their demand for new products is ..................... . ...... . d a  

4. The financiakapital market: 
a. interest rate changes: 

1 - short-term debt are . ............. ... .... . .... . ...... ... ...... . da 
2. long-term debt are ................ ........ .... . .... ........ d a  

b. changes in financial instniments available: 
1 - short-term debt are.,,.... .,.. -. .... . .............. . .... . d a  
2: long-term debt are .......................... ............. d a  

c. changes in availability of credit: 
1. short-tenn debt are .......... . .....,........ .. ......... . . .  d a  
2. long-tenn debt are ......... ......................... . . d a  



5. Govemment regdatory agencies: 
a. changes in laws or agencies policies on pricuig 

are. .-....... ~.......,,.....~.....C......-........................... d a  t 2 3 4 5 6 7 
b. changes in laws or policies on ptoduct standards 

or quality are ..................................................... d a  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c. changes in laws and policies regaiding financiai 

practices are .......................................................... d a  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
d. changes in labour (personnel) laws or policies are.... d a  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
e. changes in laws or policies affiting marketing 

and distri'bution methods are-...........-.*.. .................. d a  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
f. changes in laws or policies on acceptable 

accountingpmceduresare. .................................... d a  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

6. Actions of labour unions: 
a changes in wages, hours, and working conditions 

are................. ....................................................... d a  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
b. changes in union security are. ................................. d a  L 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c. changes in grïevance procedures are ........................ d a  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 



7- Demograp hic statistics 

The purpose of this section is to obtain some descriptive idonnation about your education, 
experience, and tenure in your current organisation and in previous organisations. 

I . Please indicate with a -X- the type of degree(s) obtained and wrïte the item number 
correspondhg to the discipline studied as descnbed below: 

Degree Discipline 

High school 
Coilege 
Undergraduate certificate 
Bachelor's degree 
Master's degree 
Doctoral degree 

Discipline(s) studied: Accwntin@umce 
Marketiug/saies 
Business/management/human resources 
Economics 
Engineering (applied sciences) 
Pure sciences 
Health sciences 
Social sciences (e.g. psycholopy, philosophy, 
ianguages, law, geography, etc-) 

Others (specify..) 

If you do not have more than one degree of the same type, for example, 2 bachelor's degrees, go to 
question 4 on the next page. 

2. If you have obtained more than one degree of the same type, for example, 2 bachetor's 
degrees, please specify the nature of the d e p e  obtained and the item number 
correspondhg to the discipline studied as descri'bed above. 

Type of degree Discipline 

I f  you are not actually pursuing or have not interrupted your studies that Lead to a degree, go to 
question 4 on the next page. 



3. If you are actuaily pursuing or have intempted your studies that lead to a degree, please 
Uidicate: the type of degree that you wül get or would have got, the item number of the 
discipline studied, and the number of years completed correspondhg to the nonaal 
duration of a M-time reghne of studies. 

Type of degree Discipline Number of years 
completed 

4. hdicate the number of years and the type of experience 

l ) your currmt fûnctionai position 

you bave in: 

2) your prior hctionai positions occupied in your organisation 

3) your prior fiuictionai positions occupied in other organisations 

1) 
Current 

Functional 
Position 
Years of 
Experience 

in that 
Position 
in your 

Organisation 

2) 
Prior 

Functional 
Positions 
Years of 
Experience 
in îhose 
Positions 
in your 

3) 
Prior 

Functional 
Positions 
Years of 
Experience 
in those 
Positions 
in other 

Organisation Organisations 

Accounting.. ......................................... 
Finance and treasury ............................. 

............................. Information systems 
........................................ Marketing 

Personnel .......................................... 
Legal couusel ..................... .... ........ 
Production and operations .................... 
Research and development ................. 
Other 

Specified: 

5. Title of your current functiod position is: 



6. Your professional designation(s) : 

Please spec*: a) 

7. Yourage: 

Sincere thenks for your participation in this study 



QUESTIONNAIRE: 

(FRENCH VERSION) 





MIXTE DE L'INFORMATION 
QUANTITATIVE FLNAN~~ÈRE ET QUANTiTATIVE NON FINANCIÈRE 

UTILISÉE DANS L'ORGANISATION 

Ce sondage consiste en une série de questions visant à définir I'enviromement organisationnel et 
informationne1 dans lequel vous vous situez- Le mixte d'informations quantitatives,  ciè ères et 
non financières, par exemple, le coût unitaire diia produit et le nombre d'heures de main-d'oeuvre, 
que les gestionnaires utilisent, demeure encore un domaine très peu exploré en théorie 
organisatiomek De fait, l'information quantitative non financière, par exemple, le nombre de 
produits fabriqués par jour, le pourcentage de p d t s  gâchés ou rejetés, les facteurs d'utilisation 
de l'équipement ou de la main-d'oeuvre, est presque entièrement ignorée dans l'enseignement de 
la comptabilité de gestion. 

Ce sondage vise donc à faire la lumière sur les composantes du m e  d'informations quantitatives 
que vous utilisez dans votre organisation, J'apprécierais grandement que vous m'accordiez 
environ 75 minutes de votre temps pour compléter ce questionnaire. Votre participation à ce 
sondage s'avère primordiale pour l'avancement de la connaissance visant l'identification des 
circonstances ou des facteurs déterminant le mùae d'informations quantitatives que vous utilisez 
dans le cours normal de vos activités de contrôle et de prises de décisions. 

Chaque groupe de questions poursuit un objectif particulier. Il est très important, pour la validité 
de ce sondage, que vous répondiez à toutes les questions et que vous fournissiez la réponse qu i  
décrit le mieux votre situation ou les conditions actueiles caractérisant votre travail, de même que 
votre organisation. 

Je tiens à préciser que toute Pinformation recueillie par le biais de ce questionnaire demeurera 
strictement confidentielle. De plus, si vous désira faire des commentaires sur une ou plusieurs 
questions ou préciser vos réponses, utilisez l'espace daas les marges. Vos commentaires seront 
lus et pris en considération. 

Je vous remercie a l'avance pour votre sincère coilaboration. 

Raymond Morissette ca, cma 

School of Accountancy 
University of Waterloo 
200, University Avenue West 
Waterloo, Ontario 
N2L 3Gl 

Tél. : 1 -4 1 8-656-2487 
Fax: 1-4 18-656-2624 



1- Caractéristiques de votre travaii ou fonction 

L'objectif poursuivi dans cette section est de déterminer les caractéristiques de votre travail ou de la 
fonction que vous exercez au sein de votre organisation, PoUmez-vous identifier dans quelle 
mesure les caractéristiques suivantes correspondent, de fiiçon générale, à votre travail ou fonction? 

Dans une Dans une 
fàï'ble large 

mesure meme 

L . Dans quelle mesure diriez-vous que votre travail 
* .  

est routinier? ......... .,c, .... ., .................................... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

2. Les membres de votre groupe de travail 
accomplissent la plupart du temps leurs tâches de la . . même matuere .............................................................. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

3. En fait, les membres de mon groupe de 
travail accomplissent des opératious ou activités 
répétitives dans l'exécution de leur travail ............ ....... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

4. Dans quelie mesure existe-t-il une approche ou façon 
clairement dé f i e  pour accomplir les principaux types 
d'opérations ou d'activités que vous rencontrez dans 
l'exécution de votre travail ou fonction? ....................... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

5. Dans quelle mesure existe-t-il une suite logique 
d'étapes ou d'opérations compréhensibles qui peuvent 
être suivies pour effectuer votre travail? ........... ...... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

6. Dans I'exécution de votre travaii, dans quelle mesure 
pouvez-vous compter sur des procédures ou 
pratiques clairement définies et établies? ...................... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 



2- Décentralisation 

L'objectif poursuivi dans cette section est de déterminer a quel niveau organisationne1 sont prises 
les décisions touchant votre groupe de travail, département, usine, division ou organisation. En 
vous référant au niveau de responsabilités que vous confere votre travail ou votre fonction, et au 
meilleur de votre connaissance7 indiquez sur une échelle de L à 5 le niveau hiérarchique le moins 
élevé qui a l'autorité nécessaire pour prendre les décisions décrites ci-dessous: 

L'échelle de 1 à 5 correspand aux niveaux hiérarchiques dant  du niveau le moins élevé au niveau 
le plus élevé: 

1 décision du "groupe de travail" 
2 décision du "département" 
3 décision de "l'usine" 
4 décision de Ia "division" 
5 décision du "siège social ou prise au niveau corporatif" 

Engagement de personnel de supervision .................. 
Promotion de personnel ............................................ 
Congédiement de perso~el  ........... .....*......*................. 
Dépenses en capital ou de fonctionnement . , non budgétisees ........................................................ 
Choix des caractéristiques ou de la marque 
de commerce de nouveaux équipements ................. 
Introduction de nouveaux produits/marques de 
cornmerce/services .................................................... 
Identification des territoires de ventes à desse rvir.... .. 
Identification de ce qui doit être inspecté ................ 
Identification des tâches ou procédés qui doivent 
être analysés .............................................................. 

Décision du Décision 
groupe de corporative 
travail 

1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
I 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 
10. Choix des foumissews/sous-traitants à être utilis és.... 1 2 3 4 5 
1 1. Etablissement des programmes de formation des . . A  .. - employes a etre utilises .............................................. 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2. Détermination du prix des produits/services ...... .. 1 2 3 4 5 
1 3. Établissement d'une nouvelle fonction ou tâche de 

travail au sein de votre groupe de travail .................... 1 2 3 4 5 
14. Modifications dans le fonctio~emeat ou structure 

de votre groupe de travail, département, etc. 
(ex. : regroupement d'importantes unités de travail) ... 1 2 3 4 5 



3- Caractéristiques du mixte d9informations quantitatives utiüsé dans l'organisation 

L'objectif poursuivi dans cette section est de déterminer le mixte d'informations quantitatives que 
vous utilisa dans l'accomplissement de votre travail ou dans l'exercice de votre fonction. Les 
indicateurs décrits cidessous constituent un échantillon de mesures quantitatives h c i è r e s  et non 
financières que l'on peut retrouver dam diverses organisations. 

1 - Pourriez-vous identifier par un "X" les indicateurs ou mesures que vous utilisez a chaque jour et de 
façon ponctuelle à chaque semaine, mois, trimestre et année dans i'accomplisserneat de votre travail ou 
I'exercice de votre fonction. Dans l'optiqge où vous n'utilisez pas les indicateurs décrits aux pages 3 à 6, 
veuillez l'indiquer au moyen d"un "X" dans la colonne "Jamakl' Veuillez aussi noter que le mème 
indicateur peut être utilisé &ns plus d'une catégorie à la fois, par exemple, a chawe jour et a chaque 
semaine, etc. De façon à enrichir cette recherche, pourriez-vous aussi indiquer à la fin de cette section 
tout autre indicateur qui aurait pu être omis de cette liste en ayant soin aussi d'indiquer par un "X" votre 
fréquence d'utilisation de ces indicateurs. 

2, Lien avec les résultats financiers: 
En vous basant sur la liste des indicateurs que vous ufiüsez, incluant aussi ceux que vous aurez ajoutés a 
la fin de cette section, pourriez-vous indiquer par un 'X" dans la colonne ' lien avec les résultats 
financiers" si vous percevez une reiation de cause a enet entre certains des indicateurs que vous 
utilisez et I'atteinte des objeedlls fînanciers de votre organisation par votre groupe de travail, 
département, usine, division ou organisation. Par exemple, une augmentation dans le nombre de 
nouveaux clients génère une augmentation des profits de votre division en prenant pour acquis que 
chaque vente faite à un nouveau client dégage un marge bénéficiaire. (Veuillez noter qu'il n'y a pas de 
bonne ou mauvaise réponse) 

Jamais INDICATEURS UTILISÉS 
Jour Semaine Mois Trimestre Année 

Nombre de plaintes de clients --- 
Nombre de réclamations sur garantie 
Indice de satisfaction du consommateur 
selon des sondages d'opinions --- 
Nombre de jours entre la réception de la 
commande du client et la Livraison --- 
Retard dans la cédule de livraison --- 
Nombre de commandes reçues de clients 
Nombre de commandes de clients 
complétées --- 
Nombre de nouveaux clients --- 
Nombre de nouveaux contacts, visites, 
téléphones faits à de nouveaux clients ou 
à des clients potentiels --- 

1 O. Nombre de demandes d'information 
reçues suite à de la publicité parue dans 
différents médias --- 

Lien avec 
les résultats 
financiers 
- 
- 

- 

- 
- 

- 

- 



I l .  
12. 

13. 

14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 

18. 
19. 
20. 
2 1. 

22. 
23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 
27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 
32- 
33. 

34. 

1 Question 1 1 1-Question 2-1 
 ama ais ~NDICATEURS UTILISES Lien avec 

Jour Semaiue Mois Trimestre Année résultats --- 
financiers 

Total des ventes par employé 
Nombre de compta clients en 
souffrance --- 
Ratio de recouvrement des comptes 
clients --- 
Part de marché --- 
Total des ventes par représentant --- 
Ventes moyennes par commande --- 
Total des ventes par région ou territoire 
de ventes - -  
Total des ventes (revenus) --- 
Ratio de la marge brute sur vente --- 
Nombre de nouveaux produits - -  
Taux d'introduction de nouveaux 
produits - -  
Nombre de lignes de produits --- 
Nombre de produits retirés 
du marché - -  
Taux de retrait de produits du 
marché --- 
Niveau d'inventaires exprimés en unités 

a) matières premières 
b) produits semi-finis 
c) produits finis 

Ratio de rotation des inventaires 
Niveau des inventaires exprimés en 
dollars 

a) rnatiéres premières 
b) produits semi-finis 
c) produits finis 

Nombre d'heures machine ou d'heures 
usine utiIisées --- 
Pourcentage d'utilisation de la capacité 
de production ou des ressources --- 
Nombre et durée des temps morts de 
production --- 
Nombre de nouveaux employés --- 
Nombre d'heures de main-d'oeuvre 
Nombre d'heures-homme par quarts de 
travail --- 
Nombre d'accidents de travail --- 

35. Taux d'incidence d'accidents de travail 



Taux d'absentéisme 
(Le. heures, employé ou %) 
Nombre de griefs reçus 
Nombre d e  griefs résolus 
Nombre d'unités produites 
Taux de  rejet de produits (services) 
défectueux 
Volume de matières premières rejetées 
Volume de déchets produits 
Niveau de consommation d'énergie: 
carburant, électricité, gaz naturel, etc. 
Facteurs de rendement de la 
production ou des services: 
a) unités produites par qté de matiéres 

premières utilisées 
b) unités produites par heure de main- 

d'oeuvre 
c) unités produites par heure-machine 

1 Question l 1 1-Question 2-1 
Jamais INDICATEURS UTILISÉS Lien avec 

Jour SeMaine Mois Trimestre Année les résultats --- 

d) unités produites par superficie utilisée 
Total des coûts par département 
Coût unitaire des produits (services) 
fabriqués (rendus) 
Coût unitaire des produits défectueux 
Analyse d'écarts (budget vs réel) 
exprimée en dollars 
Analyse d'écarts du coût du matériel 
acheté 
Réduction du coût dû à l'amélioration 
de la qualité des produits ou seMces 
Total des dépenses 
Coût des produits (services) vendus 
(rendus) 
Bénéfice avant impôts 
Bénéfice net 
Ratio du fonds de roulement 
Ratio de liquidité 
Taux d'intérêt sur emprunts 
Taux d'intérêt sur placements 
Bénéfice net par action 
Valeur marchande des actions 
Ratio courshénéfice 

62. Rendement sur les ventes 



1 Question 1 1 1-Question 2-1 
3amais INDICATEURS UTILISÉS Lien avec 

Jour Semaine Mois Trimestre Année les résu1tats --- 
financiers 

63. Rendement de L'avoir (NIE) 
64. Rendement de I'actif totai (ROT) 
65, Total des entrées de fonds 
66. Total des sorties de fonds 
67. Total de L'accroissement (diminution) 

des liquidités 
68. Total des Liquidités générées par 

l'exploitation 
69. Total des Liqpidités générées par les 

activités de financement 
70. Total des liquidités générées par les 

activités d'investissement - -  - -- - 
Pouniez-vous inscrire ci-dessous tout autre indicateur que vous utilisez et qui ne serait pas inscrit 
dans la liste ci-dessus. 

1 Question 1 1 IQuestion 2-1 
INDICATEURS UTILISÉS Lien avec 

Semaine Mois Trimestre Année les résultats 



3- En vous référant aux indicateurs que vous utilisez aux pages 3 à 6, incluant ceux que vous avez 
ajoutés à la liste, pourriez-vous indiquer pour chaque fréquence d'utilisation, i r .  jour, semaine, 
mois, trimestre et année s'il y a lieu, le numéro conespondant aux 5 plus importants indicateurs 
que vous utilisez Inscrivez le noméro des indicateurs dans l'espace fourni cidessous. 

Jour Semaine Mois Trimestre Année 

1 . Le plus important indicateur - - 
2. Le deuxième plus important indicateur - - 
3 .  Le troisième plus important indicateur - - 
4. Le quatrième plus important indicateur - - 
5. Le cinquième plus important indicateur - - 





5- Caractéristiques de la stratégie de votre organisation 

L'objectif poursuivi dans cette section est de déterminer la nature de la stratégie qu'emploie votre 
organisation, c'est-à-dire, une combinaison de comportements ou actions cp votre organisation 
utilise au cours de ses échanges avec les agents économiques de son industtie ou de ses secteurs 
d'activités. En vous référant aux deux descriptions de stratégie cidessous, indiquez laquelle de ces 
descriptions correspond le mieun actuellement à votre organisation. (Veuillez considérez votre 
usine, division ou organisation comme un tout et prenez note qu'aucune de ces stratégies n'est 
foncièrement borne ou mauvaise.) 

"La Compagnie A maintient un créneau de marché sûr en offrant un groupe de produits/services 
relativement stables. Généralement, la Compagnie A ne se situe pas a la fine pointe du 
développement en terme de nouveaux promùts/services ou de développement de marchés à 
l'intérieur de son secteur d'activités. La Compagnie A a tendance à ignorer les changements qui 
n'ont aucun impact direct sur son secteur d'activités actuel et concentre son attention sur la façon de 
faire le mieux possible son travail à l'intérieur de son champ d'activités". 

"La Compagnie B effectue de fréquents changements à l'intérieur de son groupe de 
produits/services. De façon continue, la Compagnie B agit à titre de pionnier et d'innovateur dans 
de nouveaux secteurs de marchés, en dépit du fait que certains de ses efforts de développement ne 
soient pas tous de b c s  succès. La Compagnie B répond très rapidement à l'émergence de 
nouveaux besoins du marché ou d'opportunités d'affaires''. 

1. Indiquez laquelle de ces deux descriptions cadre le mieux avec la stratégie qu'emploie votre 
organisation. 

Mon organisation est mieux décrite par: Compagnie A ou Compagnie B 



6- Nature de l'environnement de votre organisation 

La nature des relations d'affaires que votre entreprise entretient avec ses partenaires extérieurs tels 
que fournisseurs, clients, institutions fbancières, gouvernements et syndicats, peut prendre une 
importance particulière pour votre organisation. De fqon plus précise, je voudrais connaître votre 
perception concernant le caractère prévisible de certaines caractéristiques ou comportements de 
I'environnement externe de votre organisation (l= extrêmement prévisible et 7= extrêmement 
imprévisible ou d a  = ne s'applique pas). Selon vous, comment percevez-vous votre capacité de 
prévoir les conditions entourant L'environnement externe de votre organisation? 

I . Fournisseurs de matières premières (services), 
de composantes et sous-traitants: 
a. leurs changements dans les prix sont. ....................... d a  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
b. leurs changements dans Le niveau de la qualité sont. d a  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c. leurs changements dans le design de leurs 

produits sont ............... ....* ................................... d a  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
d. l'introduction de nouvelles matières premières 

ou composantes est .................................................. d a  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

2. Comportement des compétiteurs: 
a. leurs changements dans les prix sont ........................ d a  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
b. leurs changements dans le niveau de la qualité sont.. d a  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c. leurs changements dans le design de leurs 

produits sont ............... .. .................................... d a  . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
d. I'introduction de nouveaux produits est ................ .. d a  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

3. Consommateurs: 
a. leur demande pour les produits existants est  ............ d a  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
b. leur demande pour de nouveaux produits est. ........... d a  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

4, Marchés financiers: 
a. les changements dans les taw d'intérêts: 

1. sur la dette à court terme sont ............................ d a  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2. su .  la dette a long terme sont, .............. ....... da 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

b. les changements dans les instruments financiers 
disponibles : 

1. pour la dette à court terme sont .................. d a  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2. pour la dette a long terme sont ............... ........ d a  1  2 3 4 5 6 7 

c.  les changements dans la disponibilité de crédit: 
1. pour de la dette à court terne sont ................... d a  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2. pour de la dette a long terme sont ...................... d a  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 



Prévisible Imprévisible 

5. Réglementations gouvernementales: 
a. les changements dans les lois ou politiques touchant 

les prix sont .............................................................. da  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
b. les changements dam les lois ou la régiementation 

concernant la normalisation ou la qualité 
des produits sont ................................................ d a  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

c. les changements dans les lois et politiques 
concernant les pratiques financières sont *.............. .... da 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

d. les changements dans les normes ou la législation 
du travail sont ........................................................... d a  I 2 3 4 5 6 7 

e. les changements dans les lois ou la réglementation 
concernant la commercialisation et Ia 
distribution de vos produits/services sont .............. ... d a  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

f. les changements dans les pratiques ou normes 
comptablessont ........................................................ d a  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

6.  Actions des mouvements syndicaux: 
a. les changements dans les salaires, heures et 

conditions de travail sont .......................................... d a  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
b. les changements dans la sécurité d'emploi que 

confire le mouvement syndical sont .......................... d a  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c. les changements dam les procédures de griefs sonL ... d a  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 



7- Informations persomelles 

L'objectif poursuivi dans cette section vise a obtenir certaines informations personnelles concernant 
votre formation académique, types et années d'expérience accumulées au sein de votre organisation 
ainsi que dans les autres orgamganisations où vous avez travaillé auparavant. 

1 - Pourriez-vous indiquer par un 'X' la natute de votre formation académique et inscrivez le numéro 
de la discipline étudiée dans la colonne cocfespondante telle que décrite ci-dessous. 

Diplôme 

I . Etudes secondaires ................-............. 
2. Etudes collégiales ............................... 
3. Certificat d'études universitaires .......... 
4. Baccalauréat ............................... ........ 

L - 5. Maitrise .............................................. 
6.  Doctorat .................................... 

Diplôme DiXipline 
obtenu 
- d a  

1. Comptabilité/finance 
2. Marketing 
3. Administration/managernent/ressoun'es humaines 
4. Économie 
5. Ingénierie (sciences appliquées) 
6. Sciences pures 
7. Sciences de la santé 
8. Sciences sociales (ex.: psychologie, 

philosophie, langues, droit, géographie, etc.) 
9. Autres (spécifiez..) 

Si vous n'avez pas obtenu plus d'un diplôme d'une même catégorie, par exemple, 2 baccalauréats, 
passez à la question 4 à la page suivante. 

2- Si vous avez obtenu plus d'un diplôme d'une même catégorie, par exemple, 2 baccalauréats, 
pourriez-vous indiquer dans L'espace prévu ci-dessous la nature du diplôme et le numéro des 
discipünes correspondantes. 

Nature du diplôme Discipline 

Si vous ne poursuivez pas d'études actuellement ou n'avez pas interrompu vos études avant 
l'obtention d'un diplôme, passez à la question 4 a la page suivante. 



3. Si vous poursuivez actuellement des études ou avez dû interrompre vos études avant l'obtention 
d'un diplôme, indiquez dans I'espace prévu cidessous le nature du diplorne que vous allez obtenir 
ou auriez obtenu, le numéro de la discipline ainsi que le nombre d'années d'études a temps plein 
complétées. 

Nature du diplôme Discipihe Nombre d'années 
complétées 

4. Poumez-vous indiquer le nombre d'années et la nahue de votre expérience au sein de: 

1 ) votre département actuel dans lequel vous occupez une fonction 

2) d'autres départements précédents dans lesquels vous avez occupé une fonction au sein de 
votre organisation 

3) départements divers au sein d'autres organisations pour lesquelles vous avez occupé des 
fonctions 

1) 2) 3) 
Département Département(s) Département(s) 
Actuel 
Nombre 
d'années 

d'expérience 
clans cette 
fonction 
au sein 
de votre 

organisation 
r .  Comptabihte ........ .. ....................... 

........................... Finance et trésorerie 
..**.. .... Systèmes d'information ..... 

Marketing ....................................... 
Ressources humaines ......................... 
Senrice du contentieux ....................... 
Production et opérations ......... .. ..... 
Recherche et développement.. .......-... 
Autres 
Spécifiez: 

Précédent@l 
Nombre 

d'années 
d'expérience 
dans cette(ces) 
fonction(s) 
au sein 
de votre 

oganisation 

Précédent( s) 
Nombre 

d'années 
d'expérience 
dans cette(ces) 

fonc tion(s) 
au sein 
d'autres 

organisations 

5. Titre de la fonction que vous occupa actuellement: 



6 .  Afliliation(s) ou titre(s) professiomel(s) que vous détenez: 

Spécifia: a) 

7. Votre âge: 

Sincères remerciemenfs pour votre participation à cette étude. 





APPENDLX B 

MANAGER'S FUNCHONAL MENTAL MODEL 





MENTAL MODEL: 
1. 1 am interested in the nature of the relationships you perceive among the concepts 
descnied below and the financial performance of your mit, department or organisation. 
Please, draw iines and indicate the direction of the causai relationships with an arrow 
between any concepts you think are related to each other as well as those that have any 
impact on hancial performance. Iden- ody the relationships you perceive between the 
different concepts. There is no nght or wrong number of relationships. 

2. M'ter i d e n m g  the relationships you perceive between these concepts, please rank the 
five most important relationships that you think are critical to assure the acbievement of 
your unit, department or organisation's financial performance. Please, indicate the rank on 
the line you have previously drawn. 

Product/Service quality 
dimension: 

e.g. -number of custorner 
cornplaint, 
- number of 

wananty claims 

r- - 

Customer 
satisfaction: 

e.g. - number of 
custorner orders received 

- rate of customer 
retention 

e.g.: -nuaiber of uni& 
produced per day, 

- number of astomers 
served by employee per 

week 

Fi ic ïa i  Market: 

e.g. - interest rate 
- fom-gn fxmency 

fluctuation 

.g. - number of grievances 
received 

- number of âaylworker 
absenteeism 

I Govemmental reguiations: 

e-g- - number of govertmentai 
reguiations related to 
sales or transportation 

Cornpetition: 

e-g - market share 
- number of new pmducts 
introduced by cornpetitors 

1 cg. - numbo of daily 
reports about my 1 

e.g. - number of hours 
of training 





MANAGER'S FUNCTIONAL MENTAL MODEL 





MODELE MENTAL: 
1, Je m'intéresse i la nanue des rdations qye vous percevez entre düfëerents concepts décrits ci-dessous tels 
que productivité, satisfktïon du consommateur et la performance financière de voue groupe de travail, 
département, division, usine ou organisation. Pomïa-vous =qua les relntiws de cause a effet que vous 
percevez entre ces differents concepts de même qu'avec In per6omirce îïnanciere de votre organisation en 
traçant une ligne entre ks conapa en ayant soin d'identifier ia direction de la cause a effet au moyen d'une 
flèche. N'identifiez uniquement <lut les dations entre les concepts pue vous percevez IL n'y a pas de bonnes 
ou de mauvaises réponses. 

2. ApRs avoir indiqué les relations que vous percevez, pomLISez-VOUS idcntina la cinq plus importantes 
relations que vous percevez en attri'buant "Y a ia pIus importante et "5" à la cinquième plus importante 
relation de ause a effet que vous considérez comme d q w  pour Patteinte des objectifs hanciers de votre 
équipe. département, division, usiw ou organisation. hiqua le niveau d"mp0rtance des cinq plus 
importantes relations sur la ligne cozre~p~ndmte reliant la concepts concernés que vous aurez tracée. 

Qualité des produits 
ou services : 

ex.: -nombre de plaintes 
de clients, 

- nombre de demandes 
de garantie 

ex: - nombre de 
commandes reçues 

de clients, 
- taux de rétention de 

c iients 

Productivité: 

ex.: - nombre d'unités 
produites par jour, 
- nombre de clients 
servis par employée, 

par semaine 

WC.: - taux d'intént~ 
- fluctuations des 

devises étrangères 

Satisfaction des employés: I 
: - nombre de griefk reç 

- nombre d'absences des 
employés exprimé en jour 4 

R6giementations 
gouvernementales: 

ex: - nombre de règlements 
concemant les ventes 

ou transport 

Compétition: 

ex: - part de marché, 
- nombre de nouveaux 
produits introduits par 

des compétiteurs 

I Suivi des activités: 

ex.: - nombre de rapports 
journaliers concernant 

mon travaii 

- -  - 

Formation des 
employés: 

ex.: - nombre d'heures 
de fomiation par I 

I semaine I 





APPENDIX C 

FIELD INTERVIEW GUIDE 





FIELD INTERVIEW GUIDE 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

This field-swey study investigates the detenninants of the mix of quantitative 

fiaancial and quantitative non-financial information managers use in organisations. This 

research will lead to the development of a theoretical mode1 that will explain managers' 

mix of quantitative information. The generai purpose of this study is to provide "small 

scale tests" supporthg the development of a theory of the detemiinants of the mix of 

quantitative idormation managers use. The field study approach also ailows for 

c o n d u c ~ g  the field work according to a preestabiished research or in- plan with 

certain flexibility such ihat it leaves rmm for the identification of important omined 

factors that could potentially influence the mix ofquantitative information managers use. 

This i n t e ~ e w  plan bas no other purpose than to provide a series of possible questions that 

can be asked to managers. The i n t e ~ e w  process remains very flexible in the sense that 

other relevant questions can be used to deepen managers' m e r s  or to target other 

intereshg and relevant issues managers may raise durkig the interview. 

Section 1 includes the objective instnunents, Le. linancial and non-financial ratios, 

required to classi@ the h ' s  strategy. It also includes a series of general inquines about 

the manager's use of information systems in the organisation aad other information 

required to grasp the nature of the organisational environment within which the manager 

works. 

Section II contains the validation of some of the information obtained through the 

questiomaire d e s m i  in Appendix A. It also includes specific inquiries about examples 



of typical decisions each strategic, tactical, and operationai manager maka in the 

production-operations, human resources, and marketing-sala fhctions. ln addition, 

Section II provides the questions used to assess the manager's perceptions about the 

causal relationships among the measures he uses for monitoring and decision-making 

purposes. 



SECTION 1: GENERAL INFORMATION 

The putpose of these uiqphies is to identify the information system context within 

which strategic, tactical, and operationai managers monïtor the organisation's process and 

make decisions based on the mVc of quantitative information they use. This field work also 

investigates the manager's perceptions and some of his motives for using quantitative 

financial and quantitative non-hanciai information in bis rnix of information. 

Section 1 includes the iaformation required to corroborate the manager's 

classification of the firm's m t e g y  besed on financiai and non-financial ratios. It also 

provides a guideline for the infocmation gathering during the site visit eliciting 

characteristics of the organisation such as its main Lines of products/sentices, facilities, 

main processes. Moreover, this section includes the selection procedures of the strategic, 

tactical, and operatioml managers participateci in this study. Those managers wiil be 

asked to identiQ the sources of f o d  and ad hoc Wonnation, i.e. computerised and 

maaual infornation systems, they use for monitoring and decision-making purposes. 

1.1 Identifying the organisation's strategy 

The organisation's strategy may influence the mix of quantitative information 

managers use. The use of financial and non-financial ratios provides objective criteria to 

classi@ the fimi's strategy based on the information obtained k m  the organisation's 

accounting department. These ratios are compared with the managers' perception dong 

with the tesearcher's classification of the organisation's strategy. In situations where a 

conflicting categorisation of the organisation's strategy using ratios and managers' and 



researcher' perceptions occurs, the objective indicators are used to iden- the firm's 

s trategy. 

1 - Obtain fiom the accounting department the foilowing statistin: 

a. Number of employees based on the yearly average: 

b. Total number of cunent product lines: 

c. Total number of new products inaoduced in the past 
three years: 

(In thousand of dollars) 

Based on last year's îïnancid results of your organisation: 

d. Total sales: 

e. Total marketing expenditures 
(Le. direct promotion, advertking, and 
personal selling expenses): 

f. Total research and development expenditms: 

j. Total fixed assets: 

h. Total assets: 

1.2 Site Visit 

Completed at the beginning of the field-work, a site visit provides opportunities to 

gather information on 1) what are the tum's main production processes, 2) the type of 

technology used, 3) the nature of the production setting, 4) the types of products/services 

produced or delivered, 5) the types of information posted in the work area or discussed by 

employees and managers that may help identiQ the types of information they consider 



important, etc. The curent organisational flow-chart wili be obtahed or developed to 

iden@ the tesponsiiility of the managers involved in the study. The site visit information 

is also helpfbi to guide the interview and to cross-validate information gathered through 

the interviews and questionnaires. 

1. During the site visit, identib the: 

a. types of manufachiring technology the organisation uses 

b. types of pr~ucts/services produceci or delivered 

c. main production processes 

d. plant lay-out 

e. types of equipment/systerns that provide production iafonnation 

f. types of information posteci in the work area 

13 Screening procedures 

The managers involved in this study are chosen based on the hierarcbical position 

they occupy as a proxy for the type of decisions they make in the organisation. Three 

Ievels of management in each functiod area, i.e. production-operation, marketing-sale, 

and human resources wül be asked to participate in this study. The head of each 

functional area, a middle or plant or divisional manager, and a first level or factory-floor or 

operation manager wül paaifipate in the study. Cooseqyently, each strategic, tactical, and 

operational manager h m  the production-operation, marketing-sales, and human 

resources functioaal wili complete a questionnaire and participate in an interview that will 

rake respectively 75 minutes and 30 to 75 minutes of theu tirne. Each manager will 

receive the cpestioILnaiTe dong with verbal directions about how to complete it. A 



structured interview including open-ended questions will be conducted with each of the 

managers &et they have completed the questionnaire. 'Ibis interview will take place at a 

convenient t h e  for them thereby avoiding undue disruption of their n o d  operating 

activities. 

1.4 Types of information systems useà: 

Each manager's idionnation envVoment may vas, across the organisation and 

may influence the type of information he uses. The type of information managers use is 

determineci by the types of information systws, Le. cornputeriseci or matlual, they have 

access to or they have developed for their own purposes. Consequently, the nature of the 

information systems, Le. fornial (legitimised by the strategic management) or informal or 

ad hoc (iilegitimised by the strategic management and kept by each manager) will be 

identified by each manager involved in this study. This information will help to clarify the 

association between the type and status i.e. formal or infionrial, of information systems that 

provide managers with information (e.g. quantitative hancial or quantitative non- 

financiai) they use for monitoring and decision-making purposes. For these reasom, each 

strategic, tactical, and operational manager h m  each functional area involved in this 

study will be asked the folIowing questions: 

1 .  How many employees do you supervise? 
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2. Could you i d e n a  the types of information systems h m  which you usuaily obtain the 
quantitative information you use, F: formal, IN: informal information systems? 

a Financial information 

1- financiai budgeting system 
2- financial reporthg system 
3- costing systems: traditional, ABC, etc. 
4- inventory systenis 

5- other: 

b. Non-thancial information 

6- on-line production systems 
7- matlual pmduction systems 
8- JIT system 
9- cornputer-aided-manufacthg 

10- sales department systems: number of orders, 
complaiats, etc. 

1 1- payroil systems: hours of absenteeism, 
hours worked, etc. 

12- other: any other information systems, such as emplo yee 
information systems or executive information 
systems that record and report information 
systematically 

3. What are, if any, the other f o d  or informal information systems you use for 
monitoring and decision-making purposes? 

4. What are the reasons for using (or not using) information systems other than 
those maintained by the accounthg or computer service departments? 

5. How do you peiceive the formal information systems that are maintained in your 
organisation? 



SECTION II= VALIDATION OF INFORMATION FROM TEtE 
QUEsnoNNPURE AND INQUIRY 

The purpose of this section is to trimgdate the information gathered through the 

questionnaire d e s m i  in Appendix A. This section also investigates managers' 

perceptions and motives for the use of quantitative financial and quantitative non-financial 

information. To achieve these objectives, various questions related to the variables 

captured by the questionnaire are asked to the managers iavolved in this study. 

This section also includes the questions used to assess the manager's perception of 

causal relationships that can exist between quantitative financial and quantitative non- 

financial information. The validation questious and those used to assess the manager's 

perceptions are as follows: 

2.1 Perceived environmentai nncertahty: 

1. How wouid you describe the environment in which your organisation is operathg in 
terrns of: 

a. its peneived level of cornpetition? 

b. the difficulty to predict changes in your organisation's extemal 
environment? 

- changes in customer tastes 
- changes in govemment regdations 
- changes in labour unions contracts 



2.2 Tas k-tecbnology : 

1. How would you desmie your job in terms of: 

a. its number of written procedures that tel you how to deal with specific 
pro blems? 

- procedures do exkt 
- procedures do wt exist 

b. its level of routiaisation? 
- routine or nonroutine 

2.3 Types of Decisioas: 

1 .  Could you desmie to me an example of a decision you make on a daily, weekly, 
monthly, quarterly, yearly basis that is representative of your fuoctional position? 

a) daily: 
b) weekly: 
c) monthly: 
d) quarterly: 
e) yearly: 

2.4 Reward systems: 

1. How is your compensation related to how weli you did on specific quantitative 
performance measures? 

a. directly related to my level of performance 
b. not at ail related to my level of performance 
c. oîher: 

2. Which type of information does your supervisor use to assess your performance? 

a fhancial: 
b. non-financial: 
c. other: 

3. Do you perceive that these measures accurately reflect your level of performance? 

a financial: reflect it fairiy or not at all 
b. non-financial: reflect it fairly or not at ail 



2 5  The perceived causal relationshlps among measures 

1. On which types of measures do you mrùily rely to mooitor the achievement of your 
organisation's (division, department, or unit) objectives? 

a rnainly hancial 
b. mainly n ~ n ~ ~ c i a l  
c. other: 

2. Why do you rely on these (financial or non-financial) measues to monitor the 
achievement of your organisation's (department's or unit's) objectives? 

3. What are the main factors or tessons that influence your use of more quantitative 
financial (non-financial) information than non-financial (financial) intorrnation? 

a. your education 

b. your experience in other organisations 

c. your experience in pnor positions occupied in your organisation 

d. your experience in your current position 

e. your supervisor asks you to use such information 

f your perception that non-fimucial (financial) measures drive your performance 

g. you are specifically evaluatd on such meames 

h. your perception of having better control over the information itseifi 
- you know how the Uiformation is gathered 
- you know the criteria upon which each measure is based on 
- you know that the measures cannot be manipulated 5y others 
- you are the ody one to use such measures and their use gives you more 

idorniabon, or more influence than otiiers 

i. the information is available on a daily, weekiy, monthly, quarterly, and yeariy 
ba i s  



4. Could give me an example of an important performance indicator that you use on a 
daily, weekly, monthly2 quarteriy, and yearly basis and explain why you are using it? 

- daily: 
- why: 

- weekly: 
- why: 

- monthly: 
- why: 

- qyarteriy: 
-why: 

- yearly: 
- why: 

5. I f  you were aven the opportunity to make changes in the information systems you use: 

a. which type of infionnation would you ask for and why? 

- non-financiai: 

- other: 



2.6 Managers' functional mentai model 

The instrument d e s c r i i  in Appendix B s e n e s  to c a p e  the manager's 

functional mental model. Verbal instnictions are given to the manager before he 

completes the instniment in Appendix B. Along with this indument, the cesponses to the 

questionnaire related to the manager's education, past and current experience are 

validated during the conversation with each manager. 



FIELD INTERVIEW GUIDE 

(FRENCH VERSION) 





PROCÉDURES D'ENTREVUES 

Ce guide d'entrevues consiste en une séne de  estions qui s'adressent aux 
gestionnaires sélectionnés au sein des entreprises participant à cette recherche. L a  
gestionnaires inclus dans cette recherche sont un gestiomiaire de niveau stratégique, 
tactique et opératiomel provenant des secteurs de la production-operations, marketing- 
ventes et ressources humaines, représentant un total possible de neuf gestionnaires par 
organisation. 

Au cours de cette e n m e ,  chaque gestionnaire aura à répondre à des questions 
spécifiques servant à la validation de l ' i a f i t i o n  recueillie au moyen du q u e s t i o ~ e  et 
a l'obtention de nouvelles informations. Les mêmes cpestions seront utilisées pour tous 
les gestionnaires de même niveaux décisionneis soit stratégique, tactique et opératiomel 
dans les organisations prenant part à cette recherche. D'autres questions pourront être 
utilisées pour approfondir certaines réponses des gestionnaires. Les questions suivantes 
constituent Miquement un guide visant à uniformiser le processus d'entrevues. Les 
questions pouvant être utilisées durant l'entrevue sont les suivantes: 

1.1 Identification de la stratégie organisationneile 

Les uifomations suivantes permettent de classifier votre organisation en se basant sur sa 
taille, l'intensité de développement de ses produits et de ses ventes et ce au moyen 
d'information financière et non financière. 

1 - Obtenir les informations suivantes auprès du département h c e :  

a. Nombre d'employés selon une moyenne annuelle: 
b. Nombre de Lignes de produits existantes: 
c. Nombre de wuveaux produits introduits au cours des 

trois dernières années: 

(En milliers de dollars) 

Selon les chiffies du dernier exercice financier de votre organisation: 

d. Total des ventes: 
e. Total des dépenses de marketing: 

(Le. promotion, publicité et coût de la force de ventes) 
f. Total des frais de recherche et développement: 
g. Total des immobilisations: 
h. Total des actifs: 



1.2 Visite de 190rganisation 

AU cours de la visite de l'entreprise, recueillir les informations suivantes: 

a) Caractéristiques de la technologie de production utilisée 

b) Nahue des produits/services 

c) Principaux procédés de production utilisés 

d) Plan des installations de production 

e) Caractéristiques des équipements ou systèmes produisant de l'information 

f) Nature de l'information affichée dans les Iieux de travail 

1.3 Sélection des managers (vou version anglaise) 

1.4 Types de systèmes d'information utüisés: 

1. Combien d'employés supervisez-vous? 

- directement: 
- indirectement: 

2. Pourriez-vous identifier le type de systèmes d'information desqyels vous tirez 
l'information quantitative que vous utilisez, F: formel, IN: informel 

a) Informations financières: 

1 - budgets financiers F IN 
2- système comptable produisant les états financiers F IN 
3- système comptables senant  à déterminer le prix coûtant unitaire F IN 

a) système traditionnel de détermination du coût unitaire F IN 
b) système de comptabilité par activités F IN 

4- systèmes d'inventaires F IN 
5- autres: 



b) uifo~~~tions non financières: 

6- systèmes d'information reliés on-line aux systèmes contr6la.t 
la production: 

7- systèmes d'information manuels produisant des informations 
de production 

8- systèmes d'inventaires juste à temps (Jïï) 
9- systèmes d'information de support à la production 

10- systèmes d'information du département des ventes: nombre de 
commandes, nombres de plaintes reçues, etc. 

1 1 - systèmes de paye: nombre d'heures d'absentéisme, nombre 
d'heures travaillées 

12- autres: systèmes d'information sur mesure pour les gestionnaires qui 
puisent dans les bases de données les informations recpises 
pour produire des rapports d'exception 

c )  Quels sont Les autres systèmes d'information formels et informels que vous 
utilisez pour fios de gestion ou de prise de décisions? 

Formels: IofomeIs: 

d) Pour queiles raisons utilisez-vous d'autres (ou pas d'autres) systèmes 
d'information qye ceux supportés par le dépanement idionnatique ou de la 
comptabilité (i.e., informels)? 

e) Quelle est votre perception des systèmes d'uiformation formels, Le. ceux qui 
sont privilégiés par la direction de votre organisation? 



PARTIE n: VALIDATION DE LVNFORMATION OBTENUE AU MOYEN DE 
QCTESTIONNAIRE ET COLLECTE D'AUTRES INFORMATIONS 

2.1 Nature de l'eiviromement de votre organisation 

1. Comment décririez-vous l'enviromement externe dans lequel se trouve votre 
organisation en terme de: 

a) son niveau de compétition? 

b) niveau de dificultés à prédire les changements prenant place dans 
L'environnement externe de votre organisation? 

- changements dans le goût des consommateurs 
- changements dans les réglementations gouvernementales 
- changements dans les conventions collectives de travail 

2.2 Caractéristiques de votre travaii ou fonction 

I . Comment décrieriez-vous votre travail ou fonction en terme de: 

a) son niveau de procédures écrites auxquelles vous avez accès et qui vous 
informent sur la manière de résoudre certains problèmes spécifiques? 

- des procédures existent-elles? OUI ou NON 

b) son niveau de routine? 

- travail routinier ou non routinier 

2.3 Caractéristiques des décisions 

1. Pourriez-vous décrire un exemple typique de décisions que vous avez a prendre de 
façon journalière, hebdomadaire, mensuelle, trimestrielle et annuelle: 

- journalière: 
- hebdomadaire: 
- mensuelle: 
- trimestrieue: 
- annuelie: 



2.1 Caractéristiques des systèmes de rémunération 

1. Comment qualifieriez-vous la dation, si dation il y a, entre votre rémunération et 
votre niveau de performance établie à partir de mesutes qyantitatives spécifiques: 

a) ma rémunération est directement reliée à mon niveau de performance 
b) ma rémunération n'eit en aucun cas reliée à mon niveau de performance 
c) autre: 

2. QueI(s) type(s) d'informations votre superviseur utilise-t-il pour établir votre 
performance? 

Spécifiez la mesure 

a) financière: 
b) non financière: 
c) autre: 

3. Considérez-vous que ces mesures reflètent correctement votre niveau réel de 
performance? 

a) les mesures financières: OUI NON 

6 )  les mesures non financières OUI NON 

2.5 Perceptions de la reiaüon de cause a effet entre les mesures &ancières et non 
financières 

1 .  Quel(s) type(s) de memres utilisez-vous pour contrôler l'atteinte des objectifs de votre 
groupe de travail, département, usine, division ou organisation? 

a) principalement de l'iafonnation quantitative finaacière 
b) principalement de l'iafomtion quantitative non financière 
c) autres 

2. Pourquoi utilisez-vous ce genre d'informations (fhancières ou non financières) pour 
contrôler l'atteinte des objectifs de votre organisation? 



3. Quels sont les principaux facteurs ou raisons motivant L'utilisation de plus 
d'informations quantitatives financières (non financières) que d'informatioos 
quantitatives non financières (financières)? 

a) votre formation académique 

b) votre expérience a l'intérieur d'autres organisations 

C) votre expérience Qns diverse fonctions que vous avez occupées au sein de 
votre organisation 

d) votre expérience dans votre fonction actuelle 

e) votre superviseur vous demande d'utiliser ce type d'information 

f) votre perception que les mesures non fïnanciéres 'drive' ou déterminent votre 
performance 

g) votre rémunération dépends principaiement de vous résultats sur ces mesures 

h) votre perception d'avoir un meilleur contrOle sur cette information: 
- vous connaissez comment les données sont recueillies pour obtenir ces 

mesures 
- vous connaissez la méthode de calcul inhérente à chacune des mesures 
que vous utilisez 

- vous savez que ces mesures ne peuvent pas Ptre manipulées ou faussées 
par d'autres 

- vous êtes la seule personne à utiliser ces mesures et elles vous donnent 
plus d'information sur les opérations ou plus d'infiuence dans 
l'organisation que d'autres mesures 

i) I'idonnation est disponible de façon journalière et ce lorsque vous en avez 
besoin 

4. Pourriez-vous me citer un exemple d'une importante mesure de performance qye vous 
utilisez de façon journaliàe, hebdomadaire, mensuelle, trimestrielle et annuelle, et m'en 
expliquez la raison de son utilisation? 

- journalière: 
- raison: 

- hebdomadaire: 
- raison: 

- mensuelle: 
- raison: 

- trimestrielle: 
- raison: 

- annuelle: 
- raison: 



5. Si VOUS aviez l'opportunité de faire des changements aux systèmes d'informations que 
vous utilisez: 

a) quel type d'information voudriez-vous obtenir et pour queUe(s) raison(s)? 

raisons 

- aucune 

- non financières: 

- autres: 

2.6 Modèle mentaI des gestionnaires 

1. Faire compléter l'annexe B 

2. Vérifier les informations personnefles recueillies dans le questionnaire. 
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